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PREFACE
The Asian Association for Lexicography (AsiaLex) was founded in Hong Kong in
1997. In the last 18 years, the biennial conferences of AsiaLex have travelled in
seven Asian countries and for the first time, it’s coming to the Philippines! Starting
this year, AsiaLex conferences are now held annually.
The 10th International Conference of AsiaLex (AsiaLex2016) which is happening at
the Century Park Hotel, Manila, The Philippines on June 1-3, 2016, is organized by
the University of the Philippines-Diliman, Department of Linguistics (UP-Lingg), the
National University (NU), and the Computing Society of the Philippines (CSP). With
the theme Advancing Language Teaching with Lexicography and CorpusBuilding, the conference aims to 1) present the current trends and practices in
lexicography and corpus-building; 2) promote the use of lexicography
and corpora in language learning and ELT; and 3) bring together lexicographers,
linguists, language educators and dictionary lovers from the Philippines, Asia and
all over the world.
After passing through a double-blind review by the Scientific Committee, 71
papers were accepted for presentation at the AsiaLex2016. The Conference
Proceedings, however, have only compiled a total of 22 papers due to various
reasons. Inasmuch as we would like to include as many articles as possible in the
proceedings, the authors have expressed their sincere intent to have their
research papers published in either scholarly journals or edited volumes. On a
positive note, it just means that the quality of papers submitted for AsiaLex2016 is
for international, peer-reviewed journals (or even higher).
The proceedings are divided into sections. Part 1 is for the invited lectures. Some
of the speakers, however, have their papers either ‘under review’ or due for
publication. Part 2 are papers on ‘Lexicography’, in general. There are six papers,
written by both local and international scholars, that deal with lexicographic
studies and practices. Part 3 comprise the articles that are Linguistics-related:
either on lexical features, etymological issues, or dictionary-based studies. Part 4,
of which seven articles are included, deals with papers related to methodological
issues in Lexicographic studies. And finally, Part 5 deals with pedagogical papers.
It is hoped that this collection of papers presented at the AsiaLex2016 serve as a
useful resource for future researchers on lexicography and other related fields.
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Lexical priming, dictionaries and Asian users of English
Vincent B Y OOI
National University of Singapore
vinceooi@nus.edu.sg
1. Introduction
In keeping with the theme of the conference, “Advancing Language Teaching
with Lexicography and Corpus Building”, both the language teacher and the
student can accelerate their priming of native speaker patterns by paying close
attention to their own lexical primings vis-à-vis online lexical resources (particularly
the dictionary) and corpus linguistic resources. Such close attention includes an
awareness of ‘frequencies of usage’ and ‘psychological salience’, typified by the
following parameters: local vs international usage, formal vs informal contexts,
spoken vs written registers, Internet slang vs standard usage etc. In this paper, I
draw on English primarily (as it is the language that I know best), but the
observations can of course be extended to other languages.
We live in an exciting era in which there are multiple and competing free online
lexical resources for the user’s attention; at the same time, the plurality of lexical
resources can often lead to a confusion as to which treatment is the ‘correct’
one. One can only surmise that this situation has arisen because lexicographers
come from different traditions (e.g. British or U.S English) and emphasize particular
linguistic claims based on both their intuitions and empirical evidence (corpora)
used. As Lew (2011: 248) puts it, ‘a great variety of dictionaries exist, and…without
proper guidance, users run the risk of getting lost in the riches’.
This ‘proper guidance’ should foster in users a central awareness of lexical priming,
defined by Hoey (2009) as ‘the process of subconsciously noticing’ such facts that
native speakers make a mental note of when they encounter a word. For Michael
Hoey, using the ‘right phrase in the right context at the right time’ means
subconsciously noticing such factors as the following: (i) the words it occurs with;
(ii) the grammatical patterns it occurs in; (iii) the meanings with which it is
associated; (iv) its usage in terms of politeness vs rudeness, humour vs seriousness;
(v) the style it tends to occur in; (vi) the registers that it occurs more often in:
spoken vs written, academic vs novels, advertisements or newspaper writing, (vii)
its usage by someone older or younger; and even (vii) its association ‘with the
beginnings or ends of sentences or with paragraph boundaries.’
Arguably, as the leading global language with the most functional load, English
has become the most pluralized/pluricentric language. The existence of various
‘Englishes’ with unequal statuses (‘Inner’, ‘Outer’, and ‘Expanding Circles’ of
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English – Kachru 1985) means that there are many potential conflicting lexical
primings among countries in which English is regarded as native language (i.e.
the UK, U.S, Australia, New Zealand, Canada etc). In addition, ‘Outer Circle’
countries (cf. Kachru 1985) such as the Philippines, Malaysia and Singapore have
formed their own institutionalised/nativised/endonormative standards that may
conflict with native speaker ones. Given the expectation that diglossia is an
everyday feature in such situations, I suggest that the Concentric Circles Model
(Ooi 2001) – constructed specifically for Singaporean and Malaysian contexts, but
which might be extendable to other nativised Englishes – may be useful to alert
users on the appropriateness of local usage in H-igh and L-ow situations, as it
would also relate local norms to global ones. Lexical primings do not just exist in
the minds of speakers, and a resource such as the GloWbe corpus (Davies and
Fuchs 2013) reflects the collective lexical primings of 6 native speaker countries
and 14 Outer Circle ones.
In this paper, a few examples will illustrate the uneven treatment, incomplete
varietal usage and even cultural bias in some well-known English lexical resources.
The overall ‘takeaway’ is that the Asian user of English will continue to draw on
the Web for its free lexical resources and well-motivated contemporary corpora
of English; he/she has to be more self-directed in reconciling lexical primings –
often conflicting -- in both local usage (endonorms) and international ones
(exonorms). Lexicographers have to be even more nimble in catering to much
more Web-savvy audiences nowadays.
2. Lexical priming theory
Hoey (2014) reiterates his theory, first expounded in 2005, that lexical priming theory

seeks to ‘ integrate… psycholinguistic research … with the findings of corpus linguists.’
This theory postulates that each person’s knowledge of language is the result of all
that we have heard and read repeatedly. In other words, the lexicon is probabilistic
in nature. One of the more well-known proponents of a probabilistic lexicogrammar
is Michael Halliday, who states that his own view of grammar (and by extension, the
lexicon) is ‘inherently probabilistic’ (Halliday, 1982: 65). Also, in my own Lexical Frame
Analysis, one of the tenets postulated regarding the lexicon is that it is probabilistic in
nature. (Ooi, 1998).
Given that each person has varying ‘lexical frequencies’ from someone else, how is
it possible that we are able to communicate with one another and have a notion of
standard English? For Hoey (2005), conflicting primings are reconciled through such
common factors as education, mass media, literary and religious traditions,
grammars and dictionaries.
3. Ooi’s Concentric Circles Model
A variety of English may be construed as one that has collective lexical primings
understood and agreed upon by the speech community it typifies. Besides common
frequencies of usage, the words distinctive to and give a particular cultural identity
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to a speech community may be ‘graded’ in terms of their diglossic nature. Illustrating
the complexity of English use from the small island of Singapore (see Ooi 2013), the
range there may be characterised as follows: standard English (which usually

means standard British/US English), SgE-H (educated, ‘standard’ Singaporean
English) and SgE-L (Colloquial Singapore English, also popularly known as Singlish).
Standard English is the benchmark set in grammar books, dictionaries, classroom
texts, official media and print materials. SgE-H may be considered the local
H(igh)-variety used and comprises ‘invisible norms’ that have to be distinguished
from those of native English speakers. SgE-L, as the L(ow) variety, is used in more
domestic situations and is the popular colloquial variety found in (among others)
casual conversations, television humour programmes, online personal blogs, chat
rooms and discussion forums. I would prefer the term SgE-L to ‘Singlish’ which has
become a loaded term that is either hated or loved among Singaporeans. Unlike
‘broken English’ (which has no rules), the word order in SgE-L tends to be rulegoverned. For example, the well-known SgE-L expression Why you so liddat?
(‘liddat’ = ‘like that’, meaning ‘Why do you behave in this manner?) would be
regarded as ungrammatical by native SgE-L speakers if it was rephrased in one of
the following ways:
*Why you liddat so?
*Why so you liddat?
While SgE-L expressions may be said to derive mainly from Chinese or Malay,
native SgE-L speakers would probably also tend to agree that the expression
everyone is good (to mean ‘Hello, everyone’) is not so much Singlish (if at all) as it
is Chinglish. This expression is literally translated from the Chinese expression 大家
好 into English.
The three aspects of English just outlined may be diagrammatically represented
and ‘graded’ in terms of a ‘Concentric Circles Model’ (Ooi, 2001) as follows:
(i)
Circle 1 represents the inner circle that comprises ‘core or standard
English’ linguistic expressions that may or may not be traditionally
Germanic/ French/Latin in origin. Non-Anglo expressions that are
codified and standardised in dictionaries nowadays include kungfu, sari
and lychee. Circle 1 items are unmarked and deemed acceptable
internationally.
(ii)
Circle 2 (SgE-H) is the next outer circle containing linguistic expressions
from English acceptable in more formal local situations, but go beyond
their conventional meaning in Western discourse. For instance, killer litter
is a hybrid of two intriguing and yet unlikely juxtapositions in Western
discourse, i.e the seriousness of ‘killers’ and the social irresponsibility of
throwing harmless garbage on the ground. In Singaporean discourse
though, this productive neologism is needed in a densely populated
society of high-storey buildings. For many expressions, the influence from
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)

a local language or dialect is obvious. An example is sleep late. In US
English, a song title such as I like to sleep late in the morning makes it
clear that one gets up late in the morning; in SgE-H, it would be much
more common to refer to staying up late at night. Thus, a sentence such
as I like to sleep late at 3am would have its corresponding meaning in
either Malay (‘tidur lewat’) or Chinese (‘wan shuì’). Pakir (2009: 85)
reminds us that ‘Singapore offers an example of a (tropical) country
where spontaneous daily interaction among speakers of several
languages over a long period of time has led to (various linguistic)
innovation processes’ and semantic shifts which differ from the
conventional Western discourses that we tend to associate standard
English with. Thus, “while Australians might find the description of ‘windy’
for homes as a negative feature in the (real estate) ‘for sale’
advertisements, Singaporeans consider ‘windy’ as ‘breezy’ and
therefore a positive feature” (Pakir, 2009: 96). Another noteworthy point
is that the sense of ‘breeziness’ would not tend to invite the charge of
Singlish among Singaporeans.
Circle 3 (SgE-H) is the next outer circle containing linguistic expressions
that are also acceptable in formal local situations and go beyond their
conventional understanding in Western discourse. However, unlike those
in Circle 2, the items in this circle contain loanwords and expressions from
other local languages (principally Chinese and Malay). There are no
English equivalents without missing local associations. Examples include
silat (‘Malay kungfu’), songkok (‘Malay hat’), laksa (‘a popular curry
dish’) and ice kachang (‘a dessert of shaved ice with various flavours
and toppings’ that can include kachang, a Malay word for ‘peanuts’).
Conceivably, Malay words such as durian (whose first use is attested by
the Oxford English Dictionary as early as 1588) and rambutan (coined in
1707) would be in this circle instead of Circle 1. However, these words
have stood the test of time and are now accepted by the world’s
English-speaking community. Hence, the words durian and rambutan
rightfully belong to Circle 1.
Circle 4 (SgE-L or Singlish expressions taken from English) is the next outer
circle of English-derived expressions that are deemed suitable for local
colloquial or informal situations only. In this circle, structures from
colloquial Chinese or Malay have their literal English equivalents. Thus,
the expression I follow Mother to the market does not mean that the
interlocutor walks behind but instead accompanies the mother. In
casual conversations, blur is also used as an adjective, to mean
‘confused or dazed’. The late Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew used this
example of ‘blur’ as a prototypical Singlish feature.
Circle 5 (SgE-L or Singlish expressions taken from other languages or
dialects) represents the outermost circle of least transparency (in
relation to ‘core English’) in having terms of non-English origin that are
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primed for local colloquial situations only. Makan is the Malay word for
‘to eat’, paktor is the Cantonese Chinese word for ‘dating’, and kiasu is
a word borrowed from Hokkien that means ‘afraid to lose out’.
Proponents of the ‘Speak Good English Movement’ in Singapore would
probably be appalled to learn that the publishers of Oxford Dictionaries
(“the world’s most trusted dictionaries”) have included both kiasu and
the Malay word lepak (‘loafing’) – labelling them as ‘South East Asian’
usage. Both Circles 2 and 3 would be acceptable in more formal
situations, for example classroom reports, newspaper editorials and
broadcast news (see Ooi, 2007 and Low, 2010, for a range of other
expressions in Circles 2 and 3). However, both Circles 4 and 5 would be
acceptable in colloquial or highly informal situations only (usually
speech) and contain terms that are popularly known as ‘Singapore
Colloquial English’ or Singlish. This way of thinking about English in
Singapore, ranging from Circles 1 to 5, would remove a lot of the
linguistic anxiety surrounding the use of a linguistic expression as either
Singlish or ‘standard English’. We can use the model to relate domestic
English to international English usage; at the same time, it would help
foreigners to avoid cross-cultural miscommunication (as in the case of
‘windy’) when they first arrive in the country.
If a model is a miniature representation that shows the entire situation at a glance,
then the following diagram (Figure 1) may be worth presenting to the teacher
and the student of English in Singapore:

Figure 1 Concentric Circles of English for Singapore English (Ooi 2001, 2013)
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In this regard, the practice of dictionaries to use mere labels (‘formal’, ‘informal’,
‘colloquial’ etc) for each lexical entry neither allows the user to see the gradations in
formality of usage nor have a picture of the entire range of English use at a glance.
1 Reconciling different primings in dictionaries with corpus evidence
In this section, I would like to present four examples of how a lexicogrammatical item
gets varying treatments in some free online dictionaries of English, and how
complementary evidence from well-known contemporary corpora might assist in
reconciling their different primings.

i)
brownie points
Merriam Webster Learner’s Dictionary (MWLD) defines it as “praise, credit, or
approval that a person gets from someone (such as a boss or teacher) for doing
something good or helpful”; example sentences list associated verbs as “earn”,
“win”, or “get” (see Figure 2):

Figure 2 brownie points (Merriam-Webster Learner’s Dictionary)

After reading this lexical entry, the learner is no wiser concerning the preferred
verb associated with the term and its more appropriate context(s) of usage, i.e.
spoken, written, academic etc. More puzzlingly, Cambridge Dictionaries Online
(CDO) lists the term as American usage – although the British setting is used -- and
“humorous” in nature (see Figure 3):

Figure 3 brownie points (Cambridge Dictionaries Online)

Meanwhile, the COBUILD Dictionary flags it for “disapproval”, i.e. a negative
semantic prosody because the approvers for brownie points can be politicians of
dubious public standing (see Figure 4):
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Figure 4 brownie points (Collins COBUILD Dictionary)

Which of these entries should the learner of English believe in? And, to further
problematize the issue, the overwhelming predominance of Google as the
leading global search engine (except for a country such as mainland China in
which it is banned) means that a typical user is nowadays likely to use Google’s
dictionary (which has become a serious contender to other dictionaries) and its
corresponding Wikipedia entry – and stop there (without even using CDO,
COBUILD or MWLD). If Google’s dictionary is to be believed, the issues raised
earlier are rather non-existent: brownie points, it says, “are a hypothetical social
currency, which can be acquired by doing good deeds or earning favor in the
eyes of another, often one's superior.”
Notwithstanding Google’s Dictionary as the one-stop place for lexical information,
we may turn to the GloWbe corpus which shows the following frequencies for brownie
points across 20 different countries (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 Frequencies of occurrence for brownie points (per million words) in the GloWbe corpus

Thus, contrary to the Cambridge Dictionary, the term is not only U.S. usage but very
much so occurs in British, Australian and Indian contexts.
As for the preferred verb collocates, Figure 6 shows an edited listing for the verbs
‘score’, ‘get’, ‘earn’, ‘win’ and ‘gain’:

Figure 6 Edited listing for search [v*]+ brownie points (GloWbe corpus)

If Outer Circle countries also get to vote, then “score” seems to emerge as the top
verb collocate (as it does in the UK). In the U.S., “get” seems to be the preferred verb
collocate – of course, the accuracy of these frequencies is dependent on the partof-speech program used for the corpus.
Finally, an analysis of the concordance listings for the term suggests that its semantic
prosody tends to be negative when associated with political and serious matters but
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more light-hearted and positive when associated with personal matters (see Figure
7):

Figure 7 Short concordance listing of brownie points (U.S. component, GloWbe corpus)

ii)

durian

Similar to Ooi (2010), my choice of this term is to examine the cultural bias associated
with its definition and characterisation. Because the smell – and taste – of the fruit
puts off many Westerners (lexicographers included), it gets a negative semantic
prosody which then gets copied from dictionary to dictionary. Let us take a look at
what comes up in both the Google and Yahoo search engines when the term ‘durian
definition’ is keyed in (Figures 8 and 9):

Figure 8 Keying in ‘durian definition’ (Yahoo search engine)

Figure 9 Keying in ‘durian definition’ (Google search engine)

There is a striking similarity to both definitions. In the Yahoo one, there is also the
inclusion of ‘powered by Oxford Dictionaries’; in the Google one, there is the
inclusion of its etymology (from Malay) and its increasing frequency of use. In both
cases, the choice of the term ‘fetid smell’ indicates that its odour is unbearable
to Oxford’s lexicographers but the taste is much more bearable. The Cambridge
Dictionary chooses the term ‘very strong smell’, whereas the MacMillan Dictionary
is less equivocal in characterising its ‘strong, unpleasant smell but with a sweet
flavour’ (but, of course, there are durians that have a bitter flavour too). Despite
the unpleasantness of the smell (which would be fragrant to many Asian lovers of
durian), having a lexical entry for it is arguably better than its treatment in the
MWLD and the Longman Dictionary – both of which exclude the term and
therefore think that it would be unnecessary to their learners to acquire any
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knowledge of the term. Perhaps, this is justified when is frequencies of occurrence
in the GloWbe corpus are examined (see Figure 10):

Figure 10 Frequencies for durian (GloWbe corpus)

Despite the millions of people in Inner Circle countries, the fruit is
celebrated in those contexts. The greatest connoisseurs of the fruit
those in Malaysia and Singapore. In these countries, the term
productively with words such as ‘profiteroles’, “puffs”, “breath”,
“mousse cake”.

clearly not
are clearly
collocates
and even

iii)
take a look (at) vs have a look (at)
In their study of one-million-word corpora of British and U.S. English, Leech et al
(2009: 179) make the observation that ‘expanded predicates with have, take and
give are used more frequently in fictional rather than non-fictional texts’; they also
confirm the hypothesis that ‘BrE prefers have as a light verb in expanded
predicates whereas AmE prefers take. These regional differences are more
pronounced in the spoken than in the written data.’
Let us re-examine their claims by looking at both the BYU-COCA and BYU-BNC
corpora for the phrase take/have a look (at). In the Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA), take a look occurs 6673 times whereas have a look at
occurs only 446 times. In the British National Corpus (BNC), take a look at occurs
only 263 times whereas have a look at occurs 905 times. So, it would certainly
appear that the hypothesis by Leech et al do hold water.
Figure 11 shows that British English prefers have a look * in speech and to a lesser
extent in fiction:

Figure 11 have a look * (BNC)

The picture for take a look * is more complex though (see Figure 12), with a
preference for more contexts of use:
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Figure 12 take a look * (BNC)

Unlike have a look in the BNC, the preferred context for the term in COCA is in the
fiction and (to a lesser extent) spoken registers (see Figure 13):

Figure 13 have a look * (COCA)

For take a look *, U.S. English also sees the term being preferred in spoken contexts
mainly (see Figure 14):

Figure 14 take a look * (COCA)

We would thus expect that the richness of such information in these two corpora
would get reflected in the dictionary. Instead, various dictionaries merely
exemplify the interchangeable usage of both verbs in example sentences (Figure
15):

Figure 15 have/take a look (Macmillan Dictionary)

iv)
economy rice / economical rice
The final example here is chosen to show that there are many Asian-oriented
terms which do not yet make it to Circle 1 of my Concentric Circles Model (CCM
– see Section 3). For global recognition, such terms will have to be used in one or
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more Inner Circle countries. A case in point is economy rice/economical rice
which is lexically primed for Singaporean and Malaysian users. Referring to the
working person’s ‘quick and hearty meal’ of rice with a few inexpensive dishes,
the term makes it to Circle 2 of the CCM and is neither regarded as ‘Manglish’ nor
‘Singlish’. Figure 16 gives an indication of its usage in the GloWbe corpus, and
many more examples will also turn up with a google search:

Figure 16: Concordance of economy rice (Singapore component, GloWbe corpus)

4. Some concluding remarks
In this day and age, the multiplicity of free online lexical resources and available
corpora means that the Asian user of English has to navigate through and utilise
such resources well. While such learners of English would like to accelerate their
lexical primings in order to achieve ‘naturalness’ and ‘nativeness’, they also need
to be aware of and reconcile any conflicting lexical frequencies from their first
language and their own local variety of English. It would be good for the student
and the teacher to triangulate the use of various lexical resources and online
corpora. At the same time, lexicographers will have to improve on their lexical
evidence base and codification efforts in order to maintain and enhance the
richness of their dictionaries.
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Abstract
‘Dialect’ is the name given to the sub variants of a language. It is that,
because of various factors (such as differences of ethnic origin, social
environment and lifestyles, material and moral cultural values, climatic and
natural conditions etc.), the spoken form of a language used by a people
differs from its written form (standard language) in terms of phonology,
morphology, syntax, and semantics. Dialect lexicography is forming the
lexical data compiled from the vocabulary of a certain dialect or dialects
using the methods of lexicography.
The beginning of compiling dialect dictionaries in Turkey does not go back to
very old times. The first practices of writing those dictionaries, contrary to other
studies of dialect lexicography in the world, were carried out with a different
purpose. Today, studies on this topic has been considerably increasing.
The aim of this study is to make a description of practices of dialect
lexicography in Turkey. It will focus on how and by whom the vocabularies of
dialects have been compiled, the criterion of compilation, which methods
and techniques have been used in dialect lexicography, and developments
in dialect lexicography in Turkey.
Keywords: Dialect researches, Modern Turkish (Anatolian) Dialects, dialect
lexicography, compilation, vocabulary.

1.Introduction
Written language is the metalanguage with which speakers of that language can
communicate in a common ground. It is the standardized picture of language. It
has more strict rules and boundaries compared to spoken language. On the other
hand, dialects are sub variants of this metalanguage. To some degree, dialects
are more independent from the rules and boundaries of the written language.
The reason that we say ‘to some degree’ is there is also an upper limit of the
language which the speakers communicate with. When we view the subject in
terms of the vocabulary of language, the situation is same. Dialects have a richer
vocabulary in comparison with written language. If dialects in Turkey (Anatolian
geography) is analyzed, this is clearly seen.
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When the history of Turks are analyzed, it is seen they have a very old and rooted
oral cultural tradition. The native land of Turks, who have been living in Anatolia
(in Turkey) for about one thousand years, is Central Asia. Having lived in Central
Asia for hundreds of years as a “nomadic society”, they had a very rich tradition
of oral culture. Primarily Oghuz tribes and several other Turkish clans which moved
to Anatolian lands with various reasons in history brought these values of oral
culture to Anatolia. Many elements of this oral culture brought to a new land
mixed with different cultural values in this new country and they reached our times
by being carried from generation to generation. These elements of oral culture
can still be found in the vocabulary of regional dialects. Also, some parts of
vocabulary which belong to ancient periods of Turkish -apart from written
language- exist again in the spoken language of regional dialects. Due to these
kinds of reasons, it is extremely important without losing time to document the
vocabulary of the diverse Anatolian dialects and their meanings. The task of
documentation can only be actualized with dialect dictionaries written with
different techniques and methods from dictionaries of written language. Before
starting to write about dialect dictionaries, it may be beneficial to mention the
formation processes of dialects in Anatolia and the progress of dialect researches
in brief.
1.2. Formation of Anatolian Dialects 1
Turkish language, in its historical development, changed and separated into
branches and dialects with changes caused by its natural structure and other
exterior factors such as various geographical distributions, and relations with
different socio-cultural environments (Özyetgin, 2006; 1). The language of Oghuzs
constitutes one of these dialect branching we see more clearly in Turkish
language since 13th century. As a Turkish tribe, Oghuzs moved to the West from
Central Asia since 11th century and came to Anatolia, which had hosted various
civilizations in the past, making it a Turkish land. We can state, moving from the
fact that the oldest texts having reached today from Oghuzs were written in 13th
century, that the Turkish used in Anatolia since 13th century until our day
uninterruptedly is the language Oghuzs used. (This Turkish is divided into three
different periods by researchers: Old Anatolian Turkish Period (13th cent. / 15th
cent.), Ottoman Turkish Period (15th cent. / 20th cent. ), and Modern Turkey Turkish
Period (20th cent. / -).
It is understood from researches that 23 out of 24 Oghuz tribes came to Anatolia
(for detailed knowledge see: Sumer, 1990; 50, 58, 223) during migrations from
Central Asia. Again in these migrations –however their numbers are low-other

1

With the expression “Anatolian Dialects”, the dialects of Modern Turkish used in Turkish Republic are referred. This
concept is also expressed as “Dialects of Turkey Turkish” by researchers.
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Turkish tribes such as Kipchak, Çigils, Uygurs, and Karluks 2 came to Anatolia, which
can be found especially in historical sources, in traces of grammatical features
and vocabulary of the dialects of these tribes, and in some place names which
they owned. Oghuzs, who settled into Anatolia, assuredly did not speak a single
standard Oghuz language as they also had the influence of their long-time
nomadic life; and there were some dialect differences between tribes in terms of
phonology and morphology. Furthermore, these Oghuz tribes, which came to
Anatolia as separate groups in a 300-year time period (between 11th cent. / 14th
cent.), also experienced some ethnic fluctuations in accommodation in Anatolia.
Some of the people who came here adopted a sedentary life imitating their
settled life in Central Asia. Nevertheless, a group of Oghuzs went on their nomadic
life for a short or a bit longer period in Anatolia. Both this situation and other
situations caused by various historical events, internal migrations, settlement
policy of the state in 18th century, and natural changes in spoken language
affected the ethnic fluctuation in Anatolia, mixed different ethnic elements with
each other and played great role in the formation of today’s Anatolian dialects
(Korkmaz, 1971; 23). This richness of language in dialects is the product of first the
various dialect features of Oghuz tribes, also the change starting with the addition
of some features from Kipczak dialects etc. in Old Turkish and going on in 15th
century until 21st century, and the diversity caused by these changes. (Korkmaz
2007; 90). There are also other factors in diversification of Anatolian dialects. For
example, Turks after they migrated to Anatolia started communicating with
societies with different ethnic origins (Rums, Armenians, Bulgarians, Slavs, Persians,
and Arabs etc.) and there happened a kind of language exchange among those
societies. In addition to this natural language exchange, the effect of Arabic and
Persian languages are seen intensively in Turkish that some political authorities
existed in Anatolia in the past used (especially in Ottoman and Seljuk periods).
When this situation is analyzed with regards to the formations of written languages
in Anatolia, due to the tendency of political authorities to these languages,
Arabic and Persian languages invaded Turkish for hundreds of years, which
created a great gap between the official language (written language), and the
public language.
2.Practices of Dialect Lexicography in Turkey
Documenting vocabularies of dialects are extremely significant for language
studies. Also, because of that these vocabularies have a rich content addressing
various areas, they have great value for other sciences like sociology, zoology,

Apart from Oghuz tribes and the others mentioned here, there were other Turkish tribes such as Caucasian Turks
(Hasan Eren, 1961), Crimean Tatars, Turkmens, Azeris, Uighurs, Kazakh and Tatar tribes coming from Afghanistan
among the people moving to Anatolia (Ata, 2002; 7)

2
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botanic, ethnology, as well. For example, the way local people call the
geography they live in, the flora, and animals; names of tools and equipment
peculiar to that region, names of clothes and foods, names of vocations, words
they used for customs and traditions and many other words do not exist in written
language, but only live in vocabularies of dialects. Another indication showing
they have to be documented is that many words in dialects are forgotten as they
cannot keep up with the needs of the time or they try to go on to exist changing
their meanings. These words or their meanings have to be documented before
completely disappearing. Thus, creating “dialect dictionaries” by compiling the
vocabulary of Anatolian dialects is extremely significant for Turkish Language
studies, Turkish Cultural History researches, and also for other scientific studies in
different fields.
For the first dialect dictionary in Turkish language, we can show Divanu Lugat-itTurk, the work of Kasgarlı Mahmud who went around Turkish societies in Central
Asia in 11th century and created a dictionary from the material he collected
(Akalın, 2008; 305). This work of Kasgarlı Mahmud is also important in that it includes
examples from the vocabulary Oghuzs used in this period. Nevertheless, writing
dictionaries based on the dialects Oghuzs used have begun recently. The reason
of creating these dictionaries, by contrast with other studies of dialect
lexicography in the world, included a different aim. That is to say, since the written
language used in Ottoman period became almost a different language having
mixed with Arabic and Persian elements, it had a great gap with the language
used by the people. In the last periods of Ottoman Empire, the intelligentsia who
wanted to communicate with people due to some political factors started the
“Language Simplification” movement. Simplification in language means to save
Turkish from the oppression of foreign languages and to reunite the language of
intelligentsia and the language used by people in a common ground. This
movement gained speed after the foundation of Turkish Republic (29 October
1923) and turned into a reform movement in language called “Language
Revolution” with the establishment of Turkish Language Association (TDK) under
the leadership of Ataturk (12 July 1932). The first task aimed with this reform
movement was to start actions in order to save Turkish Language from the
oppression of other languages and help it regain its strength. One of these actions
was to determine the vocabulary of Turkish language by scanning books written
since Old Anatolian Turkish Period until today. Another practice which really
interests us here is the efforts to compile the vocabulary in Anatolian dialects and
create a dictionary. In this way it was planned that foreign words in the language
will be replaced by the rich vocabulary of Turkish.
Within the period starting from 16th century until the Language Revolution in 20th
century (12 July 1932), Turkish vocabulary was highly weakened in written
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language, words with foreign sources rather than Turkish ones found favor. Hence,
the frequency of using Turkish words became less, and the language did not need
to derive new Turkish words. However, when we view dialects, it is observed that
the language of people living in Anatolia was not affected by this transformation
seen in written language; because Anatolian people made the language they
brought from Central Asia richer and brought it to our day transferring it from one
generation to another. For example, we can see in this rich vocabulary of dialects
that words from the older periods of Turkish which by no means exist in written
language or continue their existence after some changes of sound or meaning
are kept with their older forms.3 Furthermore, however there can be some words
that exist in written language but are formed by the needs of local dialects, some
others which were created with the needs of a region and do not exist in written
languages can be encountered in vocabularies of dialects.
Since 1920s, with various ways and aims, vocabulary compilations have been
made from dialects. These practices show differences in terms of the boundaries
of the area where the data is collected, qualifications and scientific identity of
the person making the compilation, and the aim why the materials are compiled
(Ozmen, 2010; 203). The first studies made in this direction were the dialect
dictionaries created with the help of the state hosted by Turkish Language
Association (Ana Dilden Derlemeler Sozlugu; Türkiye’de Halk Ağzından Söz
Derleme Dergisi ve Türkiye’de Halk Ağzından Derleme Sozluğu). They may be
considered as large scale dialect dictionaries, because they were written by
compiling Turkish words or the ones that became Turkish from dialects spoken in
Turkey as a whole without making a geographical or administrative limitation. The
material in these dictionaries were compiled in charge of the experts in Turkish
Language Association and their guidance by teachers, civil servants, and
volunteers from every part of Turkey. Also, there is a group of dictionaries whose
content is limited; that is, compiled from the total or some part of the vocabulary
of the dialect of a city, a district, town or village. These dictionaries can be
grouped within themselves, as well. For instance, we can group them in respect
to the way they are published as follows: dictionaries as self-contained books;
dictionaries in the very last pages of books about a certain grammar topic such
as phonetic or morphological features of a dialect, which were written in
consideration of texts compiled from this dialect; the ones prepared as articles,
3

About this topic see: Ata, Aysu (2000). “Derleme Sozlugu’nde Gecen En Eski Turkce Kelimeler”, Turkoloji Dergisi,
Volume.XIII, Issue.1, Ankara: 67-99; Ata, Aysu (2002). “Derleme Sozlugu’nde Geçen En Eski Türkçe Kelimeler II”,
Turkoloji Dergisi, Volume.XV, Issue.1, Ankara: 5-17; Gokcur, Engin. (2012). Van Golu Havzası Agizlarinda Kullanılan
Eski Turkce ve Orta Turkce Menseli Sozcukler Uzerine, Diyalektolog, Summer, N:4, p: 35-45; A. Budak, Dilek (2012).
Erzurum Agzi Sozvarliğinda Eski Turkcenin Izleri. Turkish Studies, Volume 7/4, Fall, p.629-646, Ankara; Tokay, Yasar.
(2011). Bengu Taslarin Soz Varlıgı ile Anadolu Agizlarinin Karsilastirilmasi, Akdeniz University, Social Sciences Institute,
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Antalya; Servet Ertekinoglu, Dogu Anadolu Agizlarindaki Bazı Sozcuk ve Eklerde Eskicil
Ogeler, Usak Universitesi Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi, 9/1, p.189-203.
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and dictionaries in websites including words of a certain region4… Assuredly, we
have to state here that some of these studies were written in accordance with
modern dictionary writing methods while some of them are only vocabulary lists
written by just giving the meanings of words. Among these dictionaries, there may
be some examples in which only the meanings of all or some of the words
encountered in compiled texts are given, whereas there are other ones written,
without depending on a text and by determining the definitions of some words
used in written language in dialects. These dictionaries can sometimes be
focused on a single topic. For instance; food names in dialects5, dictionaries of
plant names6, dictionaries of craft terms7, dictionaries containing folkloric
features8, dictionaries of proverbs and idioms used in dialects9 etc. These
practices of dialect lexicography were carried out after the first large scale
dialect dictionary practice started by Turkish Language Association mostly as
individual attempts and in diverse ways and they increase each day. 10 Here we
are going to give information about Derleme Sözlüğü and other dialect
dictionaries which formed a base for it, since it has words from dialects in every
part of the country and it is the dialect dictionary referred to by researchers the
most.
The first dialect dictionaries in Turkey, as we have mentioned above, were
prepared in order to reveal the rich vocabulary of Turkish in line with practices of
language reform. The first of them was the dictionary called Ana Dilden
Derlemeler (Dictionary of Compilations From Mother Language), which was
written in 1920s with materials compiled by National Ministry of Education and
then by Turkish Language Association. The first volume of the dictionary was
http://www.elaziz.net/fikra/sozluk.htm; http://www.mutilcemiz.net/frm/index.php?page=Thread&threadID=9442;
http://www.bizimkonya.com/konya_yoresi_sivesi_agzi.html (10.04.201615:52)
5

6

7

8

9

10

Meliha Kekilli (2008). Türkiye Türkçesi Ağızlarında Yemek İsimleri, Fırat University, Social Sciences Institute,
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Elazığ;
Turhan Baytop. (1994), Türkçe Bitki Adları Sözlüğü. Turkish Language Association Publishing, Ankara; Ahmet Doğan;
Ertan Tuzlacı (2015). Tunceli’nin Bazı Yöresel Bitki Adları. Avrasya Terim Dergisi, N. 3(2), p. 23-33; Cemil Gülseren
(2001). Halk Dilinde Uşakta Bitki Adları ve Sağlık Deyişleri, Afyon Kocatepe University, Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi, N.3/2
p. 107-117.
Orhan Acıpayamlı. (1976). Zanaat Terimleri Sözlüğü. Turkish Language Association Publishing, Ankara.
İhsan Coskun Atılcan (1977). Erzurum Ağzı Halk Deyimleri ve Folklor Sözlüğü. Erzurum Folk Dances, Foundation of
Folk Songs, İstanbul.
Kolektif.(1996). Bölge Ağızlarında Atasözleri ve Deyimler Sözlüğü. Turkish Language Association Publishing, Ankara.
For these dialect dictionaries see: “Gulensoy, T. & Alkaya, E. (2007). Türkiye Türkçesi Ağızları Bibliyografyası. Akçag
Publishing. Ankara; Olmez, M. (2006) “Türkiye’deki Ağız Çalışmalarının Sözlükleri ve İlk Ağız Sözlükleri”, Workshop on
Turkish Dialects, Orient-Institut Istanbul, 19-20 November 2004, Türk Dilleri Araştırmaları, S. 16,: 205-210; Buyukakkas,
A. (2009). Türkiye Turkçesi Ağız Sözlükleri Uzerine Bir Deneme. Turkish Studies, Volume 4/4 Summer, p.184-195.
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published by Hamit Zubeyr Koşay ve İshak Refet Işıtman in İstanbul in 1932 by
organizing the materials available and it has 450 pages. The second volume was
published in 1952 in Ankara by Hamit Zübeyr Koşay ve Orhan Acıpayamlı and it
has 145 pages. In this second volume, folklore materials were included, as well. In
this work, there are around 10.000 words and the place of the word in grammar
(noun, adjective, verb etc.) are presented together with the meaning. In order for
the meanings of some words to be understood better, the definition is supported
with examples taken from dialects. Where the word was compiled from is also
shown (Korkmaz 2000, 8). The dictionary Ana Dilden Derlemeler was the first work
of such an attempt. As a result of the decisions made in 1st Language Congress
organized in 1932, a nationwide compilation campaign was carried out in years
1932-1934 with state support. Within the framework of this campaign, a
Compilation Committee under the chairmanship of governors in cities, and district
governors in countries was organized; and all schools became places of
compilation. Primarily teachers, civil servants and people interested in language
started the task to compile vocabulary from dialects in the direction of instructions
from General Administrative Board (Turkish Language Association) and the index
cards to be compiled. Things to be written on compilations cards were as follows:
Word (with different saying if there are any); the place it was compiled in; if the
word is a noun, adjective, or pronoun, its forms with genitive and plural suffixes; if
it is a verb, its infection with third person singular; the meaning of the Word (if there
are more than one meaning, each of them with numbers); if there are any,
synonyms and antonyms of the Word; the age and gender of the person making
compilation, whether he is literate or not, whether he has a profession or he is an
immigrant or not; information about the identity of this person; thought of him
about the Word; the date when the Word is compiled. At the end of such a
collective work, totally 153,504 cards of compilation were sent to the center of
the Association (Collective, 1939, 18) These card sent were organized and
controlled by Compilation Periodical Preparation and Control Commission and
six-volume periodical called Türkiye’de Halk Ağzından Söz Derleme Dergisi
(Periodical of Vocabulary Compilations from Folk Speech in Turkey) was
published. This work includes the vocabulary of public dialect which does not exist
in written language. The first volume (A-D) was published in 1939, the second
volume (E-K) in 1941, and the third volume (L-Z) in 1942. The fourth volume
published in 1951 were written with cards sent to the association later and it is from
a’ to z’. The first four volumes were formed as defining the words in dialects with
their equals in written language. In the fifth volume (1957), a totally different way
was followed and an “index” was prepared; so, this time the meanings of words
in written language were given with their definitions in public dialect. The last
volume of the work (1952) was devoted to folkloric sayings (customs and
traditions, children’s plays, various beliefs of people etc.) collected during
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compilations. Articles in this volume, contrary to other ones, were presented to
the reader with broader definitions. In the introduction part of Türkiye’de Halk
Ağzından Söz Derleme Dergisi prepared in this way, it is stated that the aim in
writing the work was not to use all the collected materials of dialects were not
expected to be used in written language; instead, it was created in order to make
it useful for scientific studies and for the people interested in language (Collective,
1939, 11). The work has great value in that, as a creation of a collaborative work,
it collects and documents a significant amount of vocabulary from dialects. On
the other hand, since most of the people making compilations were not experts
in the field decreased the quality (for instance, some sounds mostly used in public
dialects like ė (closed e), ŋ (nasal n), ĥ(guttural h) were not included in the
dictionary and some words or meaning were given incorrectly ) of the compiled
material. But, the reason why the compilations were not made by experts was
that there were not very good conditions and the number of experts in the field
were not enough at that time. As a result of these reasons and that a lot of other
vocabulary was identified in dialects which were not taken to dictionaries, Turkish
Language Association rolled up its sleeves so as to eliminate the deficiencies of
the work and prepare a more reliable dictionary. In the year 1952, a new
compilation campaign was started in the whole country. Nevertheless, this time
government bodies (governor, district governor etc.) were not applied,
particularly Turkish Language teachers in Anatolia, intelligentsia, and people
interested in language provided support for it (Korkmaz, 1976; 145). After the first
compilation made with the collaboration of nearly four-five thousand volunteers,
917 people joined the second compilation and these people were referred to in
the introduction of the work together with places they made compilations and
the number of compilation cards. Totally 450.000 cards came to the association
during the second compilation process which lasted eight years. (Collective,
2009, 6). These new cards were combined with the vocabulary included in the
before published Ana Dilden Derlemeler Sözlüğü and Türkiye’de Halk Ağzından
Söz Derleme Dergisi with a strict control and editing and Türkiye’de Halk Ağzından
Derleme Sözlüğü (Dictionary of Compilations from Folk Speech in Turkey), which
consisted almost 600.000 cards. First, it was published as twelve volumes. The total
number of pages was 4844. The first volume (A) was publishes in 1963, the second
volume (B) in 1965, the third volume (C-Ç) in 1968, the fourth volume (D) in 1969,
the fifth volume (E-F) in 1972, the sixth volume (G) in 1972, the seventh volume (HI) in 1974, the eighth volume (K) in 1975, the ninth volume (L-R) in 1977, the tenth
volume (S-T) in 1978 and the eleventh volume (U-Z) was published in the year 1979.
While preparing these volumes, compilation materials continued to come to
Turkish Language Association. With these materials, the 12th volume (A-Z) was
published in 1982. (In the third press that the Association made in 2009, it edited
the page numbers and published the work as 6 volumes.) In the dictionary,
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materials compiled from every part of Turkey were organized in an alphabetical
order.
While writing entries, if a Word is mentioned
in dialects with more than one version, the
most commonly used form of the word was
chosen as the keyword, other variations
were written in parentheses and where
these variations were compiled was also
stated in this entry. Each of these variations
in parentheses were also shown as
headwords, but without making any
explanation about the word, the real
headword was referred to with the marker
“→”. The words with the same spellings but
different meanings were defined in
different entries with a numbering system as
“I, II, III…” When a word has more than one
meaning, these meanings were numbered
as “1., 2., 3…” within the same entry. For
some headwords to be understood better,
sample sentences were also added. But
these samples were not given as they are
used in dialects, but in the form existing in
written language. Where the headwords
were compiled from were shown at the
end of the entry. The fact that there was
not a transcription system is the previous dictionary, which was a subject of
criticism, was tried to be compensated at least by using transcription markers such
as ė, ŋ, ĥ, ō, ū, ī.
However researchers find some deficiencies in it, this Compilation Dictionary
prepared with Turkish Language Association as the host is the most
comprehensive dialect dictionary, which is also the one referred to most. This
dictionary was transformed into a database in 2008 under the leadership of Şükrü
Haluk Akalın, the head of Turkish Language Association at that time. Then
dictionary parts of twenty five dialect works published by the Association were
added to it and the online dictionary named “Türkiye Türkçesi Ağızları Sözlüğü”
was prepared11, and presented for users on the website of the Association. In this
online dictionary, there are totally 231.268 words. The searched word can be
11

http://www.tdk.gov.tr/index.php?option=com_ttas&view=ttas

(12.04.2016 11:24)
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found with three different searching ways (the entire word/ beginning with /
including) on the online page of the dictionary. Studies to develop the online
dictionary continue (Akalın 2008, 313). Additionally, it is revealed with publications
by researchers as “Compilations to Compilation Dictionary” that there are many
words in dialects that did not enter this dictionary. We also learn from an article
of Mehmet Ölmez that there is a project being carried out in which words which
are not included in Compilation Dictionary will be collected from these
publications and dictionaries of other works on dialects (Olmez 2010, 191).

3. Conclusion
There is not a specific association or institute which only supports or controls dialect
researches. Turkish Language Association has a very significant place since it
leads dialect researches and hosts some dialect studies. Apart from this, when we
view the dialect researches for language studies throughout the country, we see
that these studied are carried out individually. These people are mostly language
specialists, but some amateurs who want to compile their local dialects are
encountered, too. Furthermore, in universities studies on dialects are made as
Master’s and PhD dissertations. Studies done by all these people are maintained
in various ways such as text compilations, grammatical studies on the compiled
texts (phonetic / morphologic etc.), or creating dialect dictionaries by collecting
dialect vocabularies. Sometimes only one of these creates a work, and in other
times all of them take place in a single work. As is seen, the fact that these studies
are made independently from each other and not with certain techniques and
methods in a system accepted by everyone create some problems (For detailed
knowledge see: Korkmaz, 1976; Akar, 2006, 2009a, 2009b; Demir 1998; 2007;
Gülsevin 2004). Dialect researches and accordingly writing dialect dictionaries is
a hard process requiring both desk research and field works. So, some problems
of methods can be understood. These problems can be minimized only by
working in a certain system and in collaboration. These studies done are extremely
valuable in documenting living dialects no matter they have some
methodological problems.
After the foundation of Turkish Republic (1923), compilation of vocabularies of
Anatolian dialects gained importance and the very first attempt about it was
actualized by Turkish Language Foundation. The Foundation started two big
compilation campaigns in the country in different times and with the materials
thousands of people compiled, the dialect dictionary we have mentioned in
detail above was created. In addition, the interest in dialect dictionary also went
up as a result of the increase in both scientific studies on dialects and the interest
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in dialect lexicography. Accordingly, thanks to these attempts, dialect
lexicography in Turkey is growing gradually.
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Abstract
This paper aims to explore on the possibility of bringing queer theory in the
linguistic community on the continuing development of Filipino lexicography.
With the emergence of new forms and widespread use of “lexi-queer”
(words used in a language among members of the queer community)
among queers and non-queers, discussing lexicography from a queer
theoretical perspective offers a more philosophical analysis to this linguistic
phenomenon. The discussion of queer theory on Filipino lexicography
legitimizes the acceptability of a more linguistic approach to Filipino lexiqueer, one of which is corpus linguistics.
Keywords: queer, Queer theory, lexi-queer

1. Introduction
The dynamics of language change is inevitably growing and continuously
developing. Every now and then, new words are being added to the dictionary
and vocabulary of people. This is attributed to factors within the speech
community such as social orientation, social status, groups they are involved
with, and the functions they perform (Rubrico, 2012).
Gender has never become a huge factor affecting language, but since it has
been seen from a queer theoretical perspective, it has become a potent topic
among scholars on language development, specifically on lexicography. Thus,
researches on queer/gay language, “gayspeak”, “swardspeak”, and “gay
lingo” have gained respect in the linguistic academe.
This paper tries to bring a queer philosophical perspective on Filipino
lexicography. The first part gives a short discussion on the development of
Filipino lexicography from selected studies. Next, queer theory is introduced,
which translates and realizes “lexi-queer.” Finally, a challenge is presented to the
members of the linguistic community on the acceptability of a more linguistic
approach to Filipino lexi-queer, one of which is corpus linguistics.
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2. Studies and developments on Filipino lexicography
Angeles (1992) presented a paper in the First Asia International Lexicography
Conference held in Manila where she reported developments on Filipino
lexicography by the projects conducted by the Commission on Filipino
Language. In 1978, the book Mga Katawagan sa Edukasyong Bilingual was
printed, a project by the commission that legitimized the acceptability of foreign
lexicons (English and Spanish) on their Pilipino equivalents in terms of usage and
acceptability. In the next year, Mga Katawagang Panghanapbuhay was
printed and revised in 1992 which contains almost 19,000 terminologies in English
with nearly 60,000 Pilipino lexical equivalents on agriculture, vocational/industrial
education office management, fishing and home industries. More projects
followed on the development Pilipino Lexicography such as Pilipino
terminologies on research and statistics, common lexicon major Philippine
languages, a monolingual Filipino dictionary, revision of appropriate vocabulary
lists of commonly used terms for the development of Filipino, Revision of
Korespondensya Opisyal, 1977 Edition, Lexical Elements for Filipino, EnglishFilipino Dictionary, Diksyunaryo Ng Wikang Filipino, Filipino-English Dictionary,
Diksyunaryong Filipino-Ingles. In the end, she stressed the significance of
continuous scholarship in the realization of a clearly defined national language.
And as we engage ourselves to modern technological breakthroughs, the
inevitability on the increase of local and global use of social media has
contributed to a variety of Filipino lexical developments. One of the
representative studies was done by Andrei (2014) who proposed for the
development of a Tagalog Linguistic and Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) dictionary
realized by using non-English sentiment analysis tools that identified Filipino
lexicons of positive and negative emotions from Twitter data. From here, it has
opened sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic perspectives in the study of Filipino
lexicography focusing on lexical emotions and sentiments in various contexts.
A number of studies were also conducted to empower Filipino vocabulary
across disciplinal fields. To cite one, Siy (2015) examined how Filipino learners
construct Mathematical vocabulary and concluded that the techniques they
use facilitate their mathematical thinking by utilizing their local language along
with the use of English as a medium of instruction.
Taking a World English paradigm, Bolton and Butler (2004) explained that our
American colonial past has significantly influenced the Philippine lexicon on the
description of lexical innovations and its codification seen on the development
of Philippine English vocabulary - a product of colonial endonormativity.
Inspired by the words of Lee (n.d., p. 398) “the development of Filipino
lexicography is largely dependent upon the publication of dictionaries. And as
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Filipino language develops, scholars should be more critical about the
lexicographic works coming out”, it is of my desire to add on the existing
scholastic contributions on Filipino lexicography from a lexi-philosophical
perspective taking a queer theoretical position.
3. Queer theory
Cossman (2004) explained what queer theory aims to theoretically establish.
According to him “queer theory seeks to shift the analysis from identity politics to
the representational and psychoanalytic processes that constitute sexual
identities.” It proposes the instabilities of identities, which can be referred to as
“anti-identitarian.” Its interest primarily looks at the “representational processes
of hetero-normativity,” that constructs the homo-heterosexual binary – the
marginalization of sexual entities. Taking a strong Foucaultian perspective on
queer theory, the production of diverse sexualities which are subject to
“disciplinary implications” are realized: queers, transgenders, sex workers, and
others “whose bodies are erotically charged.” Queer theory investigates and
reveals why these “sexual bodies” are institutionally and discursively “deviant.” It
aims for the acceptability of queer normativity and a possible “subversive
fracture.” Not taking into consideration its “deconstructive mode”, queer theory
aims for “pro-sexuality” – a departure from the heteronormative forces of desire,
sex, and sexuality, a celebration of queer taboos, and an acceptance to the
pluralities of queer eroticism, activities and identities.
The word “queer” is defined as “non-heterosexual” (non male-female). In the
strictest sense it means that, “there is no other gender and sexualities except
the normative male and female – and to deviate to all forms of heterosexual
regimes and practices is considered “queer”.
Kirsch (2000) discussed foundations in understanding what “queer” is. He said:
The principles of queer are seen on the disassembling of common
beliefs about gender and sexuality, from their representation in film,
literature, and music to their placement in the social and physical
sciences. The activity of queer is the queering culture, ranging from the
reinterpretation of characters in the novels and cinema to the
deconstruction of historical analyses. As activity, it is the assertion of the
identity of queers, notably as lesbian, gay, transgender, bisexual, and
transsexual, as variants of human behavior that have rights on their own
terms. As theory, queer’s derivation from postmodernism and post
structuralism leads to the rejection of all categorizations as limiting and
labeled dominant structures (p.33).
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4. Lexi-queer
Kulick (2000) stated that there is an unresolvable problem on the inevitable
bounds set the by heterosexual’s normativity. This normative imposition has led
the queer community to develop a deviant language with semantic secrecy
that would liberate them to speak and express anything within and beyond
queerness. In the Philippines, it was known before as “swardspeak”, then,
eventually changed to “gayspeak” and “gaylingo.” Governed with a variety of
lexical code-mixing and grammatical deviances, lexi-queer has become a
“democratic system of linguistic practice and a liberation of the linguistic
lexicography” (Benedicto, 2008).
The rise of the “queer language” can be attributed to queerness itself. Cameron
and Kulick (2003) pointed out the intellectuality and popularity of gays overtly
sounding or speaking like women compared to lesbians. From this notion, the
concept of “gender deviant“ speech has emerged, and in the midst 1970-1980,
scholars claimed the existence of “gayspeak.” Later on, it has become a
“secret language” of identification among queers (Read, 1980 cited in
Cameron & Kulick, 2003), in which the one that has elicited more attention was
its lexicon. In the United States, the development of lexi-queer had continuously
attracted attention among scholars that led them to produce public materials
on queer lexicography (Legman, 1941; Hirschfeld, 1936; Penelope & Wolf, 1970;
Hayes, 1981; Leap, 1995 in Cameron and Kulick, 2003).
In the Philippines, a number of linguistic studies were conducted to give a
comprehensive description on Filipino gay language, specifically on lexi-queers.
To state one, Casabal (2008) stated that the Philippine society is a prominent
user of gayspeak/lexi-queer. He described it as “a new, vibrant, potent weapon
of marginalized gays — creatively crafted like a magical spell that colors their
tongue and weaves their protection” (pp. 74-75). Since it has begun being used
in the queer community, gaining recognition ironically, new lexi-queer comes
and some eventually perish and become extinct. It has become part of
everyday discourse among queers, and even reached lexi-queer translations of
some famous Filipino folk songs and nursery rhymes such as Bahay Kubo and
others:
Valer kuberch, kahit jutay.
Ang julamantrax denchi, ay anek-anek.
Nyongkamas at nutring, nyogarilyas at kipay.
Nyipay, nyotaw, jutani.
Kundol, jotola, jupot jolabastrax
at mega join-join pa Jobanos, nyustasa,
nyubuyak, nyomatis, nyowang at luyax
and around the keme ay fulnes ng linga. (p.78)
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This example shows lexi-queer’s linguistic creativity by using lexical coinage,
syntactic impossibilities, and phonetic obscurities to name some. These unique,
and distinct characteristics have made this linguistic phenomenon gained
popularity among Filipino queers and non-queers as well. To support this,
Lunzaga, Bendulo and Felisilda (2011) did a morphological analysis of common
queer vocabularies with their corresponding semantics. It revealed that most
lexi-queers were adapted from three known languages in the Philippines, which
are English, Filipino, and Cebuano. In addition, the morphology of Filipino lexiqueer was described by using “simple reversal, syllabic reversal, simple reversal
with affixation, clipping with affixation, straight words with affixation, and
connotation through images” (pp. 163-164).
5. Queering the Filipino Lexicography
Nowadays, it is an undeniable fact that lexi-queers are being used by a number
of Filipino queers, and surprisingly, even male and female heterosexuals. This
itself is an evidence of “destabilization of the lexical normativity – a welcoming
of a neo-Filipino lexical culture.” This is the age that the Filipino language has
subliminally taken a post-structural and post-modern perspective - incoherent
but meaningful, unstructured but acrolectal, dynamic but non-finite. From
Imeldific, i-Dawn Zulueta, jejemon to wit, witchels, wititit – these are all products
of modern philosophical views to Filipino lexicography. The legitimization of
Philippine English from a World English paradigm, and now a possibility of a
Filipino queer lexicography, taking a queer theoretical supposition is a
contribution to endless scholarliness on Filipino vocabulary.
The impossibility for a Filipino queer lexicography is indeed evident. Its linguistic
arbitrariness constitutes a number of possibilities and varieties that scholars
doubt the possibility of a lexico-semantic correspondence and equivalence
among lexi-queers. To address this dilemma, a corpus linguistic approach is
proposed.
Dita, Roxas, and Inventado (2009) came up with a corpus-building project
“Online Corpora of Philippine Languages.” It used an online repository system
called Palito that has collected 250,000 word-written texts in Tagalog, Cebuano,
Ilokano, and Hiligaynon. The said system also used a concordancer that lists
primary words alphabetically and contextually. From here, to be able to
establish lexi-queer’s preponderance and evidence of contextual prevalence,
in both oral and written discourses, building a lexi-queer’s corpus could possibly
address its lexicographic acceptability and eventually become part of Filipino
lexicography. This would give lexi-queer a chance to prove its intellectuality in
the linguistic community for there will be a representative collection of queer
lexicons that would set lexical criteria towards its lexical intelligibility.
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6. Conclusion
There is no doubt that bringing Filipino lexicography to queer views and
perspectives will raise criticisms, questions, and contradictions. Many linguists
believe that lexi-queer/gayspeak is not a language of linguistic prestige. They
even say that it is impossible to have a Filipino queer lexicography or to even
include some lexi-queer in the list of Filipino lexicons. But as long as a growing
number of lexi-queer speakers rise, from both queers and non-queers, this queer
linguistic phenomenon will forever challenge the mediocrity, hypocrisy, and
logocentricity of scholars’ ignorance to Filipino queerness. Queerness is a
celebration of gender diversities, and lexi-queer is a realization of Filipino
language’ dynamism and vibrance.
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Abstract
Turks have spread over a large area in the World and Turkish language
according to the data from 2009 is spoken by nearly 240 million people. The
aim of this study is to analyze with main lines the development of lexicography
in modern Turkish, which forms the Western branch of Turkish language and
which is spoken by almost 80 million people in Turkey, Cyprus, and Europe. The
dictionaries gathering the vocabulary of a language with a particular order
are written to define the meanings of the words. Attempts of Turks to create
dictionaries were first started in 11th century and a great number of
dictionaries have been written in a large area until today. It is of course not
possible to describe Turkish lexicography completely in this paper. Only the
dictionaries written in Ottoman period is so many that a book may be written
on them. Here the topic will be analyzed with its main lines. On our study, after
a short introduction about Turks and Turkish, we will present some monolingual
dictionaries which we consider as turning points in Turkish lexicography; and
finally we will evaluate strong and weak sides of Turkish lexicography.
Keywords: Turkish lexicography, Ottoman lexicography, Turkish dictionaries

1. Turkish Language
Results from archeological excavations revealed some clues about the old
homeland of Turks, and after the late studies carried out in 1950s, it was
understood that the oldest homeland of Turks was the area between the North of
Altai Mountains and the southwest of Sayan Mountains (Taşağıl, 2012, p. 467). The
name “Turk” was first heard in history with Göktürk State. There are two Göktürk
States in history. The first one ruled between the years 552-630 and the second
state between 682-745. Also, the first written documents of Turks are accepted as
Göktürk Inscriptions, which were written on stone with runic letters and they were
from The Second Göktürk State period. Today these inscriptions are in the
boundaries of Mongolia and they are from 7th and 8th centuries.
Also In the period of Uygur State founded after Göktürks (745-830), inscriptions
written on stone with runic letters are seen. In the periods of Kansu Uygur State
and Hoço Uygur State, both of which were established by Uygurs having moved
to the south and southwest after the fall of Uygur State, Turks created a new and
developed literature under the influence of Manichaeism and Buddhism. What is
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called “Karakhanid Period “is the time period following Uygurs, between the 11th
and 13th centuries. After 13th century, Turkish language developed as two
branches names East and West (Ercilasun, 2004, p. 349). A new literature
influenced by Islamic culture is seen during this period.
Turkish language forms the Altai branch of Ural Altaic Language Family together
with Mongolian and Tungusic. Turkish language, whose written texts can be
followed from early 8th century until today without interruption, is spoken today,
according to the data from 2009, by nearly 240 million people in a very large
geography from Northeastern Asia to Eastern Europe, from the Arctic Ocean to
the Persian Gulf. In written texts, different scripts were used due to the influence
of various cultures and religions. As a result of that they expand to a large
geography, there are significant morphological and phonetical differences
among Turkic languages (Yüce, 2012, p. 497).
An important part of 240 million Turkish speakers is constituted by people living in
Turkey. Turkish language has been spoken in Anatolia without continuously since
Turks came here in 11th century until today. We see the very first Turkish written
texts in 13th century. The Turkish language developed in Anatolia Between 13th
and 15th centuries is called “Old Anatolian Turkish”. The period beginning in 16th
century and continuing until early 20th century is called “Ottoman Turkish”. The
Turkish language used today in Turkey developed on the basis of Ottoman Turkish.
Ottoman Empire is a state founded by Turks and expanded to a large area. It was
established in 1299 in Anatolia and existed until 1923 when Turkish Republic was
founded. Thousands of works and documents from the Ottoman Empire written in
Arabic script have reached the present day. We observe that in these works
Arabic and Persian words and phrases have an enormous place and there is a
great gap between written and spoken languages in this period (Özkan, 1995, p.
35). The language of Ottoman Empire is Ottoman Turkish, which is based on Turkish
language and it was used in literature and official correspondences. However, it
can be stated that Ottoman Turkish appears like a mixed language where Arabic
and Persian words are extremely used.
2. Turkish Lexicography
Lexicography for Engelberg and Lemnitezer (2009, p. 3), deals with subjects such
as forms of dictionaries, compilation of dictionaries, use of dictionaries (including
educational sides of using dictionaries), dictionary criticism, history of
lexicography. According to lexicographer Samuel Johnson (1755), “A dictionary
writer, this innocent person carrying out a difficult and dull task, is somebody
dealing with following the roots of words and elaborating their meanings.” A more
detail definition states that a person writing books on lexicography and writing
articles in scientific journals, writing papers for conferences of lexicography,
making researches for Master’s programs is lexicography and developing
theoretical models for useful dictionary projects can be called as lexicographer;
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even, more specifically, they can be called as meta-lexicographer. (Gouws,
2012). Meta-lexicography, in addition to that, is also interested in “dictionary
criticism”, which offers methods and criteria for reviewing and evaluating
dictionaries (Quoted from Osselton, 1989, by Jakson, 2002).
Turkish lexicography starts with the work Divanu Lugati’t-Türk written in 11th
century. The work, written by Kaşgarlı Mahmud, is from Karakhanid period and
was completed in 1074. It is the first known dictionary of Turkish in which entries are
in Turkish, definitions are in Arabic. The work, which seems to be bilingual, was
written to teach Turkish to Arabs. On the other hand, the work is not only a
dictionary, but it also includes encyclopedic information. Radloff, who has made
significant researches about Turcology, considers Kaşgarlı Mahmud as the father
of Turcology. According to Karabulut (2009, p. 1329), this work achieved in finding
some important methods for the history of linguistics such as that it analyzes
languages in a comparative way, it uses simultaneous method, and that it makes
the language-word differentiation.
It is seen that dictionaries were written since 15th century in Ottoman Period. In
Ottoman dictionaries, which had a bilingual form, Arabic and Persian words were
headwords. Accordingly, Arabic-Turkish, Persian-Turkish dictionaries or the ones
from Arabic and Persian into Turkish reached to the present.. It can be asserted
that dictionaries written in Ottoman geography until 19th century were
translations from Arabic and Persian languages and Turkish was not taken serious
(Yavuzarslan, 2004, p. 190). When Ottoman dictionaries are analyzed, they are
seen to have the tradition of writing poetic and prose dictionaries. Assuredly, this
tradition is about bilingual dictionaries. They were written in order to learn and
teach Arabic and Persian. Entries are arranged according to alphabetic order or
according to subject areas.
It is certain that to provide enough knowledge on Ottoman dictionaries is the
topic of a book all by itself. Akçay (2010 and 2011), who is working on Ottoman
dictionaries, presented almost one hundred dictionaries; and Yavuzarslan (2009)
focused on Ottoman dictionaries published between the years 1795-1927.
Especially dictionaries named Ahter-i Kebir (1546), Burhan-ı Katı (1797), and
Kamusü’l-Muhit (1814), which are translations from Arabic and Persian, are still
used today in studies of historical texts.
What is the reason of that Turkish words were not taken as headwords? That is to
say, why were monolingual dictionaries for mother language speakers ignored?
When we look at the dates of dictionary writing in the world, bilingual dictionaries
are seen to have an older tradition. In Ottoman period it is a significant reason
that Turkish was not considered important. According to the understanding of the
period about dictionaries, Turkish words were known by everybody; so, Turkish
words were not made headwords. It won’t be wrong to resemble the case to
“difficult words” tradition in English lexicography. (For ‘difficult words’, see Jakson,
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2001). Also, in the educational institutions and literature of the time, Arabic and
Persian were languages in demand, and in order to learn and teach these
languages; in other words, with pragmatic reasons, attempts to create bilingual
dictionaries were concentrated on.
However Ottomans did not tend towards monolingual Turkish dictionaries, in
dictionaries prepared by Westerners to learn Ottoman language Turkish words
were written as headwords. Meninski (1780) and Zenker (1866) in their dictionaries
gave place to Turkish headwords together with Arabic and Persian. Especially
Meninski’s dictionary is quite successful.
When we come to 19th century, we encounter dictionaries in which Turkish words
were taken as headwords. This century is a time when Ottoman Empire expedited
Westernization; and together with the establishing of modern schools in education
and the entering of newspapers into daily life, an attempt of purification in
language is seen. Intellectuals of the period started detailed studies about Turkish
for the first time.
In brief, Ottoman lexicography was influenced by Arabic and Persian
lexicography. In addition to bilingual dictionaries, it has a tradition depending on
translations from Arabic and Persian. Because of the fact that Turkish was not
considered important and ignored, attempts of monolingual dictionaries in
Ottoman period started very late compared to the West.
2.1 Turning Point
The first dictionary in Ottoman period in which Turkish words were made
headwords was Lehçetü’l-lugat by Şeyhülislam Esad Efendi (1796). The dictionary
gives Arabic and Persian equivalents of Turkish words and it was organized
according modern principles of lexicography.
The first dictionary accepted as the turning point in Turkish lexicography and
prepared considering the modern principles of lexicography was the work of
Şemseddin Sami called Kâmûs-ı Türkî (1317). The dictionary is for the speakers of
mother language and it became a resource for the following words written in the
period of Turkish Republic. The main reason making this dictionary successful is
that Şemseddin Sami is a lexicographer who knows the principles of modern
lexicography. He for the first time actualized significant practices in Turkish
lexicography. In this dictionary, there are many innovations such as language
abbreviation, numbering meanings, samples, and etymological information.
As is known, a dictionary also depends on previous dictionaries (Jakson, 2002).
The second important point in the development of Turkish lexicography is the
attempts of writing dictionaries, which started with the foundation of Turkish
Language Association. On 12 July 1932 the Turkish Language Association was
established and attempts for dictionaries gathered speed. In 1945, depending on
Kâmûs-ı Türkî, the first edition of Türkçe Sözlük was published. In this first edition, the
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total number of entries was 32.000. In 1983, Türkçe Sözlük reached 40.000 entries.
Since that time, developments in language were represented in new editions and
the 10th edition of Türkçe Sözlük was published in 2005, and 11th century in 2011.
In the last edition, there are 77.000 headwords. About dictionaries, Turkish
Language Association has an experience of almost 70 years (Gürlek, 2014). Today
there is a “dictionary study group” within Turkish Language Association. Some of
dictionary projects the Association is carrying out were opened for use
electronically. Nevertheless, in these electronic versions, some deficiencies can
be seen.
Another dictionary published in Turkey and accepted as a milestone for Turkish
lexicography is Misalli Büyük Türkçe Sözlük. It started to be written in 1976 and was
completed and launched in 2005. This valuable work, which is a result of a 30-year
intensive labor, consists of 3 volumes, totally 3595 pages, 61.000 articles, 35.000
phrases, and 10.000 samples. Misalli Büyük Türkçe Sözlük was prepared by a large
group, notably İlhan Ayverdi and Prof. Dr. Ahmet Topaloğlu; and consultants from
specific areas supported it. A feature that makes this dictionary successful is that
it provides information about grammar abbreviations, intermediate entries, and
for the first time in a dictionary for general use the etymologies of all Turkish
headwords, and language roots of headwords which are not in Turkish. In 11 years
that passed since its first edition, the dictionary has not been updated completely.
However, according to the information provided by the Publisher of the
dictionary, studies of revision is about to finish. A more detailed study has been
carries out by us (Gürlek, 2014).
One of the most successful dictionaries prepared recently is Güzel Türkçenin
Sözlüğü (2014) written by Prof. Dr. Ahmet Topaloğlu. He is accepted as the most
competent applied lexicographer in Turkey. The dictionary, which was
completed in 2014, is the dictionary of Modern Turkish presenting nearly 100.000
words with language notes. It includes some features that any of dictionaries of
Turkish written in Turkey do not have. For instance, verbs were ordered and
explained according to their voices, different groups of meaning in some
polysemous words were taken as headwords and they were numbered.
In brief, the first dictionary accepted as turning points in Turkish lexicography is
Kamus-ı Türki by Şemseddin Sami. After Turkish Language Association was
established in 1932, attempts for dictionaries accelerated, the first edition of
Türkçe Sözlük was prepared in 1945, and in 2011 the 11th edition of this dictionary
was published. Another turning point of Turkish lexicography is Misalli Büyük Türkçe
Sözlük, which was prepared by İlhan Ayverdi and Prof. Dr. Ahmet Topaloğlu. It was
completed in 2005. Also, in 2014 Güzel Türkçenin Sözlüğü, which was again
prepared by Prof. Dr. Ahmet Topaloğlu is among qualified dictionaries.
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2.2 Strong and Weak Sides
It is observed that Turkish language has a nearly one thousand year old history
about writing dictionaries. Like in other language, dictionaries of Turkish started as
bilingual dictionaries. Accordingly, one of the strong sides of Turkish lexicography
is that it has a developed experience of bilingual dictionaries. Attempts of
bilingual dictionaries, which started in 11th century, continued increasingly
especially in Ottoman period. Dictionaries of Ottoman period are primary sources
for historical language researches.
As known, compiling a dictionary requires a significant cost from preparation
phase until publication. Also, dictionaries mostly cannot be finished at the
scheduled time. So, publishers nowadays are not willing to invest in dictionaries as
in the past. The fact that it has a strong institution like Turkish Language
Association, which is state-funded and has its own budget, is one of strong side of
Turkish lexicography. Dictionaries of special areas, dialect dictionaries, and
historical dictionaries prepared with the support of the Association are examples
of significant projects it has achieved.
Revolution of collections affected works of lexicography profoundly.
Nevertheless, collection works –however they gained speed in recent years- are
not on the desired level. Collections that are prepared by some universities in
Turkey nowadays are limited to fifty million words. These collections do not include
historical vocabulary of Turkish, but they can be accepted as an important step.
Considering that a dictionary with general-purpose include a period of 600 years,
it is expected that a collection should include the modern Turkish starting from
13th or 14th century.
Electronic dictionaries are digital sources giving information about spellingmeaning and the use of words (Nesi, 2000, p. 839). In today’s information age,
electronic dictionaries is a rising trend. Especially developments in information
Technologies created important changes in understandings about dictionaries
from compiling dictionaries to reaching them, changing habits of using
dictionaries at the same time. There has not been enough study about the
dictionary usage of both mother language speakers and language learners.
Today, there is online Access to TDK Türkçe Sözlük and Misalli Büyük Türkçe Sözlük,
both of which were prepared by Turkish Language Association. On the other
hand there are some points to be developed in web-based applications of these
two dictionaries.
Learner dictionaries / Pedagogical dictionaries are maybe one of the fastest
developing areas of the last fifty years. Nevertheless, this field is one of the weak
sides of Turkish lexicography. Although, particularly in the last ten years, there are
serious developments in teaching Turkish as a foreign language, a qualified
learner’s dictionary of Turkish has not been written yet. Similarly, qualified works of
children’s and school dictionaries are also needed.
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In Turkish universities, - no matter it has increased in recent years- lexicography is
not taught as a course adequately. Theoretical studies of lexicography in
graduate level are necessary for Turkish lexicography. Additionally, for the
lexicography studies to be discussed in academic environment, organizations
such as Asialex and Eurolex are needed. Another deficiency of Turkish
lexicography is the lack of research centers carrying out corporate activities in
the field of lexicography.
3. Conclusion
Lexicography, which has theoretical and practical qualities, is a field where many
disciplines intersect. Turkish attempts of writing dictionaries having begun with
Dîvânü Lügati’t-Türk then created works in a large geography. When dictionary
studies in the Ottoman period are analyzed, it is possible to state that attempts to
write monolingual dictionaries began very late. For example, monolingual English
dictionaries began in 17th century wheras these dictionaries started to be written
in late 19th century. It is clear that Ottoman lexicography tended towards
bilingual dictionaries with pragmatic aims and they translated Arabic and Persian
dictionaries, which caused that Turkish lexicography, as primary sources, followed
Arabian and Persian traditions of dictionary writing. The first dictionary depending
on modern principles of lexicography is Kamus-ı Türki. This work became a
resource for many dictionaries written after it and even today it preserves its value
in some respects.
Fifty years ago, none of the lexicographers used collection / lexical database in
dictionary preparation process. However, in our time, nearly all dictionaries are
prepared with comprehensive collections. Accordingly, Turkish lexicography and
lexicographers should concentrate on collection works. In order for doing this, a
collaboration must be done between lexicographers and database experts. This
collaboration is essential for the success of Turkish lexicography.
In order for Turkish, which has a strong tradition of bilingual dictionaries, to reach
a better leel especially in monolingual dictionaries, comprehensive collection
works including historical and modern vocabulary of Turkish, electronic dictionary
applications, and monolingual learner’s dictionaries must be focused on.
Moreover, the increase in dictionary research centers and lexicography
communities (like Asialex, Eurolex) would contribute to Turkish lexicography.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to discuss the advances and issues that arise
throughout the process of lemmatization of the textual forms of Old English on
a relational database. The relational database of Old English The Grid takes
a significant step forward with respect to the lexical database Nerthus,
namely that Nerthus is a type database with approximately thirty thousand
files whereas The Grid is a token database containing around three million
files. Morevoer, The Grid comprises five blocks of related information and is
based on the standard dictionaries of Old English cited in the reference
section.
The paper focuses on the issues and advances of the lemmatization process.
Several questions are discussed, including the choice of headword spelling
(as ābyrnan vs. ābīernan for abyrneð), the spelling variants of prefixes (like the
alternants of the prefix æfter-: æft-, æftyr-, efter-, eftyr-), the changes to the
word stem (as in seoðan vs. sudon), the weakening of unaccented
inflectional syllables (like -an instead of -en) and the co-existing inflectional
endings (such as bīetð and bīett). Among the issues raised by the
lemmatization process, the question of desambiguation draws special
attention. It is sometimes necessary to desambiguate between members of
different lexical categories such as scēotan ‘to shoot’ and scēot ‘ready’ as
representing the attestation scēot; or even between items from the same
lexical class as, for instance, brūcan ‘to use’ vs. brȳcian ‘to be useful’ for
brecað.
The main conclusion of the paper is that although the search options of
database software boost the lemmatization process, the remarkable degree
of dialectal and diachronic variation displayed by the Old English language
and reflected by its spelling determines the research agenda, often driven by
tasks of identification, comparison and normalization of alternative spellings.
Keywords: Electronic lexicography, lemmatization, lexical database, Old
English.
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1. A lexical database of Old English
The aim of this paper is to discuss the advances and issues that arise throughout
the process of lemmatization of the textual forms of Old English on a relational
database.
The relational database of Old English The Grid (www.nerthusproject.com) takes
a significant step forward with respect to the lexical database Nerthus, namely
that Nerthus is a type database with approximately thirty thousand files whereas
The Grid is a token database containing around three million files. Morevoer, The
Grid comprises five blocks of related information (index and concordances to The
Dictionary of Old English Corpus, lemmatizer, database of morphology and
lexicology and database of indexation of secondary sources) and is based on
the standard dictionaries of Old English cited in the reference section.
2. Advances
The main task that is being carried out on the lexical database of Old English The
Grid at the moment is the lemmatization of the verbal lexicon of Old English. At
the end of this undertaking, all the attestations of verbs in The Dictionary of Old
English Corpus will be assigned a lemma. The lemmatization of the Corpus is done
by means of the lemmatizer Norna, presented in figure 1.

Figure 1. The components of the lemmatizer Norna
As figure 1 shows, the lemmatizer Norna relates the occurrences of an attested
form to the corresponding lexical and morphological class (such as verb, strong,
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II, or verb, weak, 1) but also displays the information available from other layouts
of the relational database The Grid, to wit Freya (database of indexation of
secondary sources) and Nerthus (database of morphological and lexical
analysis). Figure 2 presents the results of Norna corresponding a given verb.

Figure 2. The strong verb ābelgan ‘to make angry’
Figure 3 renders other functionalities of the lemmatizer. Forms with more than one
occurrence (shown in the first column) can be assigned to more than one
morphological class, given that a database field has been created for each
morphological class.
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Figure 3. Other functionalities of the lemmatizer
Three different methods have been adopted in order to make progress:
lemmatization by inflectional ending, which has been implemented so far for
weak verbs (Tío Sáenz 2014); lemmatization on the basis of the main forms of
verbs, which has been applied to verbs with apophony (Metola Rodríguez 2015);
and lemmatization based on the attested forms of derivatives, which has guided
the lemmatization of preterite-present and irregular verbs (García Fernández
2015).
3. Issues
Throughout the process of lemmatization on Norna, several issues arise, including
the choice of headword spelling (between, for instance, ābyrnan and ābīernan
to represent the inflectional form abyrneð), the spelling variants of prefixes (as, for
instance, in the alternants of the prefixes æfter- and ofer-: æft-, æftyr-, efter-,
eftyr-; ofer-, eofer-, eofor-, ofær-, ofern-, ofor-, of'-, ofyr-, ouer-, ouyr-), the changes
to the word stem (as in the case of seoðan vs. sudon), the weakening of
unaccented inflectional syllables (like –an instead of –en or -en instead of -on)
and the co-existing inflectional endings (like bīetð and bīett). Special attention
has to be paid to the question of desambiguation, both between different
categories (is gewrit from gewrītan ‘to write’ or from gewrit ‘writing’? is scēot from
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scēotan ‘to shoot’ or from scēot ‘ready’?) and within a given category (is ead
from gān ‘to go’ or from *ēadan ‘to give’? is brecað from brūcan ‘to use’ or from
brȳcian ‘to be useful’?).
4. Conclusion
The main conclusion of the paper is that, although the search options of
database software like Filemaker boost the lemmatization process (provided that
reliable information is inputed to the database), manual revision is necessary.
Overall, the remarkable degree of dialectal and diachronic variation displayed
by the Old English language and reflected by its spelling determines the research
agenda, often driven by tasks of identification, comparison and normalization of
alternative spellings.
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Abstract
This study attempted to collect samples of distinct Tagalog words spoken in
Pantabangan, Nueva Ecija. It is a descriptive study that used the following
research methodology: preparation, data collection, analyses of lexical
entries, evaluation, and revision. The native-born citizens of Pantabangan,
Nueva Ecija were selected as informants.
The collected words were checked against two standard dictionaries and
evaluated by five language professors. Words registered lexically in two
dictionaries with the same meaning and familiar to the language professors
were dropped from the list.
Eight semantic domains from Monroe’s Dictionary Development Program
were the bases for the word collection. Data were collected using Newell’s
Word-List Elicitation Approach and narratives, or stories, told by informants.
The lexicographic study includes three-hundred twelve (312) lexical entries
which are all distinct Tagalog words spoken in Pantabangan, Nueva Ecija. The
existence of the distinct Tagalog words may be attributed to the
geographical characteristics of the area, flora and fauna, belief in
supernatural beings and description of people’s appearance, behavior, and
personality.
Keywords: lexicography, Tagalog, Pantabangan, Nueva Ecija

1. Introduction
The University of California - Los Angeles (UCLA) Language Materials Project
recognizes 13 dialects of Tagalog language which include Bataan, Batangas,
Bulacan, Cavite, Laguna, Manila, Marinduque, Masbate, Nueva Ecija,
Occidental Mindoro, Oriental Mindoro, Quezon, and Palawan (Lewis, 2009). This
classification recognizes the variations that exist in predominantly Tagalogspeaking provinces of Luzon.
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Within Nueva Ecija, linguistic variations even exist across the province’s four
legislative districts as evident in some phonemic and vocabulary differences.
Interestingly, a significant variation seems to exist in Pantabangan town. Some
town natives have started an initiative to document the words they believe to be
uniquely spoken in their locality (C. Villajuan, personal communication, February
21, 2013; E. Circa, personal communication, November 18, 2012; & Samahang
Makasining, 2013). However, no published study on these distinct words has been
conducted so far. Thus, the project aims to collect and verify the existence of
these distinct Tagalog words spoken in the locality. Results of the study can serve
as a reference guide for future comprehensive studies on emerging and/or
evolving Tagalog dialects.
1.1 Limitations of the Study
The lexicographic study in this research involved the collection of distinct words
and the analysis of these distinct words by giving the meaning, gloss, grammatical
function, and illustrative sentence.
The classification of these distinct words in eight domains was based on Monroe’s
categorization in his dictionary development process (Shore & den Berg, 2006).
The study used eight (8) general domains, namely; physical universe, person,
language and thought, social behavior, home, work and occupation, physical
actions, states and grammar and discourse.
Informants were limited only to ten native-born residents of Pantabangan, Nueva
Ecija from the three barangays of the town. However, only eight respondents
gave a sufficient number of words.
2. Method
The data were collected through informant interviews. Ten informants
participated in the study, five males and five females, the oldest is 96 years old
while the youngest is 42 years old. They were all born and raised in Pantabangan
town.
Based on the initial information obtained from the researcher’s acquaintances,
the researcher paid a visit to the municipal tourism office of Pantabangan, Nueva
Ecija to check its veracity (S. dela Merced, personal communication, February 3,
2013). The municipal tourism officer attested to the initial information that people
in the place use peculiar Tagalog words in their conversations (E. Gante, personal
communication, January 18, 2013).
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With these explanations, the tourism officer assured that there are
accommodating residents to help the researcher. The researchers’
acquaintances in the town also gave him names of possible informants for this
study (S. dela Merced, personal communication, February 8, 2013).
Five language professors from the Nueva Ecija University of Science and
Technology, a local university based in Cabanatuan City, served as evaluators of
the study. These evaluators were composed of the researcher’s adviser and
panel members.
Respondents were asked to narrate stories during their childhood especially when
people still live in the old town which is now submerged under the 761 ft. water
reservoir and the town’s legend (de la Costa-Ymzon, 1987). They were also asked
to give words which they believe to be uniquely spoken in their place.
Before subjecting the collected words to lexical analysis, words which appeared
in two standard Tagalog dictionary references, the Tagalog-English Dictionary
(1986) of Fr. Leo James English and the UP Diksyunaryong Filipino (2010) edited by
Virgilio Almario, as well as those familiar to the researcher and study evaluators
were dropped from the list.
3. Results
A total of 416 words were elicited from the informants after the verification and
evaluation from the two dictionaries and the five language evaluators. Out of
416 words, 312 were classified as distinctly spoken in Pantabangan, Nueva Ecija.
The collected words were classified based on Monroe’s Semantic Domains
which include: a. physical universe, b. person, c. language and thought, d.
social behavior, e. home, f. work and occupation, g. physical actions, and h.
states (Shore & den Berg, 2006).
3.1 Physical Universe
The domain on physical universe presents words related to climate, topography,
flora and fauna. From the analysis, it was found out that most of the distinct words
(20 out of 36 words) are about the flora and fauna in the area. The list also
contained some species which could no longer be seen in the town’s current
location according to the informants. It was also interesting to note that the 9 out
of 11 words under topography and geology were related to river. A glimpse of
the geographical features of the old Pantabangan town revealed the important
role played by Pantabangan river in the lives of the town folks in terms of
agriculture, food supply, leisure, and household chores (Tamondong-Helin, 1996).
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3.2 Person
This domain represents words related to human anatomy, body function,
ailments, injuries, treatments and life. The six entries under ailments, injuries and
treatments could be attributed to the cross-cultural definitions and recognition of
pathological condition (Oregon State University, 2012). People tend to create
words to describe a certain pathological condition without direct equivalent in
the people’s existing lexicon. The inclusion of the words patko (a rolled cloth with
herbal medicines inside; used to cure headaches) and bwingit (a plant in which
its root decoction is believed used for toothache cure) revealed the practice of
folk medicine in the place.
3.3 Language and Thought
This domain represents the words related to personality, want, emotion, and
communication. Most of the words (20 out of 38 entries) under this domain are
used to describe the people’s personality. It was interesting to note that most of
the words describe people’s negative characteristics. Two entries connected to
personality were taken from the characteristic of animal referent applied to
human personality such as bakukol (shy) from the turtle and wakik (dark-skinned
person) from a hawk. The 12 entries related to communication include the top
three distinct expressions used by the natives of the town. These are adyu, ari and
anta. Adyu has been used as a synonymn to the expression “Oh, my God” in
English. Meanwhile, “ari” is an expression used to express admiration, skepticism,
surprise or approval. “Anta” has been also widely spoken as the equivalent of the
interrogative what.
3.4 Social Behavior
This domain represents words related to relationship, social activity, conflict and
religion/folklore. Most of the entries under this domain (15 out of 36) were
connected to conflict. Lebaron and Pilay (2006) explained that conflict in every
culture does exist as it happens over resources, over power, status and hierarchy
in relationships or over deeper issues rooted in worldviews that inform how people
organize and make sense of their communities, and ultimately their lives.
The seven words under religion/folklore include the character of Minggan, the
famous legendary giant of the place who lives in the town’s mountains, and other
townsfolk’s superstitious beliefs.
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3.5 Daily Life
This domain represents words related to household things, food, clothing,
adornment and household cleaning practices. Majority of the entries (34 out of
48) are connected to food.
Seventeen of these words are food items taken from the river, trees, forest
grounds, and even Pantabangan Dam. Food-related entries include a variety of
freshwater fish species, bivalves and other aquatic food that abound in the river
of the old Pantabangan River. The entries also include names of common and
wild fruit bearing trees in the town.
It was interesting to note that the informants also gave a name for a mushroom
species (kabungol) which is believed to spawn when thunder strikes; hence, it was
named as such. This fungus type has also an equivalent in Chamorro - talanga-n
hulu, Gilbertese - taninga ni ba, Woleaian - talinge-li-pach which all literally
translates to ear of thunder. Wasson (1956) in Blust (2000) has shown that the
appearance of mushrooms was associated by Greek and Roman classical writers
with thunderstorms and lightning. The same connection has been found in
France, Middle East, China, Madagascar, and Maori of New Zealand.
Pantabangan Dam gave its share in the distinct words related to food, the tawis.
Tawis has been the local term for American largemouth bass introduced to the
lake. Nowadays, tawis has popularized the place as a destination for sport fishing.
Apart from food items, the collected words also show distinct terms for food
satisfaction (bitak, tikab, bitog), manner of eating (itop, kutib, lasmot, sakmol and
salupsop) and taste (mapahang, matabatab).
3.6 Work and Occupation
This domain represents the words related to work, agriculture, hunting and fishing.
Majority of the entries classified under this domain (20 out of 25) are connected
to agriculture, hunting and fishing. The abundance of entries related to
agriculture is supported by the findings of Tamondong-Helin (1996) and de la
Costa-Ymzon (1987) who wrote that the townsfolk of old Pantabangan town rely
heavily on low-land farming. Aside from agriculture, fishing has been a major
livelihood among Pantabangan an townsfolk living in the old town due to
abundance of aquatic life in the river (fish, snails, mussel, etc. Hunting has also
been practiced by the people in the old days having situated in a valley and
near the mountain ranges abound with wild animals such as wild pig, deer and
other birds with economical value.
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3.7 Physical actions
This domain includes words related to physical actions such as posture,
movement and physical impact. Majority of the words (31 out of 56) are
connected to movements.
3.8 States
This domain includes words related to the state or condition of something such
as quantity, quality and time. Majority of the entries (29 out of 38) are
descriptions of people and things.
3.9 Classification by lexical category
Majority of the distinct words are nouns (125), verbs (121) and adjectives (80).
These groups comprised the biggest percentage of the distinct words since these
are the meaning carriers in a language.
Most of these nouns are used as names for flora, fauna, food, diseases, ailments
and treatments which are essential to the community’s survival.
Through the process of derivation, new words are formed from the existing words
by adding affixes or changing its grammatical function. The three lexical
categories belong to the open class of words to which new words are frequently
added. Finnegan (2011) supported these findings when he explained that the
need to add more nouns, verbs and adjectives occur more frequently and freely
in some societies.
Only four words belong to the closed class (pronouns, interjection and adverb).
4. Conclusion
Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions were drawn:
There really exists distinct local terms spoken in Pantabangan, Nueva Ecija. The
existence of distinct words may be attributed to the following:
4.1 Pantabangan River in the old town, a tributary of the tongue-lost Rio Grande
de Pampanga, which played a major role in sustaining the town’s folk
livelihood by sustaining fishing and low-land farming as the main sources of
livelihood;
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4.2 the richness in different wild fruit bearing trees, mushrooms and wild crops
that feed the townfolks in the old town of Pantabangan;
4.3 the belief in the existence of supernatural beings;
4.4 the terms used by the people to describe people’s appearance, behavior
and personality;
4.5 the attribution of animal names to people exhibiting a dominant
characteristic with the animal referent;
4.6. Tagalog speakers in the area could no longer distinguish some of the
loanwords from other ethno-linguistic group who populated the town since
the 16th Century; and
4.7 the migration of different linguistic groups in the area brought influence to
the Tagalog language spoken in the area.
5. Suggestions for Future Studies
The following recommendations were formulated based on the significant
findings and conclusions of the study.
5.1 Integration of these linguistic findings would be an invaluable teaching
material for K to 12 program as there is a need to create awareness to new
generations of Pantabangan about the town’s linguistic heritage.
5.2 An exhaustive dictionary development program should be spearheaded by
the municipal government through the help of volunteer language
researchers and linguistic research oriented agencies like Komisyon sa Wikang
Filipino (Commission on Filipino Language) and SIL Philippines for a
comprehensive dictionary of Pantabangan words before the town’s most
reliable informants would die.
5.3 In stiff competition with the influx of modern technology and globalization,
there is need for an innovative program to retain and hand down this linguistic
heritage to succeeding. The effort of some Pantabangan residents to promote
and preserve the town’s culture through the www.pantabangenian.org is
commendable as they utilized the current technology towards the promotion
and preservation of Pantabangan’s culture.
5.4 Other researchers who would later on venture into the same study should try
to consider the following salient points:
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5.4.1 phonological variations of the collected words;
5.4.2 effect of migration and acculturation to the development of these
distinctive words; and
5.4.3 linguistic effect of development induced displacement in the area in the
1970’s.
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Abstract
This paper advocates the corpus-assisted bilingual lexicography with qualitycontrol criteria. The author of this paper explains the reason why the term
“corpus-assisted” is used instead of the popular term “corpus-based” and
then puts forward his Five Types of Meaning (i.e. conceptual meaning,
connotative meaning, cultural meaning, structural meaning and pragmatic
meaning, originated from the semantic theories of Ogden & Richards and
G.N. Leech, but improved and reformulated by this author) at lexical level
and sentence level respectively as evaluating criteria to control the quality in
bilingual lexicography.
Keywords: corpus-assisted, bilingual lexicography, evaluating criteria, five
types of meaning

1. The corpus-assisted bilingual lexicography needs criteria to control the quality
of bilingual dictionaries
An ideal corpus-based compiling/translating/researching/etc. should at the first
place need such a corpus that can provide exhaustive data. But so far in reality
no such corpus will be available and can be built because of limitations of
manpower, material supplies, financial support, and particularly insufficiency in
oral and written descriptions of all the human activities. Therefore, the best
conditions all the corpora can offer so far for compiling/ translating/ researching/
etc. include all kinds of paper-back dictionaries (each one of which is, in my
opinion, a kind of corpus) , Google Search Engine, parallel corpora and
comparable corpora, etc. which are not exhaustive as far as data are
concerned. That is the major reason why I use “corpus-assisted” instead of
“corpus-based”. Therefore, my main argument is the corpus-assisted bilingual
lexicography needs criteria to control the quality of bilingual dictionaries.
2. How to provide criteria for the corpus-assisted bilingual lexicography from a
scientific and accessible approach?
The accurate translation at word/phrase (lexical) level will pave the way for
accurate translation at sentence level. Since a word and a phrase have the same
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function, Ogden & Richards’ Semantic Triangle can be adjusted to describe the
phrase meaning as well as the word meaning as shown below.

Concept /Thought/Reference

Word/Phrase

Referent/Entity

Figure 1 Semantic triangle describing the phrase meaning as well as the word
meaning
3. The information of a linguistic semiotic symbol : five types of lexical meaning
A language is a set of linguistic semiotic symbols (i.e. words and phrases). In my
personal view, the information of a linguistic semiotic symbol consists of the
following five types of meaning: 1) conceptual meaning; 2) connotative
meaning; 3) cultural meaning; 4) structural meaning; 5) pragmatic meaning. The
conceptual meaning, which is based on the linguistic concept and is something
highly abstracted and universal, forms the core part of the overall information of
a linguistic semiotic symbol. The common culture of all the nations in this world is
usually reflected through the conceptual meaning whereas the specific culture
of a particular nation decides upon the connotative meaning of the language of
the nation. The connotative meaning here comprises 1) affective meaning; 2)
figurative meaning; and 3) stylistic meaning. The affective meaning refers to both
commendatory and derogatory aspects of a linguistic semiotic symbol; the
figurative meaning refers to the euphemistic, hyperbole, ironical, etc. aspects of
a linguistic semiotic symbol; the stylistic meaning refers to the temporal (e.g.
archaic senses or words), regional (e.g. dialectal words), social (e.g. slang, vulgar
words or senses), occasional (e.g. colloquial, formal words or senses), professional
(e.g. jargon, mathematical, physical, chemical terms or senses) aspects of a
linguistic semiotic symbol. The cultural meaning refers to the information of a
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particular nation's culture contained or implied in a linguistic semiotic symbol. It
includes culture-specific meaning and culture-associative meaning. The culturespecific meaning of a linguistic semiotic symbol usually cannot find its equivalent
in another language. E.g. the English words such as salutatorian, punk, hippie, etc.
are not able to find their equivalents in Chinese; the Chinese words such as"饺子
(jiaozi)"、" 馄饨 (huntun)"、" 景泰蓝 (jingtailan)" can not find their counterparts in
English. The culture-associative meaning refers to what a native speaker of a
particular language usually associates with when using the related word or
expression. For example, the English word "rose" will associate a native speaker of
English with love while the Chinese word “满月(manyue)”will associate a native
speaker of Chinese with happiness and family reunion. Besides, colour words in
both Chinese and English will also associate the native speakers of both
languages with different images and feelings. The structural meaning means the
collocative/inflexional/parts-of-speech/etc. meaning of a linguistic semiotic
symbol in a sentence. Take English for example, white coffee, black coffee, white
Christmas, insist on, persist in, drop a hint, fond of, keen on, etc.. The pragmatic
meaning indicates the information of those words and phrases which display or
make the pragmatic senses even when isolated from a specific context. E.g.
Behave oneself (used to speak to children only).
In the process of equating the interlingual symbols (e.g. finding in another
language the equivalent of the entry word in a bilingual dictionary) the abovementioned connotative meaning and cultural meaning should be taken into
serious and special consideration in order to well present the cultural meaning
peculiar to the source language in a bilingual dictionary.
4. The differences between equivalence of interlingual symbols and speech
translation
Equivalence of interlingual symbols refers to the outcome of the equating activity
between two different sets of linguistic semiotic symbols. In other words, a linguistic
semiotic symbol of language A signifies the relevant identity through the
corresponding linguistic semiotic symbol of language B. The equating activity
takes place without any linguistic context or context of situation. Therefore, the
key point here is to look for the possible equivalence between the component
information of a linguistic semiotic symbol of language A and that of the
corresponding linguistic semiotic symbol of language B. The typical example is the
activity of equating the entry word with any possible equivalent of its target
language in bilingual dictionaries.
Speech is the result of a particular and specific application of language.
Therefore, speech translation is a translating activity with a certain linguistic
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context or context of situation. The key point here is to look for the possible
equivalence of the meaning and function between one language and another
in a particular linguistic context or context of situation. In my personal view,
discourse/text (including novels, essays, poetry, plays, etc.) translation and
illustrative example translation in bilingual dictionaries belong to speech
translation.
5. The common patterns of equating interlingual symbols
In my personal view, there are five common patterns of equating interlingual
symbols:
(1) S=T (“S”stands for the source linguistic semiotic symbol with a mono-sense or
one of the senses of a source linguistic semiotic symbol; “=”means “is equal to”;
“T” stands for the target linguistic semiotic symbol; the same hereinafter). This
equation means that a source linguistic semiotic symbol or one of the senses of a
source linguistic semiotic symbol has a complete equivalent in the target
language. This case can only be found in some mono-sense technical terms,
proper nouns, linguistic semiotic symbols transliterated from source linguistic
semiotic symbols, etc.. For example, electronics=电子学(dianzixue)；Washington=
华盛顿(huashengdun)；hysteria=歇斯底里(xiesidili)；logic=逻辑(luoji)；jeep=吉普
车 (jipuche) ； AIDS= 艾 滋 病 (aizibing) ； 荔 枝 (lizhi)=litchi (or lichee) ； 磕 头
(ketou)=kowtow； 武术 (wushu)=wushu； 饺子 (jiaozi)=jiaozi； 风水 (fengshui)=feng
shui；太极拳(taijiquan)=tai chi.
(2)S=T1+T2+...+Tn (“n”stands for the number of target linguistic semiotic
symbols;“+”means "plus"; the same hereinafter). This equation means that a
source linguistic semiotic symbol or one of its senses is equal to all the information
of two or more target linguistic semiotic symbols added up together. For example,
沙 发 (shafa)=sofa
门 (men)=
羊
+
easy
chair;
door+gate+…;
(yang)=sheep+lamb+goat+…; brother=哥哥+弟弟+同事+帮会成员+……; uncle=伯
伯+叔叔+舅舅+姑父+姨夫+…….
(3)S≈(t)T(t) [“(t)”stands for the bracketed restricted explanation(s); the same
hereinafter]. This equation means that one of the senses of a source linguistic
semiotic symbol is approximately equal to a target linguistic semiotic symbol with
the bracketed restricted explanation(s).For example, rose≈玫瑰(meigui)(常用以象
征爱情)；龙(long)≈Chinese dragon（symbolizing nobleness and dignity）；凤凰
(fenghuang)≈Chinese phoenix （symbolizing nobleness and good luck）；阴阳
(yinyang)≈yin and yang(in Chinese philosophy and medicine, two opposing
elements in nature, the former feminine and negative, the latter masculine and
positive).
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(4)S≈[t]T (“[t]”stands for a label; the same hereinafter). This equation means that
one of the senses of a source linguistic semiotic symbol is approximately equal to
a target linguistic semiotic symbol with a label. For example, decease≈[律]死亡
(shiwang)；虹膜(hongmo) ≈[生理]iris.
(5)S≈E/(e)A(e)/(e)C(e) (“E” stands for the explanation in the target language;
“/”means "or"; “(e)” stands for the bracketed encyclopedic explanation in the
target language;“A”stands for the transliterated target linguistic semiotic symbol;
“C” stands for the newly coined target linguistic semiotic symbol). This equation
means that a source linguistic semiotic symbol has no equivalent in the target
language, but is approximately equal to an explanation in the target language
or a transliterated target linguistic semiotic symbol with the bracketed
explanation in the target language or a newly coined target linguistic semiotic
symbol with the bracketed explanation in the target language. For example,
benedict≈曾长期独身的新婚男子；blind dragon≈青年男女初次谈恋爱的陪客, 一般是
已婚妇女；drugstore≈兼售软饮料、化装品、杂志等杂货的药店；salutatorian≈毕业典
礼上代表毕业生致词的学生,其成绩名列第二；sari≈莎丽( 指印度妇女用以裹身包头或裹
身披肩的整段布或绸)；jailbait≈祸水妞儿(指与之发生性关系即构成强奸幼女罪的未成年
女子).
The criteria for equating interlingual symbols could be put forward as follows:
accuracy and conciseness. Accuracy means the exact and comprehensive
presentation of the information of a target linguistic semiotic symbol through
comparison and contrast of the relevant corpora. Conciseness means the brief
and summary presentation of the information of a source linguistic semiotic
symbol through some standardized target linguistic semiotic symbols.

6. Five types of sentence meaning
My research has found out Ogden & Richards’ Semantic Triangle could also be
adjusted to describe the sentence meaning as shown below.
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Proposition

Sentence
Figure 2

Event/Fact
Semantic triangle describing the sentence meaning

There are five types of sentence meaning as follows: 1) proposition meaning; 2)
connotative meaning; 3) cultural meaning; 4) structural meaning (including
distributing/collocative/ grammatical meaning); 5) pragmatic meaning
(including interpersonal meaning).
1) Proposition meaning: e.g.
John gets up late.
Does John get up late?
John does not get up late.
The above three sentences, though different in forms (one is a statement, one an
interrogation, and one a negation) , have the same proposition: “John gets up
late.”
2) Connotative meaning which includes affective meaning, figurative meaning
and stylistic meaning. E.g. The violator of the regulations was ordered to do a 10day community service.这些退休老人都十分热心社区服务。The English sentence
above has a connotation of derogatory sense while the Chinese one has a
connotation of commendatory sense.
3) Cultural meaning which includes culture-specific meaning and cultureassociative meaning. E.g. Trespassers will be prosecuted. 私 闯 者 将 被 起 诉 。 /
Speak of the devil and he is sure to appear. “说曹操，曹操到。” / “跳进黄河也洗
不清。” It would never wash yourself clean even if you jumped into the Yellow
River. (Nothing can prove your innocence) / “她心里就像 15 只水桶，七上八下。
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”Her heart is like a well with 15 buckets of which 7 come up and 8 go down.(She
felt extremely uneasy and restless.)
4) Structural meaning which includes distributing/collocative/grammatical
meaning.
5) Pragmatic meaning which relates the overall situation with the speaker and the
hearer. E.g. Behave yourself (Parents speaking to their children or the older
people speaking to the younger ones. Here, the social status and the age status
are taken into consideration.) ; Time’s up (announcing the end of an activity) 时
间到了。(meaning in Chinese either the end or the beginning of an activity in a
specific context which decides upon the actual meaning) .
7. The Major Patterns of Speech Translation: Their Major Requirements and
Differences
The patterns of speech translation consist of the word and phrase translation, the
sentence translation, the paragraph translation and the discourse/text
translation. The sentence translation comprises both the illustrative example
translation and the proverb translation in bilingual dictionaries and contextual
sentence translation. The discourse/text translation includes the translation of
novels, essays, poetry and plays. As a matter of fact, if the sentence translation
and the discourse/text translation can be well mastered, there will be not much
problem dealing with the word and phrase translation and the paragraph
translation. Therefore, the speech translation to be discussed here mainly refers to
the sentence translation and the discourse/text translation with the sentence
translation as our focus.
As mentioned above, the sentence translation here comprises both the illustrative
example translation and the proverb translation in bilingual dictionaries and
contextual sentence translation. In this paper the illustrative example translation
in bilingual dictionaries includes the illustrative example in the source language
and its translation into the target language. The fundamental function of the
illustrative examples in a bilingual dictionary is to provide the typical linguistic
contexts for the senses of an entry word in order to further clarify the information
of the entry word. In the process of clarifying the information of the entry word the
illustrative examples themselves will present the various aspects of the culture of
the source language. Therefore, the comparison and contrast can be found
throughout the whole process of the illustrative example translation in bilingual
dictionaries. Generally, the illustrative example translation should try to meet the
following criteria:
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(1) Accurate presentation of the connotative meaning of the entry word. For
example, One of his ambitions is to become a minister.(他的抱负之一是要成为一名
牧 师 。 ) That politician is full of ambition.( 那 个 政 客 野 心 勃 勃 。 ) Here, the
commendatory and derogatory aspects of "ambition" have been accurately
presented.
(2) Complete presentation of the cultural meaning of the entry word. For
example, "Trespassers will be prosecuted. ( 侵 入 者 将 扭 交 法 办 )" This illustrative
example presents a case of respect for the private ownership in the British and
American society. For another example, "The harassments of daily life---looming
nuclear incineration, rude waiters---have driven people to cocooning. (日常生活
中的种种烦恼,例如核灾难的威胁以及侍者的粗鲁态度,使人们越来越倾向于闭门索居)"
This illustrative example presents some aspects of the modern British and
American way of life and its causes.
(3) Clear explanation of the pragmatic meaning of the entry word and its
illustrative example through the target language. For example, time 时间:Time is
up. (announcing the end of an activity) 时间到了。(meaning in Chinese either the
end or the beginning of an activity in a specific context which decides upon the
actual meaning). behave 使举动得好: Behave yourself. 规矩点 (多作为对儿童用
语).
The proverb translation has a great deal to do with the peculiar cultural images
in two different languages. For example, how to put the Chinese proverb “说曹操
， 曹 操 到 ”(shuo Cao Cao, Cao Cao dao) into English? how to translate the
peculiar cultural meaning of the name “曹操”(Cao Cao)？In my opinion, the ideal
criteria for and the ways of presenting the peculiar cultural meaning in the
process of the proverb translation are: 1) try as much as possible to transplant the
peculiar cultural images and convey the relevant information without violating
the normal way of expression of the target language, and with some
complementary explanations if necessary; 2) substitute the peculiar cultural
image of the source language with the common cultural image of the target
language without reducing any cultural information. For example,“说曹操，曹操
到” may be rendered into English as 1）Speak of Cao Cao and he is sure to
appear. （ note ： Cao Cao was a prime minister in ancient China and was
notorious for his ambition to usurp the imperial power and his suspicion about
others）； 2）Speak of the devil and he is sure to appear.
Now, the major differences between the illustrative example translation in
bilingual dictionaries and the contextual sentence translation should be pointed
out. The first major difference is the size or scope of the linguistic context and
context of situation, larger or smaller. For example, "They zipped past us." This is a
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single sentence with a smaller linguistic context (or context of situation).Without a
larger linguistic context (or context of situation) it would be difficult to make sure
whether they zipped past us in a vehicle or on foot or by any other means.
Consequently, in translating the illustrative examples as such in bilingual
dictionaries there would be no other way but put the English sentence into
Chinese in a vague way as “他们从我们身边飞快地过去了” whereas in the sentence
translation in a larger context it would be possible to produce an accurate and
clear version according to the specific linguistic context (or context of
situation).For example, "They drove very fast and zipped past us. " “他们车开得很快
，从我们身边飞驰而过。 ” Take “Flying planes can be dangerous.” for another
example. This ambiguous sentence can be rendered into two Chinese versions: a
）正在飞行的飞机可能很危险。(The plane that is flying may be dangerous)；b）驾
驶 飞 机 可 能 很 危 险 。 (It may be dangerous to pilot a plane). Without a larger
linguistic context (or context of situation) it would be very difficult to decide which
one of the two Chinese versions above should be chosen. Although the cases
mentioned above may not be commonplace, they would enable the translators
or the bilingual dictionary compilers to see more clearly the difficult points in the
process of translating illustrative examples in bilingual dictionaries. The second
major difference between the illustrative example translation in bilingual
dictionaries and the contextual sentence translation is the different scopes and
extents of presenting the original images or the pragmatic aspects of the original.
For example, 1）Mary stood naked in the open air.玛丽赤裸裸地在户外站立。（a
dictionary illustrative example）
2）…and for the first time in her life Mary stood
naked in the open air, at the mercy of the sun, the breeze that beat upon her,
and the waves that invited her.……玛丽平生第一回一丝不挂地站在光天化日之下，听
凭阳光戏弄，听凭海风抚摸，听凭呼唤她的海浪泼溅。……（a contextual sentence
translation）
8. Conclusion
Obviously, in order to control the quality in bilingual lexicography, the corpusassisted bilingual lexicography should be conducted with the Five Types of
Meaning (i.e. conceptual meaning, connotative meaning, cultural meaning,
structural meaning and pragmatic meaning) at lexical level and sentence level
respectively as evaluating criteria. More testing practices, however, may be
needed to further prove the effectiveness of my theoretical effort.
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Abstract
The consequences of fast development in science, technology and media
are seen in the way people live and communicate. Nowadays, face-toface communication is almost optional for work or social functions because
people could always go online so long that they have the resources and
technical know-how. However, to understand and be understood in virtual
community is also a challenge to some because of technical or linguistic
constraints. In this sense, linguistic competence has also become a
prerequisite before one can take advantage of technological innovations
this globalized world offers. The need to label and name the new inventions
and features that appear daily in various on-line sites is a great task both for
linguists and for the rest of the language users (Reyes & Jubilado, 2012).
Thus, this paper explores the lexical features of English travel blogs owned
and maintained by Filipino bloggers. A total of 252,589 word tokens,
obtained from 30 blog accounts were used as data. Using Bautista’s (1997)
description of word formation/creation, it is revealed that this genre utilized
processes namely: compounding, blending, acronyming, functional shifting,
nominal expansion, coinage, affixing, and echoing. These processes were
usually reductive in nature as a convenient tool used in computer-mediated
communication and at the same time serve as deliberate forms of creative
self-expression.
Keywords: linguistic features, Philippine English, travel blogs, word-formation
processes, computer mediated communication.

1. Introduction
The communication revolution since the birth of the Internet and social media
networks (SMNs) had greatly changed the society and the way people perform
social roles and interact with one another. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) define
social media as a group of Internet-based applications that build on the
ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the
creation and exchange of user-generated content, which come in different
forms including Internet forums, weblogs, social blogs, micro blogging, wikis,
podcasts, pictures, video, and rating among others that are used for
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interactions by billions of Internet users or what they termed as ‘netizens’ around
the globe. Moreover, the many forms of social media networks offer people an
easy and faster access to information, remove time and space constraints in
formal or interpersonal communication, and even made e-commerce possible.
According to Johnson, Buchanan, and Jordan (2014) as of December 2011,
BlogPulse.com identified 179 million Weblogs in existence, with nearly 100,000
created every 24 hours making it difficult for researchers and directories to
characterize its sub-genres as to their contents. Some researchers, such as
Haferkamp and Krämer’s (2008) as cited in Johnson et al. (2014) attempted to
distinguish blog posts using content analysis, their study revealed that male
bloggers tend to present more informative material while female bloggers are
more interested in writing about personal experiences. Although this finding
sounds valid, researchers can go beyond authors’ demographics and use other
points of entry such as linguistic choices, discursive strategies, and lexical
features among others should they wish to describe the characteristics of blogs
and other social media platforms. Hence, this article deals not on the content of
blog posts but on their lexical features.
This advancement in technology and communication prompted academic
researchers to explore its impact on language learning and language
acquisition. For instance, Sim and Pop (2014) conducted an experimental study
investigating the impact of SMN on vocabulary acquisition of English as
foreign language (EFL) students in Romania. Although their finding showed no
statistical difference between the performance of experimental and control
groups, they claimed that those students who were exposed to social media
such as Facebook (FB) have improved vocabulary compared to those who
were not which lead to their conclusion that FB could be an effective medium in
vocabulary instructions for EFL students because it motivates them to learn and
express themselves more in English. However, what fascinates linguists and
language enthusiasts might not be the impact of SMNs but the lexical features
of language use in online arenas. Al – Sa’di and Hamdan (2005) claim that the
dramatic evolution in Cyberspace has left its impact on language at all levels:
syntactic, semantic, morphological, and most importantly lexical.
Indeed, one of the most notable effect of social media is evident in language
and communication system such in usage of a great number of neologisms,
strange words and almost unidentifiable linguistic expressions, which are more
likely to obfuscate people than help them in getting their message across. This
linguistic innovation or e-language or netspeak or simply the language of virtual
world urges language researchers to provide at least a description or
explanation of their legitimacy. In a brief survey, there were several studies
produced focusing on different online platforms. Primo, Zago, Oikawa and
Consori (2013); Cretiu (2013); and Johnson et al. (2014) investigated the
language use in web blogs; Kadir, Idris and Husain (2012) on Facebook and
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online forums; Page (2012) on Twitter and Al –Sa’di and Hamdan (2005) on IRC
and Yahoo Messenger on-line chat. However, most of these studies delved on
the macro structures of language such as themes, topics, or grammatical
features and none had devoted space on lexical features of texts. Thus, this
study explores the different word-formation processes manifested in computermediated communication particularly in weblogs.
2. Methodology
Weblogs, or ‘blogs’, are texts written by one or more authors and posted to a
specific Internet address. The blog is a diverse medium with several subgenres,
and the format can be used for many purposes: popular blogs are often topical,
and feature links and commentary. Blogs can also function as photograph
repositories, news commentary, records for collaborative projects, or
advertisements. Primo et al. (2013) citing Herring et al. (2005) classified blog
types based on their primary purpose into the following categories: personal
journal, filter, K-log (notes and references about a knowledge domain), mixed
and other.
2.1 Data collection
The researcher was able to generate 252,589 word tokens from 30 travel blog
accounts owned by Filipino bloggers. At first, the researcher intended to gather
travel blogs from teenagers because they are considered to be more playful
when it comes to language usage and more creative in coining new terms.
However, it was found out that these youth are more interested in producing
fashion than travel blogs. One reason for this might be that travelling is more
expensive than advocating latest fashion trends. On the other hand, young
professionals, mostly 25 to 35 years old are more engrossed in adventure
because they have all the resources to sustain their exploits. This assumption is
based on the surveyed profile of the accounts included in this investigation.
The researcher obtained five to ten most recent blogs posts from 30 accounts
depending on the text length. Comments on the selected blogs from their
followers were also included as part of the corpus. Antconc 3.4.3m 2014 was
used to clean up the data and identify frequency of tokens considered in this
inquiry particularly those words that seem to manifest features of Philippine
English. Since the sentences used as illustrations below were lifted from the
corpus, the researcher opted to anonymize the names to protect the identity of
the bloggers who serve as respondents of this study. Please note further that only
the names of persons mentioned were made unknown. Also, the lexical items
used as illustrations were set in bold face; all other elements of texts (e.g., use of
upper-case letters, excessive use of symbols, punctuation marks, unnecessary
letters etc.) were maintained but only the lexical features were dealt with in this
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paper, those other components mentioned deserve a separate investigation.
3. Findings and discussion
Lexical innovation and word-formation processes in English have been of interest
to various scholars: Yang (2005) on lexical borrowing; Cook and Stevenson
(2010) on lexical blends; Berg (2011) on clipping; Magano (2013) on derivational
prefixes; Huning, Booij (2014) on compounding and derivation; and Berg,
Buchmann, Dybiec, and Fuhnhop (2014) on inflection derivation and
compounding processes. Building on different texts corpora, such researches
have shown that there are multiple ways of inventing new words and that there
external factors and influences that caused linguistic innovation. Please take
note that in discussing the findings of this inquiry, the researcher follows the
presentation of Bautista (1997) in her study on lexicon of Philippine English (PhilE).
3.1 Nominal Expansion
Extension or adaptation of meanings and preservation of lexical items are the
two categories identified under this process.
3.1. 1 Extension or adaptation of meanings
According to Zimmer, Solomon, and Carson (2013) the most common way or
morphological expansion is to convert brand names into verbs, a process which
they call ‘verbing’ such in google, hoover, and xerox among others. However,
Bautista’s (1997) classification only includes brand names that have been
generalized to represent the entire category such in the use of pampers to refer
to disposable diapers. The most apparent examples found in the data are
Kleenex in (1) Disneyland in (2), Apple in (3), and googled in (4). The first three
items are considered as forms of nominal expansion because they have been
used apart from their original labels and meanings. For instance, Disneyland is
an amusement park filled with colorful attractions mostly for children but the
term has been adapted to mean differently as shown in (2). Moreover, Apple in
(3) was used instead of identifying exactly the gadgets such as iPhones, iPads or
iPod touch which are all products of the mentioned brand. The term googled in
(4) derived from the proper noun Google (a trademark for a popular Internet
search engine) may also be considered in this category exemplifying what
Zimmer et al. (2013) label as verbing.
(1) Silent gratitude isn’t much use to anyone so someone get the Kleenex for
the last part.
(2) Pattaya is one of the few destinations in the world where the man can
actualise his secret dream of sexy exotic girls at reasonable price, or
some would say it "Disneyland for adults".
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(3) APPLE, JUST TAKE ALL MY MONEY!
(4) But what strikes me is how this ''alone'' is defined and understood. The
first meaning that popped out when I googled the keywords definition of
alone is: ''having no one else present; on one's own''.

3.1.2. Preservation of lexical items
According to Bautista (1997) there are terms in PhilE, which have maintained
their functions because they are still found in the lexical domain of the
language. The folk in (5) also belongs to the provisional list of English terms
almost two decades ago remains in the modern platform of communication
such in blog. One reason for the continuous usage is that some words are
culture-specific (Yang, 2005) and that writers prefer to use these lexical items to
avoid using loan words to identify themselves in that particular groups they are
writing for, or maybe that general English does not have equivalents for some
local terminologies. Bautista found that folk is more pervasive in PhilE than in
Australian and American English and is usually collocated with common or
simple or plain. Further, she found the usage of Quiapo folk, cityfolk and
youngerfolk in the Macquarie Philippine English corpus (Bautista, 1997, p.57). It
might be safe to conclude that older is also a collocate of folk as shown in (5).
(5) Still, it’s nice if you have small kids or older folk with you who don’t want
to be out in the sun on a bike.
3.2 Coinage
The most productive way of expanding the lexicon is through coinage, that is,
the process of inventing a word or phrase. The most common processes are
exemplified below.
3.2.1 Analogical construction
By an analogical formation will be meant a new formation clearly modeled on
an already existing lexeme and not giving rise to a productive series (Bauer,
1983). The truck man in (6) might be based on the fact that the word man can
be attached to other nouns like chairman, fire man, mail man so that it would
also possible to use such term instead of truck helper. The professional-looking in
(7) might have been analogized from good-looking. Another case that might be
considered in this type is texted in (8) which might have been based on texter
formed by adding suffix –er to the noun text, hence the writer might have
thought to affix –ed to so that it could function as verb. Although texting, texter
and texted appeared in the data, they are not often found in general English,
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hence, it might safe to conclude that these words characterize Philippine
English.
(6) The truck driver and his truck man was seriously injured.
(7) Your photos were much more professional-looking than mine.
(8) I have texted a lot of people, good thing, SMART Beach was kind enough
to give me feedbacks about reservations.
3.2.2 Clipping
“Clipping refers to the process whereby a lexeme (simple or complex) is
shortened, while still retaining the same meaning and still a member of the same
class” (Bauer, 1983, p. 233). According to Berg (2011) there are four types of
clipping: foreclipping (e.g., raccoon → coon) backclipping (e.g., technology →
tech) combination of fore- and backclipping (e.g., detective → tec) and
midclipping (e.g., Isaac → Ike). In the case of this current study, the most
common clippings are vacay (vacation), ya (you), adorbs (adorable) aftie
(afternoon). The data further show that backclipping is widely used than the rest
of the four processes just enumerated. This finding is in keeping with what Berg
(2011) found in his study, that is, out of 955 clippings he subjected to analysis 811
(84.9%) were backclippings and only 144 (15.1%) foreclippings. His finding, leads
to his conclusion that backclipping is more beneficial because it preserves the
initial part of word which plays a more important role in word recognition than
the end.
(9)

We snickered our way back to an old house across the street which
our
family
rented for a weekend vacay (it was to
become PNKY Home Bed
and Breakfast) and sat around the
bonfire where that dare was born.
(10)

Well, the first scene was actually in Alaska and finally pulling an
incredibly climatic motorbike through Manila and in the end (the
Manila scenes were the most exciting part I tell ya).

(11) I broke into a sweat despite the autumn aftie chill.
(12) Miss Kris XD those boots are adorbs must … have…those boots!
The illustrations above (9-12) further reveal that although clipping is mostly a
morphological process it is also phonologically motivated. As can be noted in
vacay, y has been attached to the clipped word and so with aftie where r was
replaced by i ( after → aftie) to lengthen the final sound. This finding is in
keeping with Lappe’s (2003) claim as cited in Berg (2011) that clippings are
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subject to phonological constraints. Moreover, adorbs in (12) displays a more
complex pattern deviating from Berg’s (2011), in this case, the new sense of
word was formed thorough a combination of mid- and backclipping with an s
affixed as the final letter.
3.2.3 Blending
Blending is a process of forming a word from parts of two other words such in
instapics (instant and pictures) and glamping (glamorous and camping) that
occur several times in the corpus. This is to say that the most blends are formed
by the prefix of a word and the suffix of another word as shown in the
highlighted words in (14-15). However, according to Bauer (1983) the category
of blends is not well defined because it tends to shade off into compounding,
neo-classical compounding, affixization and clipping. The following blends
found in the data exemplify this observation. In cam –whoring (camera and
whoring) the first word was clipped cam while the second word whoring was
taken as full which is also the case for staycation (stay and vacation), and slowmo (slow and motion), photobomb (photograph and bomb) wherein one word
is taken as full and the other one is shortened. Cook and Stevenson (2010) offer
a comprehensive discussion that typifies this word-formation process. They
identified four features that constitute blends: (a) frequency; (b) length,
contribution, and phonology; (c) semantics; and (d) syllable structure. First, they
explained that that there are various frequencies and properties of the source
words that help language users identify words that form a blend, “because
blends are most usefully coined when the source words can be readily
deduced” (p. 132). As to length, they assumed that the first word in a conjunct
tends to be shorter than the second, and the second source word of a blend is
often the head; therefore it is this word that determines the overall phonological
structure of the resulting blend. Third, they further note that blends are often
composed of two semantically similar words, which reflects a conjunction of
their concepts. For instance, breakfast and lunch are both types of meal;
therefore, they can combined to form a blend brunch. This follows that blend
cannot be formed from two words having different concepts. Finally, they note
that the division of a source word into the prefix/suffix always occurs at a syllable
boundary.
(14) Can't believe how your instapics looks as cohesive and as
awesome as
your Canon 5D MK II shots!
(15) Alright, I dropped my Siquijor plan just to experience this so called
GLAMPING!
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(16) After all the camwhoring, care of our director of photography,
Wang, we
surprisingly reach tiny orchard in the middle of the field
with the sun still
out.
(17)

Do it yourself, trips, hotel a staycation comfort.

(18)

I was posing among the rocks, a Tanzanian girl sidled up to me in
lightning speed to photobomb the shot.

(19) This stillness, ethereal yet palpable, had turned the church into a
refuge
where the world turned in slow-mo, relieved of the
weight of urgent
distractions.
3.2.4 English Compounds
Some of the most common compounds found in the corpus are travel diaries,
tourist trap, tourist belt, twitter share, and facebook share. One uncommon
English compound that was found in the data is tourist belt. It appears that it is a
newly coined compound or an innovation because it still unrecognized by some
online dictionaries (e.g., Oxford, Miriam Online, Urban).
(20) What an unsettling antisocial behavior in a tourist belt!
3.2.5 Acronym
Acronyms are formed by taking the initial letters of the words in a title or phrase
and use them as new words. The most predominantly used acronyms are lol
(laugh-out loud) and btw (by the way) followed by idk (I don’t know), XD (a
‘funny face’ which is quite similar to lol which according to Urban dictionary
may replace lol because of the latter’s overused), DIY (do it yourself) and FX
(foreign exchange). However, Sim and Pop (2014) made a distinction between
acronym and initialism. According to them, an acronym is formed by combining
the first letters of several words and pronouncing the result as a word. An
initialism follows the same process of combining the first letters of several words,
but it is pronounced as separate letters; therefore, among the highlighted words
in (21-26) only lol is an acronym and the rest are initialisms.
(21)

I feel like I've been with you on your journey, lol.

(22)

Btw, I love the hot air balloon shots! I wish you could have it more
zoomed.
Mind telling me what action you used to make the vintage-y (idk
describe it) effect on these photos?

(23)
how to
(24)

Your photos are beautiful XD happy new year.
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(25)
lifestyle,

Krizzy blogs over at Modish Demoiselle, writing about fashion,
DIY’s and the like.

(26) Not only do they have to ensure they make profit out of holding
and
trading mainly Philippine government bonds & notes, interest
rate swaps,
FX spot and FX swaps, but they also have to deal
simultaneously with
queries from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas,
Bureau of the Treasury,
Traders, Sales, Clients, Brokers,
Settlements and Operations.
3. 3 Innovation
This category may also use analogy and clipping but the result stands out
because of the creative effect of the word structure. The iphoneography in (28)
may have been analogized from people’s madness in Apple gadgets such as
Iphones, Ipads and Ipods among others. In (29) “squidoo” might have been
based on “kiddo” (a friendly or informal way of addressing someone), which
might be phonologically or rhymed influenced and achieved that ‘echoing’
effect with El Nido (a famous tourist destination). The suffix- forming adjectives –
ish (having characteristics or qualities of) was also used to manufacture new
words such in Potter-ish and starter-ish. Another interesting use of suffixation is
found in (32) tourist-ty where the noun-forming suffix –ty was also attached to a
noun tourist but in the sentence the coined term functions as adverb modifying
the verb shot.
(27)

Your iPhoneography post is definitely one of my faves.

(28)

The stuffed squid of “Squidoo” in El Nido is really good.

(29)

Read this post with the Harry Potter OST and goodness gracious
sweet
guacamole thank you thank you so much for your
Harry Potter-ish posts.
(30)
camera

Do you have any recommendations for a starter-ish Canon DSLR
that takes quality pictures and is a good investment as well?

(31)
photos of

We got so caught up in taking tourist-ty shots that we had little
the temples themselves.

4. Conclusion
This paper describes the most common word-formation processes of linguistic
innovations used by Filipino travel bloggers in their articles. Employing Bautista’s
(1997) description of word formation/creation, the study revealed that blog
posts utilized processes namely: compounding, blending, acronyming,
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functional shifting, nominal expansion, coinage, affixing, and echoing. These
processes were usually reductive in nature as a convenient tool used in
computer-mediated communication and at the same time serve as deliberate
forms of creative self-expression. There are also new interesting patterns of
linguistic creativity such in the case of adorbs which seems failed to manifest the
clipping patterns identified in previous study. Although the analysis display ‘new
words’ found in data, there is a very few linguistic innovations that maybe
considered as features of Philippine English because most of these newly-coined
words also exist in non-Filipino blogs. One linguistic token that seems to be
unique in the corpus is the usage of tourist belt to refer to a place swarmed by
tourists. Based on this finding, it is tempting to conclude that travel blogs are not
as productive as other social media networks in manufacturing new words or in
setting a new language fashion. Finally, result of this study strengthens the claims
of previous researchers (e.g., Al-Sa’di & Hamdan, 2005; Berg, 2011) and the
long-standing assumption that economy is a salient attribute of language use on
line. This means that language users often employ reduction strategies in order
to communicate fast, easy, and concise in different on-line network sites.
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Abstract
The establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community in 2015 opens up wider
opportunities for cooperation among ASEAN countries such as Indonesia and
the Philippines with very rich local languages. In building cooperation, it is
necessary to have good communication and to respect each other’s culture.
In this case, the English language could be used as the lingua franca.
However, the understanding of the local languages is also necessary,
particularly the culture bound terms. Kinship terms are examples of cultural
bound terms that can show the idiosyncrasies or unique cultural
characteristics of a particular community. This paper discusses the kinship
terms in Javanese and Tagalog which are spoken by a big number of people
in Indonesia and the Philippines, but they are not the national languages in
the respected countries. This paper attempts to explain how kinship terms are
used in each language. The kinship terms are classified into three variables:
types of kinship (lineal, collateral, and affinal), generations (previous, same,
and next), and gender (male, female, and neutral). The comparison of the
kinship terms reveal the unique cultural characteristics of the respected
speech communities. Finally, some suggestions are formulated on how those
kinship terms should be treated as lexemes within specified semantic domains
when compiling an ASEAN Cultural Dictionary, i.e. a dictionary containing the
languages in the South East Asian region, with English as the metalanguage
or the descriptive language with a limited set of defining vocabulary.
Keywords: ASEAN, cultural dictionary, Javanese, kinship, Tagalog

1. Introduction
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has been established since 8
August 1967 with the initial members of only five countries called member states,
i.e. Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Currently, the
number of member states has increased to ten, with Brunei Darussalam joining on
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7 January 1984, Viet Nam on 28 July 1995, Lao PDR and Myanmar on 23 July 1997,
and Cambodia on 30 April 1999. Since it was first established, the aims and
purposes have always been about cooperation in the economic, social, cultural,
technical, educational and other fields. Then, at the 12th ASEAN Summit in 2007,
the Leaders affirmed their strong commitment to accelerate the establishment of
an ASEAN Community by 2015 and signed the Cebu Declaration on the
Acceleration of the Establishment of an ASEAN Community by 2015
(http://www.asean.org).
With the establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community, the needs for the
tools to reinforce and maintain mutual understanding among the member states
becomes necessary to encourage good communication among the people in
the member states. One of the tools that can be provided for this need is a
dictionary (see Kwary 2011 for the discussion on a multilingual dictionary as a tool
for mutual understanding), particularly a dictionary that contains the local
languages used in the member states. This is due to the fact that ASEAN member
states are rich with local languages. Based on the data from Ethnologue
(www.ethnologue.com) shown in Table 1, from the five areas of world languages,
Asia has the highest number of living languages and highest number of speakers.
Within the area of Asia, the South-Eastern Asia region has the highest number of
living languages, i.e. 1247; as a comparison, Central Asia has 13, Western Asia has
88, Eastern Asia has 289, and Southern Asia has 659 living languages.

Area
Africa
Americas
Asia
Europe
Pacific
Totals

Table 1 Distribution of World Languages
Number of Living Percent of Living
Number of
languages
languages
speakers
2,139
30.1
847,791,487
1,062
15.0
49,090,069
2,296
32.4
3,929,931,706
287
4.0
1,672,591,291
1,313
18.5
6,854,607
7,097
100.0
6,506,259,160

Percent of
speakers
13.0
0.8
60.4
25.7
0.1
100.0

Within the South-Eastern Asia region, there are eleven countries, in which ten of
them are the member states of ASEAN (the only country which is not a member
of ASEAN is East Timor). The numbers of living languages in these ten countries are
follows: 15 in Brunei, 27 in Cambodia, 707 in Indonesia, 84 in Laos, 134 in Malaysia,
117 in Myanmar, 183 in Philippines, 24 in Singapore, 72 in Thailand, and 108 in
Vietnam. From these data, we can see that the two countries that has the highest
numbers of living languages are Indonesia and Philippines. Therefore, in this
paper, we discuss the model of an ASEAN Cultural Dictionary based on the
languages available in those two countries. Specifically, we choose Javanese
language and Tagalog language. Javanese is the local language that has the
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highest number of speakers in Indonesia, whereas Tagalog is the local language
that has the highest number of speakers in Philippines. Since the area of cultural
terms are very vast, we focus our analysis on the kinship terms. Variations in kinship
terms can happen across geographic and social space (Murphy 2008). The
kinship terms play significant role in Indonesia and Philippines because these two
countries are collectivist societies. According to Hofstede (http://geerthofstede.com/countries.html), in individualist societies people are supposed to
look after themselves and their direct family only, whereas in collectivist societies
people belong to ‘in groups’ that take care of them in exchange for loyalty.
Consequently, the kinship terms in collectivist societies are generally more various
than those in individualist societies.
In this paper, the kinship terms are classified into three variables (adapted from
Wilkinson 2009), they are: types of kinship (lineal, collateral, and affinal),
generations (previous, same, and next), and gender (male, female, and neutral).
According to Wilkinson (2009: pp. 19-20), a lineal kin is linked to Ego in a direct line
of descent from parents (e.g. siblings); a collateral kin is linked to Ego by
descended from a common ancestor (e.g. cousins); and an affinal kin is a relative
by marriage. The discussion of the kinship terms in Javanese and Tagalog are
presented in the following sections.
2. The kinship terms in Javanese
The Javanese language is used in many areas in Indonesia, as well as in other
countries, such as Malaysia and Singapore. Based on the data from Ethnologue
(www.ethnologue.com), there are 84,300,000 people in Indonesia who speak
Javanese in the census conducted in 2000. Currently, we can expect the number
of speakers to be bigger since the economy of Indonesia is centered in Java and
a local language becomes one of the compulsory subjects to be taken by
elementary school students in Indonesia.
Based on the data collected from several references and interviews, we found a
variety of kinship terms in Javanese. In this analysis, we focus on the kinship terms
that only consist of one words and are not ambiguous. Consequently, there are
two groups of kinship terms that we exclude. The first group is the kinship terms
that consist of more than one word. For example, the term sadulur kuwalon which
means step-sibling. If we see the definition of each word, sadulur means sibling
and kuwalon means step- (a combining form). We exclude the term sadulur
kuwalon and other terms that use the word kuwalon, e.g. bapak kuwalon
(‘stepfather’), ibu kuwalon (‘stepmother’), and anak kuwalon (‘stepchild’),
because they consist of two words. The second group of terms that we exclude
are the terms that may cause ambiguity. For example, the term buyut can mean
both a great grandchild and a great grandparent. The same conditions for the
terms canggah (a great-great grandchild and a great-great grandparent) and
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wareng (a great-great-great grandchild and a great-great-great grandparent).
Consequently, we have 18 kinship terms in the Javanese language. Table 2 shows
the Javanese kinship terms with their English Equivalents.
Table 2 Javanese Kinship Terms and their English Equivalents
No. Javanese Terms
English Equivalents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

bapak
ibu
anak
putu
embah
sadulur
misanan
mindhoan
paklik
bulik
uwa / pakdhe / pakpuh
uwa / budhe / bupuh
keponakan

father
mother
child
grandchild
grandparents
sibling
cousin
second cousin
little brother of mother or father
little sister of mother or farther
elder brother of mother or father
elder sister of mother or father
nephew / niece

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

besan
maratuwa
mantu
ipe
pripean

in-law
father in law / mother in law
son-in-law / daughter-in-law
brother or sister in law
the sibling of a brother or sister in law

Based on the data presented in Table 2, we can see that the different distributions
in the three variables of kinship terms. For the variable on types of kinship, there is
one term related to lineal (i.e. sadulur), two terms related to collateral (i.e.
misanan and mindhoan), and five terms related to affinal (i.e. besan, maratuwa,
mantu, ipe and pripean). In this case, we can see that relatives by marriage play
an important role in Javanese society. There is a specific term for each of the
affinal kin.
For the variable on generations, we can see that Javanese has quite extensive
terms for it. The data in Table 2 shows five individual terms for each of the role (i.e.
bapak, ibu, anak, putu, and embah). If we also take into account the terms that
can be used for two meanings, Javanese actually has fifteen levels of
generations. The previous generations include: anak à bapak/ibu à embah à
buyut à canggah à wareng à udheg-udheg à gantung suwir à grepak senthe.
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The next generations include: anak à putu à buyut à canggah à wareng à
udheg-udheg à gantung suwir à grepak senthe.
For the variable on gender, the Javanese language only has few kinship terms to
differentiate genders. The term of a sibling is just sadulur. There is no specific term
for a brother or a sister. The different genders are only showns in the generation
right before the ego. In this case, we can find the terms bapak (‘father’) and ibu
(‘mother’) as well as paklik (the parents’ little brother), bulik (the parents’ little
sister), pakdhe or pakpuh (the parent’s elder brother, and budhe or bupuh (the
parents’ elder sister).
In general, we can infer that the extended family that runs from more than one
generation is the feature of a Javanese family. Specific kinship terms can be
found for the different generations within the lineal relation, but also within the
collateral relation. This can be seen in the term second cousin which does not
have a specific (single) term in English, but it has a specific term in Javanese, i.e.
mindhoan. In addition, the extended family can also be seen in the affinal
relation, because each kin has a specific term. In the English language, the affinal
relation is usually just marked with the words ‘in law’, while in Javanese, there is a
specific term for each of the affinal kin, i.e. besan, maratuwa, mantu, ipe and
pripean.
3. The kinship terms in Tagalog
Tagalog is the major language of Luzon, the biggest island in the 7,107 islands of
the Philippine archipelago. It is the lingua franca in the eight provinces
represented by the rays of the sun in the Philippine flag. They are Manila, Bulacan,
Laguna, Nueva Ecija, Batangas, Tarlac, Cavite and Pampanga that revolted
against the Spaniards in the late 1800. There are varieties of Tagalog in sounds
and spelling spoken around Laguna lake including the province of Rizal. Tagalog
has a very rich historical documents of wars and conquests as early as the sea
faring years of Chinese and Malayo-Indonesian barter trades before Ferdinand
Magellan conquered the Philippines in 1521. This language has a very rich
vocabulary that can create and recreate words to mean differently in different
situations. In 1934 Philippine Constitution, Tagalog was used as the basis of
creating and developing the Philippine national language which the Commission
on National Language (Surian ng Wikang Pambansa) would later call Filipino.
The Filipino family is primarily extended where the other relatives from both the
mother and the father sides are welcome to stay together in one roof. In a
Tagalog household, vocatives are plenty. There may be idiolects that can be
created because of special fondness and attention like Bonjing (a son who is
chubby) and Bingbing for a gentle, loving daughter. All youngsters are referred
to mga bata/mga anak of nanay (mother) and tatay (father). The girls are called
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Nene/Ne or Neneng, Ineng and the boys Totoy. The grandfather always refer to
the young bachelor as amang which is a formal address to call the attention of
the boy whereas the young lady is always referred as dalaginding (young lass).
On the other hand, the young people refer to the mga matatanda for
consultation about everything and anything to keep the family ties closely knitted
all seasons of life.
The Tagalog kinship terms are very simple vocatives. It may, however, entail
double meanings, literal and connotative, depending on the situation and the
person you are dealing with. Usually considered in the proper address is the blood
relationship or the popular culture. The show of respect not only focuses on the
choice of word but as well as in the manner of saying it accompanied with proper
gesture, i.e. mano, bowing of the head and at the same time getting the right
hand of the elderly to put it on the forehead of the youngster. These modern days
allow the addition of a kiss on the cheeks but doing the mano is much preferred
and more acceptable wherever it could be done.

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Table 3 Tagalog Kinship Terms and their English Equivalents
Tagalog Terms
English Equivalents
asawa/kabiyak ng
husband
dibdib/maybahay
asawa/kapilas ng puso/kabiyak
wife
tatay/tata/amang/ama/itay/tatang father
nanay/nana/inang/ina/inay/nanang mother
anak
child
apo
grand child
kaapu-apuhan
great grandchild
lolo/ingkong/
grandfather
lola/impo
grandmother
apo/kanunu-nunuan
great great
grandfather/ancestor
kapatid
brother/sister
pate/bunso
younger sister or
brother/youngest child
panganay
eldest child
panggitna
middle child
ate/kuya
older sister/older brother
ditse
second older sister
sanse
third older sister
dite
older relative (female)
kuya
older brother
diko/ditse
second older brother/sister
sangko/sanse
third older brother/sister
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

siyaho
kaka
pinsan
tiyo/tiyong/tito
tiya/tiyang/tita
pamangkin
manugang

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

bayaw/hipag
balae
biyenan
kaangkan
kinakapatid

husband of your older sister
older relative (male)
cousin
uncle
auntie
nephew/niece
son/daughter-in-law/sister-inlaw
brother-in-law
in-laws
parents-in-law
same descent
like a sister/brother through
baptism

Table 3 shows the different kinship terms starting from the primary or nucleus family
where the father is called Tatay/Tata/Amang/Ama/Itay/Tatang. The popular
address to the father is Tatay. Itay is the result of deletion of the first syllable “ta”
and substitution of “I” usually heard in southern skirts of Manila. Ama and Tatang
are the more conservative forms of address to a father prevalent during the war
years of Japanese invasion in the 1940’s. Nowadays, Papa and Daddy are often
used by the children influenced by the television, however, some couples insist
the old form to instill Filipino culture in their children. The term Amanghas a
secondary meaning in Cebuano language which is deaf. For this reason, the
traditional term is already seldom heard. The term Nana is prevalent in the towns
of Cainta, Taytay, Binangonan, Angono and coastal towns of Jalajala and Pililia,
Rizal. Referring to a ‘mother’, the word is a product of deletion of its last letter “y”.
A husband is kabiyak ng dibdib of the wife who is called maybahay (owner of the
house) but the ‘other woman’ who is a kerida (lover), kalaguyo (other woman),
or kabit (concubine) can never be called maybahay, kapilas ng puso or kabiyak
by anyone because the Filipino society is basically religious and conservative.
There is no divorce, no same sex marriage nor third sex status in this country of 80
million people.
Kinship terms can become respect terms referring to anyone you may not know
but you want to show respect and courtesy in public. Lolo/lola is used for every
elderly if the elderly man and woman are older than the parents and nay/tay
when they are with the same age as one’s parents. To those who are little older,
the address Ya for Kuya and Te for Ate is much welcome. Tagalog kinship terms
are not gender sensitive. Asawa can refer both to the wife or the husband except
when there is additional specifics like asawang lalaki, the husband and asawang
babae who is the wife. Anak refers to both boy or girl except when one says anak
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na babae (daughter) or anak na lalaki (son). Kapatid na babae refers to a ‘sister’
while kapatid na lalaki refers to a ‘brother’.
Use of affixes referring to particular kin is very observable in Tagalog language.
Mag signifies relationship of two persons, i.e. mag-ina (mother and child), magama (father and child) and magkapatid (two sisters/brothers). The respect
vocatives po and opo (formal formula) and ho and oho (informal formula) are
requisites when a young man/woman converse with the elderly and to suggest
distance to strangers. Without the respect formula, Tagalogs consider a person
without proper breeding or has no education at all.
4. A Model of an ASEAN cultural dictionary
After discussing the kinship terms in Javanese and Tagalog, we shall discuss how
there terms can be put and explained in a multilingual dictionary. In this paper,
the multilingual dictionary is called an ASEAN Cultural Dictionary. We consider
that cultural terms are the words related to a particular culture, which in this case
can be a particular community in an ASEAN country. One example of an online
multilingual dictionary that contains terms is the IATE (Inter-Active Terminology for
Europe).
According
to
the
information
in
the
website
(http://iate.europa.eu/about_IATE.html), the IATE project was launched in 1999
with the objective of providing a web-based infrastructure for all EU terminology
resources. IATE has been used in the EU institutions and agencies since 2004 for
the collection, dissemination and shared management of EU-specific
terminology. The screenshot for IATE website is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 The Web Page of IATE
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As shown in Figure 1, we can use IATE to find the terms in 25 languages (see the
abbreviations of the Target languages). We can also specify the domain
associated with the term. The domains are Politics, Law, Economics, etc. For an
ASEAN Cultural Dictionary, there are at least two aspects that need to be
modified if we want to adapt the IATE concept for the website, i.e. the language
selection and the domain selection. The suggested layout for the ASEAN Cultural
Dictionary is shown in Fugure 2.

Figure 2 Suggested Web Page of the ASEAN Cultural Dictionary
As mentioned earlier, there are 1247 living languages in South-Eastern Asia region,
so it will not be convenient to list all the languages using small boxes with their
abbreviations. It is true that it is very unlikely that the dictionary will include the
1247 languages, but even if the number is only a fraction of it, say 100 languages,
the layout is still impractical. In addition, the users may not know the right
abbreviation for the language they want to choose, and there is a possibility that
two local languages will have the same abbreviations or ambiguous
abbreviations. We suggest that the layout should include the country names and
pull-down menus to the local languages (see Figure 2). As for the domains, we
suggest that we use the elements of cuture if the user wants to make the search
more specific. In addition, to accommodate the needs of linguistic enthusiasts
and researchers, the dictionary should be able to present the languages used in
a particular country (i.e. by ticking at the box next to the country name) or the
languages used in several countries (i.e. by ticking more than one boxes).
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A bilingual dictionary usually shows the equivalent of a word. However, in this
cultural dictionary, we suggest that an equivalent will not be helpful to improve
mutual understanding. The entry should include an explanation of the word. One
example on how a dictionary can explain culture-bound terms is shown in the
Australian Cultural Dictionary (www.culturaldictionary.org and Kwary & Miller
2013). As for the kinship terms in the ASEAN Cultural Dictionary, if a user wants to
know the Javanese term for the English word ‘uncle’, the user will not be
presented with just the equivalents, i.e. paklik, uwa, pakdhe, pakpuh. There should
be an explanation about the differences between those terms. The same case
for the Tagalog equivalents of the English word ‘father’, i.e. tatay, tata, amang,
ama, itay, tatang. Presenting those equivalents without explanation on the
differences will make the user confused on which term to use in a particular
communication context.

5. Conclusion
This paper has introduced the kinship terms in two local languages in two ASEAN
countries. The discussion in the terms has shown the unique cultural information
that is reflected in the variety of the terms. This paper also presents a model of an
ASEAN Cultural Dictionary which is expected to increase mutual understanding
among the member countries of ASEAN. In addition, the people from other
countries who want to visit one of the ASEAN countries will also be able to use the
ASEAN Cultural Dictionary to know more about the cultures and to build a better
relation with the people within the ASEAN countries. The model presented here is
an initial model that needs to be developed further and needs to be extended
to include more languages and more culture-bound terms.
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Abstract
This paper examines the role of etymology and figurative meaning in the
lemmatization of terminology in the South African indigenous languages with
special reference to the Sotho languages. The Sotho Languages are spoken
in the Southern part of Africa, especially in Botswana, Namibia, South Africa
and Lesotho. These Languages consist of three major languages, i.e.
Setswana or Western Sotho, Sesotho or Southern Sotho and Sesotho sa
Leboa or Northern Sotho. The use of figurative expressions in these
languages leads to lexical ambiguity, which ultimately leads to the
formation of new terminology. Figurative expressions are commonly used
with idiomatic expressions, proverbial expressions, metaphor, similes,
neologisms, euphemisms, exaggerations, hyperbole, etc. which all result in
polysemy. Almost all terms used in figurative expressions have lexical history
behind them. This investigation focuses on the significance of etymology
and figurative expression in the lemmatization of words with special
reference to, inter alia, the following: (1) the role of figurative meaning in the
creation of polysemy and ambiguity and its consequences to lexicography
and terminology development (2) the importance of a distinction between
polysemous words and homonyms, and its consequence to language
development and lexicography, (3) the importance of a knowledge of
etymology and figurative meaning in the lemmatization of words. Therefore,
it is important for lexicographers to be conversant with the etymological
background history of words in order to give the words correct and relevant
definitions. It is very important for the lexicographer to know why the
Northern Sotho word, selepe ‘an axe’, also refers to ‘court sentence’. It is
important to know why and how the Northern Sotho people came to call
‘dagga’ mošwang wa matuba, instead of its basic word lebake or patše.
Keywords: Etymology, figurative, polysemy, homonymy, metaphor.

1. Introduction
The Sotho Languages form part of Malcolm Guthrie’s South Eastern Zone Bantu
languages and are spoken in the Southern part of Africa, especially in
Botswana, Namibia, South Africa and Lesotho. The word Sotho simply means
“black person or black people”, i.e. the prefix “so-” referring to black colour,
and the stem “–tho” referring to person or people. These Languages consist of
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the three major languages, i.e. Setswana or Western Sotho, which is spoken
overwhelmingly in Botswana and in the Northern Cape and the Northwest
Province of South Africa, and to a lesser extent on the Eastern and Northern
Parts of Namibia, i.e. the Caprivi Strip; Sesotho or Southern Sotho, which is also
known as Seshweshwe, is named after the previous Basotho King, Moshweshwe,
who is the founder of the Basotho nation. The Sesotho language is spoken mostly
in Lesotho and the Free State province of South Africa. The last of the three
Sotho languages is the Sesotho sa Leboa or Northern Sotho, which is
overwhelmingly spoken in the Northern Provinces of South Africa, especially the
Limpopo, the Northwest and the Mpumalanga Provinces. This paper investigates
the importance and the role of etymology and figurative meanings in the
lemmatization of words in the South African indigenous languages, with special
reference to the Sotho languages. This role of etymology and figurative
expression includes, inter alia, the following:
1.1. The role of figurative meaning in the creation of polysemy and ambiguity
and its consequences to lexicography and terminography.
1.2. The importance of distinguishing between polysemous words, resulting
from figurative expressions and homonyms, and the consequence of this
distinction to language development and lexicography.
1.3. The role of etymology and figurative meaning in the lemmatization of
words in the Sotho languages.
2. Etymology, figurative and literal meanings
The word etymology refers to the study of the origin of words or languages. The
Dictionary.com (2016) defines etymology as follows:
(1) The derivation of words. Synonyms: word origin, word source, derivation,
origin. (2) A chronological account of the birth and development of a particular
word or element of a word, often delineating its spread from one language to
another and its evolving changes in form and meaning. Synonyms: word history,
word lore, historical development. (3) The study of historical linguistic change,
especially as manifested in individual words’.
Figurative meaning can be defined as the meaning extension on top of the
basic or the literal meaning of a word or phrase, especially resulting from
semantic associations. The Wikipedia (2016) defines and distinguishes literal and
figurative meanings as follows:
Literal language uses words exactly according to their proper meanings or
precise definitions. Figurative (or non-literal) language uses words deviating from
their proper definitions in order to achieve a more complicated understanding
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or heightened effect.[1] Figurative language is often achieved by presenting
words in order for them to be equated, compared, or associated with other
normally unrelated words or meanings.
The Wikipedia (2016) goes on to explain literal and figurative usages as follows:
Literal usage gives words their proper meanings, in the sense of the meaning
they have by themselves, outside any figure of speech. 2 It maintains a
consistent meaning regardless of the context,[3] with the intended meaning
corresponding exactly to the meaning of the individual words.[4] Figurative use
of language is the use of words or phrases that implies a non-literal meaning
which does make sense or that could [also] be true.[5]

3. Figurative expressions and the formation of new ambiguous word
The use of figurative expressions in the Sotho languages leads to lexical
ambiguity which ultimately results in the formation of new lexical items.
Figurative expressions are commonly associated with idiomatic expressions,
proverbial expressions, sarcasms, metaphor, similes, neologisms, euphemisms,
exaggerations, hyperbole, etc. The most commonly used figure of speech
affecting changes in the meanings of the Sotho words is metaphor. Metaphor is
defined by Dictionary.com as follows:
Metaphor is a figure of speech makes an implicit, implied or hidden comparison
between two things or objects that are poles apart from each other but have
some characteristics common between them.
The individual words used in these figurative expressions undergo semantic shifts
to express both the basic meanings and the figurative meanings. In most cases
these figurative meanings or secondary meanings result in polysemy which
ultimately leads to a drastic increase in the vocabularies of most of the South
African indigenous languages. Almost all the words which are used in figurative
expressions have full background history behind them. This is the reason why it is
important for the lexicographers to have the etymological history of the
individual words which are used in figurative expressions in order to give the
words a fair and unambiguous definition in a dictionary. This means that a
thorough and intensive research is a necessity when lemmatizing these types of
words. The etymological knowledge of the following figurative terms or
expressions determines the success the lexicographer will have in the
lemmatization of the following Northern Sotho examples:
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N. Sotho words)
Meaning

Basic meaning

Figurative

Selepe
Hlogo
Lebotlelo
Raga pakete
Tafola
committee’
Letšobana
Mošwang wa Matuba
Seleka
wizard’

‘an axe’
‘head’
‘bottle’
‘kick the bucket’
‘table’

‘Court sentence’
‘leader’
‘liquor’
‘die’
‘executive

‘small flower’
‘Matuba’s stomach wastes’
‘be naughty’

‘beautiful girl’
‘dagga’
‘bewitch or

For instance the term selepe ‘an axe’ is figuratively associated with ‘a court
sentence’ as in the sentence ‘selepe se remile’, literally meaning ‘an axe has
chopped’, but metaphorically meaning ‘the judge/the magistrate has passed a
sentence’. Ultimately the noun, selepe, polysemously and figuratively refers to
both ‘an axe’ and ‘a court sentence’. Lebotlelo is a Northern Sotho loan word
which refers to ‘a bottle’. Due to the fact that liquor is mostly contained and sold
in bottles the word, lebotlelo, has metaphorically (figuratively) come to refer to
liquor, as in the following sentence:

O bolawa ke lebotlelo:
Literal:
‘The bottle is killing him/her’
Figurative: ‘He/She drinks liquor too much’
‘Liquor drinking is his/her problem’
‘He/she is a drunkard’
The word, tafola, literally refers to ‘table’. This word has figuratively come to refer
to ‘executive committee’ in the Sotho languages. This is apparently due to the
fact that in most gatherings or meetings the executive committee members,
especially the chairpersons, seat at tables in front of the gathering to chair the
meetings. The metaphorical use of tafola in this phrase leads to meaning
extension, i.e. its reference extended to include ‘executive committee’. For
example, the following figurative (metaphorical) sentence explains the word
properly:
Re ile go thuba tafola yela:
Literal:
‘we are going to destroy that table’
Figurative: ‘we are going to vote that executive committee out of office’
‘we are going to remove/replace that executive committee’
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The word, letšobana, refers to ‘small flower’. But the word is used figuratively to
refer to a person or someone who is being loved, especially a ‘beautiful lovely
girl’, as it is observed in the following phrase:
Ke letšobana la ka
Literal:
It is my small flower’
Figurative: ‘She is my lovely girl’
Mošwang wa matuba is a phrase/name which has a basic or literal meaning,
i.e. ‘the stomach wastes of a slaughtered animal’, and a figurative meaning,
‘dagga’, as in the following example:
Ke seji sa mošwang wa matuba:
Literal:
animals
Figurative:

‘He/She is the eater of stomach wastes of slaughtered
‘He/She is a heavy dagga smoker’
‘He/She is addicted to dagga smoking’

It is important for the lexicographer to know the etymology behind the formation
of all these words in order to give it a sensible and meaningful definition in
comprehensive dictionaries. For instance, Mošwang wa matuba, is a
metaphorical name or phrase which is made up of two different words or nouns,
linked by a possessive ‘wa’, i.e. mošwang and matuba. Matuba is the name of
the initiation school for men, called ‘moroto’ or ‘koma’ in Northern Sotho. The
matuba initiation school was launched at the beginning of the 20th Century in
Bopedi over the Leolo Mountains, which is the area known for its numerous
illegal dagga plantations. The initiates, called madikana, who included the
young Prince and future Bapedi King, Malekutu, and their leaders were
notoriously known to have been heavy dagga smokers during their stay in the
traditional mountain/initiation school. Dagga, which resembles the dry stomach
wastes of the slaughtered animal, mošwang, has metaphorically come to be
associated with the matuba initiation school. This naming is also used as
euphemism to evade police arrests because dagga is illegal in South Africa. This
metaphorical phrase ‘mošwang wa matuba’ was also used in many praise
poems to praise the matuba graduates during and after their graduation
ceremonies. Today is a famous name which is used as euphemism for dagga
among the Northern Sotho people.
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4. Etymology, Polysemy & homonymy
Figurative sense and metaphor play important role in the development of
polysemy and ambiguity in the Sotho languages. Polysemy is the capacity for a
word, phrase, or symbol to have multiple meanings, i.e. multiple semes or
sememes and thus multiple senses which are usually related by contiguity of
meaning within a semantic field. In reality, a polysemous word is one word which
has more than one meaning. A homonym is a word that is said or spelled the
same way as another word but has a different meaning. Therefore, knowledge
of the etymology of words will help the lexicographer to determine whether
he/she is dealing with one polysemous word which has two or more
semantically related words, or two or more homonymous words, i.e. words which
have the same spelling and/or the same pronunciation, but are completely
different in meaning and origin. A polysemous word is entered in the dictionary
as one headword with two or more related secondary words which have
related meanings, while homonyms are entered as two or more separate
headwords even though the words have the same spelling or the same
pronunciation but completely different in meanings.
It is not always simple to know the relatedness or the unrelatedness of
polysemous words and homonyms in the Sotho languages. Sometimes intensive
etymological investigations are needed for the lexicographer to be able to
classify words as homonyms or polysemous. For instance, the following
controversial words, tshela ‘jump’ and tshela ‘six’, and šupa ‘point’ and šupa
‘seven’ still give many lexicographers a problem in determining whether they
are homonyms or polysemous. Many linguists and lexicographers classify these
two sets of the Northern Sotho words as homonyms, but intensive etymological
research proves the opposite, i.e. that the words are semantically related and,
therefore, are regarded as single words with two related meanings. Research
shows that the word, tshela ‘jump’ is the basic meaning, and its reference to a
number ‘six’ originated from the sixth finger of the hand when counting. The
Sotho people originally used fingers to count numbers and after counting all the
five fingers from one hand, one ‘jumps’ to the other hand to get the sixth finger,
tshela. The sixth number is reached by jumping from one hand to another hand.
The word, šupa is the basic word with the literal meaning, ‘to point’, while its
secondary reference, šupa ‘seven’, originated from the act of pointing because
when pointing we usually use the ‘seventh’ finger.
5. The significances of etymology and figurative meanings
5.1. Etymology and figurative expressions in the Sotho languages are major
barometers to determine whether the lexicographer is a mother-tongue
speaker, or a good researcher, because the figurative use of words is
embedded within the culture of the nation.
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5.2. Figurative expressions result in the formation of figurative lexical items
which ultimately lead to the development of vocabulary in a language. For
instance, the following words which originated from metaphorical use in the
Sotho language are now part and parcel of the Sotho vocabulary, i.e.
Morodi
‘bullet’
(associated with the material
used to make bullets)
Tafola
‘executive committee’ (associated with a table)
Selepe
‘court sentence’ (associated with an axe)
Mošwang wa Matuba ‘dagga’
(associated
with
Matuba
initiation school)
Sefepi
‘discipline’
(associated with a ‘whip’)
Letšobana ‘beautiful girl’
(associated with a flower)
5.3. Figurative lexical items lead to the rise of polysemy and ambiguity which
necessitate intensive researches on the part of the lexicographers to
determine their proper entries and accurate definitions within the
dictionaries.
5.4. Intensive knowledge of the etymological history of figurative terminology
and loan words is needed from the linguists and the lexicographers to
determine proper classifications of words as either polysemous or homonyms
5.5. The Sotho languages are tonal languages and, therefore, it is important
for the lexicographers to distinguish homotonal and heterotonal homonyms
from polysemous lexical items.
5.6. The study of the etymological history of most of the Sotho words reveals
most of the hidden cultural histories of the Sotho nations.
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Abstract
This paper concerns our efforts to build a dictionary reflecting the intuitions of
a native speaker of Indonesian regarding constructions like V + preposition +
object (berpengaruh pada or terhadap ‘to influence upon’,
mengintegrasikan dalam/dengan ‘to integrate into’); Adj + preposition +
object (iri dengan/terhadap ‘jealous of’, peka dengan/pada/terhadap
‘sensitive to, allergic for’); N + preposition + object (sikap
pada/kepada/terhadap
‘attitude
towards’,
ingatan
akan/atas
‘remembrance of’).
Those intuitions comprise the kind of language use where a certain
combination appears (formal or informal language, etc.), restrictions on
meaning (e.g., only or mainly used in texts upon a certain theme), and various
syntactic restrictions, either to the left or to the right: the subject of the verb
must be animate or inanimate, the adjective can only be said of someone or
something with certain characteristics, the object must be animate or
inanimate, or it can be a clause, interrogative or not.
In this work. all words that share the same root will be grouped together. You
will find the verb berpengaruh in the same entry as the verb mempengaruhi
and the noun pengaruh (influence), and the adjective peka will be grouped
together with the noun kepekaan (sensitivity, allergy).
Keywords: Indonesian, dictionary of prepositional construction, syntactic
construction, lexicography.

1. Introduction
According to Atkins and Rundell (2008: 2), dictionaries are often perceived as
authoritative records of how people ‘ought to’ use language. In many cases,
they are regularly invoked for guidance on ‘correct’ usage. In the other words,
they are seen as prescriptive texts. For many lexicographers, this idea has been
regarded as an annoying issue with regard to their works in dictionary-making. In
lexicographers’ perspectives, a dictionary is a description of the language used
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by members of a speech community. It is clear that for lexicographers, a
dictionary is a document that describes how people use language.
This paper presents our attempt to construct a dictionary that reflects the
intuitions of a native speaker of Indonesian regarding prepositional construction.
It is necessary to explain first what we mean by term “prepositional construction”
in this work. Prepositional constructions are entities like to depend on/of NP [=
Noun Phrase], to dream of NP, my dependence on NP, my dream of NP, to be
mad at NP or about NP. A database, and eventually a dictionary, of prepositional
constructions aims at representing a native speaker’s knowledge about
prepositional constructions in his/her language.
According to Hagege (2010) prepositions—included together with postpositions
in a cover term adpositions—may be defined as grammatical tools which mark
relationship between two parts of sentence: one is the element which an
adposition governs. Comrie (1991: 91) wrote that a preposition is member of
closet set of items that (i) occur before or after a complement composed of a
noun phrase, noun, pronoun, or clause that functions as a noun phrase, and (ii)
form a single structure with the complement to express its grammatical and
semantic relation to another unit within a clause.
In line with Hagege, Alwi et al. (1998: 288) proposed that a preposition or kata
depan in Indonesian is used to indicate a semantic relation between front
constituent and the back constituent. From the syntactical point of view, the
preposition exists in front of adjective, adverb or noun. Then this group of words
constitutes a prepositional phrase. However, according to Sneddon et al (2010:
191), a prepositional phrase consists of a preposition and a noun phrase. The
preposition links the following noun phrase to another component of the
sentence. At the clause level, the preposition shows the relationship of the
following noun phrase to the predicate. Based on this perspective, in this paper,
we define prepositional construction as a structure in which a preposition coocurs
with constituents. These constituents may be a verb/verbal phrase, a noun/noun
phrase, or an adjective/adjectival phrase.
In Indonesian, from the perspective of prepositional forms, there are two kinds of
preposition: basic or simple preposition and combined preposition. According to
Sneddon et al (2010), among the most important prepositions are those which
indicate position and direction. These are the locative prepositions. Indonesian
has three basic locative prepositions: di, ke and dari. These are the example of
simple or basic preposition in Indonesian. These prepositions may combine and
coocur with another locative pronouns such sini ‘here’ (near speaker), situ ‘there’
(not far off or nead addressee), and sana ‘there’ (far off). The combination of the
three locative prepositions and three locative pronouns produces a nine-way
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distinction of location and direction constitutes the combined prepositions in
Indonesian (See Moeljadi 2010, Suhardi & Suyiata 2013, Ramlan 1987, Hakim.

2. Dictionary of prepositional construction
In the previous section, it is mentioned that our dictionary goal is to represent a
native speaker’s knowledge about prepositional in his/her language. What do
we mean by that? Look at the sentence We ate apple pie under the apple tree.
It does not belong to a native speaker’s lexical knowledge that you can combine
to eat with under NP. In order to decide that this is a valid English expression you
only need to know that an activity like apple pie eating necessarily takes place
at some place, whatever. The same is true for time (We ate apple pie during the
interlude), company (We ate apple pie with the neighbours), instrument (We ate
apple pie with our hands), goal (in order to please Mom), manner (with joy) and
some more. All those combinations are not provided for in our internal dictionary,
our lexicon. They do not belong to the language.
But if you are a native speaker of English it is part of your lexical knowledge that
the adjective afraid combines with the preposition of (maybe among other
ones). And not only that, you know what the combination means. If a word has
a fixed preposition, the meaning of the prepositional phrase depends on it. Finally,
native speakers know about the syntax of the expression that follows after afraid:
they know that it is correct to say that you are afraid of dogs, of certain people,
of doing certain things, etc. But that it is incorrect to say that you are *afraid of
that John will not come today. To be afraid of takes nominal complements whose
nucleus is a noun (afraid of spiders), or a clause with a gerund (afraid of dying),
but if you want to use a clause with a finite verb you have to use the conjuntion
that/0: I’m afraid (that) it will not happen. As an object of afraid an interrogative
clause is excluded: you cannot say *We’re afraid why all this happens. Compare
that to a correct sentence like What scares me is why I am having these thoughts.
All this information deserves to appear in some form in a dictionary.
After speaking of an adjective like afraid, let us turn to a verb. In a Chomskianlike example like On the boat he decided on the boat you have two instances of
on the boat. The first one is purely circumstantial: it indicates a place and a time
(while travelling on that ship, or during that boat ride), and its meaning is
independent of to decide. The second one has the fixed preposition that comes
with to decide, and in this case it is the verb to decide that tells you what
happened to this boat: some decision had to be made concerning this boat (to
sell it, to buy it, etc.), and it was. Here again the main expression, to decide on,
takes nominal complements that contain either a noun or a clause with a gerund
(We have decided on your proposal, we haven’t yet decided on accepting your
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offer). Besides, you can use to decide, without a preposition, with a clause that
starts with a conjuntion that/0: I’ve decided (that) it will not happen. However,
before an interrogative clause you have two possibilities: We haven’t yet decided
(on) whether we will accept his offer.
If you build a dictionary of modern English, it does make sense to include the use
to decide on and to put all relevant information in the entry dedicated to decide.
And of course it does not make sense to state in a dictionary that eating can be
done in the garden or with your hands. What remains to be seen is whether in
practice there always exists such a clear-cut dichotomy. Sometimes we wonder
if a Prepositional Phrase [PP] is predicted by the valencies of a preceding word,
or whether it is rather the N within the NP which obliges us to use some preposition
and not another one. Verbs like to put or to go, for example, must or can be
followed by some indication of place, but if that indication of place is realized as
a PP, it might be the N within it that decides what Prep you use: to, in, into, on,
onto etc. Examples: to put something in your pocket, to put a child to bed, to
put a lot of time into an activity, to put your money into some business. Or, you
can say You go to town/into a town/onto the Internet. Turning to another couple
of verbs: when you say in English that somebody is eating from a plate or drinking
from a glass or out of a glass, you might not even realize that you are saying
something language specific, until you start comparing with French, where
people say manger dans une assiette [‘to eat in a plate’] and boire dans un verre
[‘to drink in a glass’]. Independently of what exactly controls what, the relevant
information will have to appear in a dictionary of preposition use.

3. The Indonesian dictionary
In the previous section, it is explained how important is to provide for information
of prepositional use in a dictionary because prepositional construction is a
specific-language issue. All this carries over smoothly into the making of a
dictionary of Indonesian words with fixed prepositions, as we intend to do. This is,
in itself, a remarkable fact: the behaviour of Indonesian prepositions is not all that
different from how prepositions behave in an Indogermanic language like English.
Let us see what this dictionary will look like.
In this project, we intend to follow Indonesian lexicographical tradition, where
dictionary entries are not based on words but on roots/stems. Within one and the
same entry in our dictionary you will find verbs, nouns or adjectives, as long as
they combine with the same Prep.
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abdi
1. pada, kepada Dan ia bersumpah untuk mengabdi pada (‘to serve’) gustinya
sampai mati. (id031); Sebelumnya, pendidikan hanya dimaksudkan untuk (…)
menyiapkan manusia yang siap mengabdi kepada (‘to be devoted to’)
kepentingan penjajah. (id051); Keluarga ayah saya mengajarkan saya tentang
pengabdian kepada (‘the service of ‘) bangsa dan negara ini. (id054); Kau orang
Tuban dan pengabdianmu pada (‘your service of’)Demak. (id031)
2. sebagai Sudah 28 tahun Rabiah mengabdi sebagai (‘to serve as’) perawat di
Saka, Flores, Nusa Tenggara Timur. (id030)
3. terhadap Pengabdian terhadap (‘the service of ‘) negara dan bangsa yang
juga menyolok antara lain dilakukan oleh pegawai negri yang bertugas menjaga
mercu suar di pulau yang terpencil. (id052)
4. 0 Tanpa suatu kewaspadaan yang konstan dan komitmen yang kuat untuk
mengabdi (‘to serve’) kebenaran, sewaktu-waktu pers bisa terjerumus dalam
realitas manipulatif yang nirmakna (…) (id054); Sejauh mana pengabdian
(‘devotion’) cinta bisa dikategorikan sebagai pengorbanan? (id035)
It is an example of the dictionary layout. In this example, all entries is related to
the basic form abdi.
Most information within an entry will be given the form of examples. So when we
state that A combines with B, you will immediately show it in a sentence taken
from real texts. In other words: you will be confronted not with what the
lexicographer thinks, but with what normal people, i.e. non-linguists, write, and
you will be able to confront your intuitions with what you read there. We will often
give you more than one example, in order to show that a certain combination
occurs on various style levels (formal, not so formal, very informal etc.), or that the
combination applies to things and to animate beings as well. Or that the NP on
the right can take the form of a clause or a sentence. What we cannot express
with examples will forcibly have to be added in another way; we will add remarks
or symbols to say that something is only used in a certain field of interest (such as
sports, computer technology etc.), or that a certain combination is less frequently
used than another one. Prepositional objects often compete with direct objects,
as in to believe (in) something, to dream (of/about) something. Where this
happens in Indonesian, we will state so in our dictionary, with examples. And we
will also mention, where we find them to be interesting, cases where a
prepositional object is implied, but omitted, as in English phrases like he did not
react/respond.
Our dictionary will be descriptive, not prescriptive, but sometimes we will add the
information that a certain use is being rejected by certain language users,
implying that it is up to the user to decide whether to use it or not. Such warnings
will not occur very frequently though: as for many other languages than
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Indonesian, there is an enormous contrast between the availability of language
data and the availability of written opinions about language use. Our data come
either from our steadily growing corpus of contemporary texts, both fiction and
non-fiction, or they are copied directly from our readings.
Our dictionary will not define meaning; we consider that the task of general
dictionaries, and not of a combinatorial dictionary like this one. Nevertheless, in
our remarks, we will sometimes have a need to refer to word meaning in order to
inform the user that a certain combination only appears with this or that meaning.
The English verb to dream and the noun dream for example, occur with two
different meanings: to experience something while you are asleep, and to long
for something, but that does not mean that all sentences where these words
occur are ambiguous: I dreamed about you last night does not mean that I have
been longing for you last night, but only that you appeared in my dream.
Up to now, the compilation of lexicography corpus is still on its way. Although it
may need another two years to achieve a satisfactory level of completion, in the
meantime, we started to conduct technical tasks, such as ordering,
systematizing, writing comments, discovering and filling gaps, to shaped the
existing material into dictionary entries.
Intended users of the dictionary are those who needs a supplement to the
general dictionaries, be these learner's dictionaries or not. Anyone who works with
Indonesian texts and wants to be given suggestions as to how to use governed
prepositions in that language, or who wants to compare his or her intuitions with
relevant examples taken from a variety of real texts.
4. Conclusion
We have shown clearly that a dictionary is not just mere lists of vocabularies which
are assembled with logical definitions and its semantic relations. Rather, a
dictionary can reflect the intuitions of a native speaker of a language with regard
to a particular structure. For this reason, in this attempt, our entries will not give a
definition, as normal dictionaries do, of what the words included mean.
Nevertheless, we will often have a need to refer to word meaning: within an entry
we may have to inform the user that a certain combination only appears with this
or that meaning. We intend to do this in plain language, understandable for a
broad public.
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Abstract
The contribution discusses the principles underlying the inclusion of examples
of use in a decoding English-Slovene dictionary. Although examples are more
abundant in encoding bilingual dictionaries, their inclusion in decoding
bilingual dictionaries can often be justified by taking into account the
semantic and grammatical differences between the source and the target
languages. Among the differences between the dictionary equivalent, which
represents the most frequent translation of the lemma in a particular sense,
and the translation of the lemma in the example of use, the following should
be highlighted: the differences in the part of speech; context-dependent
translation of the lemma in the example; the one-word equivalent of the
example; zero equivalence; and idiomatic translation of the example. All
these differences are addressed and discussed in detail, together with the
sample entries taken from a bilingual English-Slovene dictionary. The aim is to
develop criteria for the selection of examples of use whose purpose is to
supplement dictionary equivalent(s) in the grammatical, lexical, semantic
and contextual senses. Apart from that, arguments for translating examples in
the target language are put forward. The most important finding is that
examples included in a bilingual decoding dictionary should be chosen very
carefully and should be translated into the target language, since lexical as
well as grammatical changes in the translation of examples demand not only
a high level of knowledge of both languages, but also translation abilities that
cannot be expected from users of bilingual dictionaries. It is therefore
important to find a compromise solution that would meet the user’s needs
while simultaneously accommodating a precise lexicographic description.
Keywords: Examples of use, bilingual dictionary, decoding, encoding,
dictionary equivalent.

1. Introduction
Although being one of the entry components, examples of use are an optional
rather than an obligatory element of the microstructure. Examples of use can be
found in monolingual dictionaries, where they follow the definition(s) as well as in
bilingual dictionaries, where they appear after the translation equivalent(s). When
including examples, a range of factors should be taken into consideration: the
extent of the use of examples; what role the examples will play in exemplification;
where the examples come from; how consistently they will be included in a
dictionary; how to strike a balance between authentic corpus material and the
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goal of lexicographic efficiency (Adamska-Sałaciak, 2013, p. 226; Jackson, 2002,
p. 181). Doubtlessly, the criteria for the inclusion of examples should be precisely
defined before the compilation of a dictionary begins, and all compilers working
on the project should stick to these guidelines as strictly as possible.
The number of examples illustrating the use of a lemma or a certain sense of a
lemma depends on the semantic and grammatical complexity of the lexical item
in question, since more complex items generally require a greater number of
examples (Toope, 1996, p. 167). In a bilingual dictionary covering the vocabulary
of two languages from very different cultures, more examples will be needed
(Jacobsen et al., 1991, p. 2788), and the same holds true for bilingual dictionaries
intended for encoding, in which more examples are needed than in those
intended for decoding (Kromann et al. 1991, p. 2772).
Since the contribution focuses on bilingual dictionaries, we should first briefly
mention some difficulties encountered when trying to find an appropriate
dictionary equivalent for a lemma or a sense of a lemma. Three levels of
equivalence are distinguished: semantic, translational and functional (AdamskaSałaciak, 2006, p. 496). Lexicographers should try to find an equivalent in the TL
that fits as many different contexts as possible (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, p. 503). In
many cases, it is not possible to find a universally acceptable equivalent, because
in many SL-TL pairs, we are faced with the problem of a systematic mismatch of
semantic distribution between the two languages (ibid, p. 504). When a
universally acceptable equivalent does not exist in the TL, lexicographers can
resort to the following alternatives: the near-equivalent and the gloss. No
translation of an SL lemma is possible in the case of zero equivalence; in such a
case, examples of use should be provided, together with their translation into the
TL (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, pp. 505–506).
Bilingual dictionaries have a double function, since they can be used to serve
either the decoding or the encoding function. In practice, bilingual dictionaries
usually combine the features typical of both encoding and decoding
dictionaries. This is why bilingual dictionaries often include information the users
do not need to comprehend a text in a foreign language or lack information the
users would need to produce a text in a foreign language (Landau, 2001, p. 307).
A bilingual dictionary should include examples of use that help the users to
comprehend or translate a text from a foreign language into their mother tongue
(dictionaries for decoding), or to produce sentences or a text in a foreign
language, or to translate a text from their mother tongue into a foreign language
(dictionaries for encoding). It should be clear that such examples should
exemplify the usage of particular senses; they should convey a great deal of
information about the actual usage in context; they should complement or
replace a universally acceptable equivalent and offer an appropriate solution if
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a universally acceptable equivalent cannot be used (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, p.
507; Béjoint, 2000, p. 135; Jackson, 2002, p. 130; Landau, 2001, pp. 207–208;).
The next issue that should be addressed is whether or not examples of use should
be translated. Metalexicographers have conflicting opinions regarding this
matter. Al-Kasimi (1977, p. 96) and Zöfgen (1991, p. 2898) advocate that the
examples should be translated, whereas Jacobsen et al. (1991, p. 2786) and
Adamska-Sałaciak (2006, pp. 493–494) believe that that there is no need to
translate examples if they are chosen so as to pose no problems for anyone with
a basic knowledge of the TL. Adamska-Sałaciak (2006, p. 494, 2013, p. 228),
however, admits that, in certain cases, the examples must be translated into the
L2: when they introduce important exceptions; when they might be too difficult
for the average user to interpret on their own; when the dictionary is targeted at
beginners.
The contribution discusses in detail the principles underlying the inclusion of
examples of use in an English-Slovene decoding dictionary. The aim is to develop
criteria for the selection of examples whose purpose is to supplement dictionary
equivalent(s) in the grammatical, lexical, semantic and contextual senses. Apart
from that, arguments are advanced for translating examples of use in the TL (i.e.,
Slovene in our case).
2. Criteria for the selection of examples of use for an English-Slovene decoding
dictionary
Doubtlessly, a bilingual decoding dictionary should include examples showing
contrastive differences between two languages. Examples are used to illustrate
the differences between the listed dictionary equivalent(s) and the translation of
the lemma in context. They also demonstrate that a lemma should be translated
into the TL by a word combination or a structure rather than by a single lexical
item (Toope, 1996, p. 96). Among the differences between the dictionary
equivalent, which represents the most frequent translation of the lemma in a
particular sense, and the translation of the lemma in the example of use, the
following should be highlighted: differences in the part of speech; contextdependent translation of the lemma in the example of use; the one-word
equivalent of the example; zero equivalence; and idiomatic translation of the
example of use. All these differences will be addressed in more detail in this
section, together with the sample entries taken from a bilingual English-Slovene
dictionary that is in its final stages of completion.
1) Transposition involving a change in the grammar from SL to TL: the dictionary
equivalent corresponds in the part of speech to the lemma, but the lemma used
in a specific context is translated by means of another part of speech:
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discretion sam. obzirnost, diskretnost: be the soul of discretion biti zelo diskreten
In the example of use, the noun discretion is translated into Slovene by the
adjective diskreten.
2) Context-dependent translation of the lemma in the example of use:
average gl. biti v povprečju, znašati v povprečju: I average about five cups of
coffee a day. Na dan spijem povprečno pet skodelic kave. ● Pay rises this year
averaged 2%. Letos so se plače dvignile povprečno za 2 %. ● This car averages
40 miles to the gallon. Ta avto porabi povprečno 7 litrov bencina na 100
kilometrov.
The translation of the lemma in the example is based on a listed dictionary
equivalent, but the context requires translation with a considerably more specific
expression. As is evident from these examples illustrating the use of the verb
average, the verb is often translated by a combination of a specific (contextdependent) verb (e.g., spiti ‘drink up’, dvigniti ‘rise, increase’, porabiti ‘use up’)
and the adverb povprečno ‘on average’.
The translation of the lemma in the example of use is context-dependent, but the
method of expansion should be used in translation:
teeming prid. mrgoleč, vrveč: teeming station postaja, na kateri mrgoli ljudi
As is clear from this example, the Slovene equivalents correspond semantically as
well as morphologically to the English lemma. Nevertheless, neither equivalent
can be employed in the translation of the example, since a translation by means
of an adjective is completely inappropriate and unacceptable in Slovene.
Consequently, the English participle teeming cannot simply be replaced by one
of the Slovene participles (mrgoleč, vrveč); instead, the verb from which the
participle mrgoleč is derived should be used. Since this verb is transitive in this
context, an object (i.e., ljudje ‘people’) should be introduced in the translation of
the example; this object, however, is context-dependent. Structurally, the English
adjective teeming is translated into Slovene by a relative clause (i.e., na kateri
mrgoli ljudi).
One and the same illustrative example can be translated differently depending
on context:
tear gl. trgati, strgati, raztrgati: tear a hole in sth narediti luknjo v kaj, strgati kaj
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In English, the verb tear ‘strgati’ collocates with the noun hole ‘luknja’. However,
in translating actual examples, it can be seen that the translation of the
collocation varies. If the collocation tear a hole is used with a noun denoting an
item of clothing (e.g., I tore a hole in my jeans/sweater. Strgala sem si
kavbojke/jopico.), it is translated by the verb strgati; in another context, the same
collocation can be translated as narediti luknjo (e.g., The blast tore a hole in the
wall. Eksplozija je naredila luknjo v steni.).
3) Examples of use are translated into Slovene by a one-word equivalent:
nude prid. gòl, nag: nude photograph akt
theatre sam. 1. gledališče, teater: a man of the theatre gledališčnik … 2. (BRIT.)
operacijska dvorana: theatre sister instrumentarka …
As can be seen, the listed dictionary equivalents and the translations of the
examples differ. A one-word equivalent can contain a semantic component of
the dictionary equivalent (akt → an artistic depiction of a nude body; gledališčnik
→ a person who is actively involved in theatre arts) although this is not always the
case (e.g., theatre sister, which is translated as instrumentarka, a noun denoting
a profession and containing no semantic component of the equivalent
operacijska dvorana).
4) Examples of use in the case of zero equivalence (in the dictionary entry marked
with the symbol S):
have gl. … S: He had his head cut off. Obglavili so ga. ● He’s had his wallet taken.
Ukradli so mu denarnico. ● We have had our request refused. Zavrnili so nam
prošnjo. …
The causative use of the verb have meaning ‘to cause something to be done for
you by somebody else’ does not have an equivalent in Slovene; consequently,
only examples which are translated correctly and appropriately tell the user how
have in this sense can be expressed in Slovene. The translation into Slovene
contains the translation of the full lexical verbs in the English example of use (cut
off ‘obglaviti’; take ‘ukrasti’; refuse ‘zavrniti’); these verbs are (usually) in the third
person plural, which here suggests generic or impersonal use.
used to gl. (za izražanje pogostega ali ponavljajočega se dejanja v preteklosti) S:
Did he use to work here? Ali je delal tukaj? ● ''Do you play tennis?'' ''No, but I used
to.'' ''Ali igraš tenis?'' ''Ne, ampak sem ga.'' ● He didn’t use to smoke. Ni kadil. …
Dictionary equivalents in Slovene do not exist for certain senses of English auxiliary
verbs. In such cases, possible translations into Slovene can only be provided by
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means of examples showing these lemmata in context. This also applies to the
modal verb used to, whose lack of translation into Slovene should be marked
using a certain symbol, such as S implying zero equivalence. In the above
examples, Slovene translations all contain the imperfective form of the full lexical
verb in the past tense. However, to make the entry more informative and userfriendly, it is advisable to add a short description of its use, one that can be
included in brackets preceding the symbol, i.e., za izražanje pogostega ali
ponavljajočega se dejanja v preteklosti (‘used to express a frequent or repeated
action in the past’).
5) Some examples clearly indicate the more or less idiomatic nature of the word
combination in question, but since the word combination (still) does not have the
status of a phraseological unit in English, it cannot be included and treated in the
idioms section. Therefore, we can find such word combinations mostly included
as examples, and it can often be observed that their translations into Slovene are
also idiomatic:
tired prid. (POG.) sit: sick and tired of sth do vrh glave sit česa/koga
3. Discussion
Examples of use in a bilingual dictionary should be selected on the basis of
contrastive differences between the SL and TL. A lemma is always used in context,
which means that, apart from semantic features, collocational, connotative and
grammatical limitations should also be taken into consideration. Although a
bilingual dictionary cannot explore all the semantic possibilities of a certain
lemma in context (Toope, 1996, p. 98), it should provide equivalents that can be
used by the user in speaking and writing as well as in translation; in other words,
the first objective of the lexicographer compiling a bilingual dictionary is to find a
TL word that fits as many of the contexts as possible and is as context-free as
possible (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, p. 503). Although a bilingual dictionary cannot
include examples demonstrating all possible context-specific equivalents, it
should contain a wide range of examples: examples translated by equivalents
that are considered common, but are not listed among equivalents in the
dictionary; examples translated by context-specific equivalents; examples
translated by adding context-specific items; and examples translated by other
translation methods (Toope, 1996, p. 101). Doubtlessly, no dictionary can offer
solutions to the translation of a lemma or one of its senses in all contexts, but it
should include the information that triggers the user’s own intuition and reminds
him/her that in specific contexts, other equivalents than the most common ones
can be used (Toope, 1996, p. 101).
Transposition is one of the most common reasons for the inclusion of examples in
a bilingual (decoding) dictionary. As far as an average dictionary user is
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concerned, the question can be raised whether s/he can also make a
transposition intuitively when s/he comes across an unknown word in context. This
may depend a great deal on the level of knowledge of both languages, as well
as on an individual’s feeling for language. Since lexicographers cannot rely on
the ability of each individual user to make an appropriate transposition, examples
translated from an SL into a TL and involving transposition are absolutely necessary
in a bilingual dictionary.
An even more difficult situation arises if the translation of the lemma in context
requires the addition of some elements and changes in the grammatical
structure. The addition of lexical elements and changes in grammatical structure
are usually closely connected and depend on a careful study of the wider
context in an SL. Apart from that, certain syntactic, collocational, culture-specific
and pragmatic differences always exist between two languages, differences of
which the user should be made aware. Examples of use represent the only part
of the dictionary entry that enables the lexicographer to draw the user’s attention
to these differences. It should, however, be stressed that examples should be
translated, since lexical and grammatical changes in the translation of examples
demand not only a high level of knowledge of both languages, but also
translation abilities that cannot be expected from the user of a bilingual
dictionary, who is usually not a linguist with translation experience.
In an English-Slovene decoding dictionary, we can find quite a large number of
examples translated into Slovene by one-word equivalents. In the SL, these word
combinations are often collocations, which are normally included in dictionaries
as examples. Apparently, they have not yet acquired the status of a compound;
thus, they are not included as independent lemmata. This can be explained by
the relatively low frequency, as demonstrated by various corpora as well as by
the failure to perceive them as multi-word lexical items with their own meaning,
which means that they have not yet undergone the process of lexicalization.
Zero equivalence is another important criterion for the inclusion of examples in a
bilingual decoding dictionary. If there is no equivalent in the TL, no dictionary
equivalents can be offered; consequently, the meaning of a lemma can only be
conveyed by means of examples. Since untranslated examples are of no help to
the dictionary user, who is not familiar with the meaning of the lemma in question,
the translation of examples is an absolute must.
A dictionary equivalent that is of a more general type does not prove useful when
dealing with pseudo-phraseological examples of use that require idiomatic
translation. This is a strong argument for the inclusion of such examples in a
bilingual dictionary, as it is the only way to make the user aware of potential pitfalls
and to offer him/her a translation acceptable from the point of view of the TL.
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To sum up, the findings of our research investigating the inclusion of examples in
an English-Slovene decoding dictionary clearly show that the dictionary
equivalents provided can be semantically and functionally appropriate, without
satisfying the criterion of translation equivalence. This is the main reason that
examples should be included to provide the user with all possible translations that
are considered acceptable in the TL (cf. Adamska-Sałaciak, 2006, p. 499).
4. Conclusion
Our study confirms the importance of including examples of use in a bilingual
decoding dictionary. Examples should be selected with care to clearly show
contrastive differences between the two languages. Examples that can be
translated by the immediate insertion of a dictionary equivalent can be regarded
as superfluous, since the user can translate them without difficulty. Examples that
cannot be translated by the given dictionary equivalents without employing
changes prove to be very useful if included in a bilingual decoding dictionary,
since it is not to be expected that an average dictionary user would be able to
comprehend them fully, let alone to translate them suitably and correctly. This
leads to the conclusion that it is absolutely necessary and important to translate
examples into the TL. If the examples demonstrating contrastive differences
between the two languages are not translated, the user is not made aware of
the complex differences between the two languages; consequently, it can be
claimed that the dictionary does not fulfil one of its main tasks: to clearly show
how two different languages function in everyday use.
To conclude, it is important to adopt the approach of functional lexicography
and to seek a compromise solution that would meet the user’s needs while
simultaneously accommodating a precise lexicographic description.
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Abstract
This linguistic ethnographic type of research generally aimed to produce a
trilingual (Hiligaynon – Filipino - English) glossary of terms on fishing and
aquaculture. It also intended to identify and describe the linguistic features of
fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words in terms of pronunciation, form,
meaning, and discourse category; analyze the cultural contexts of fishing and
aquaculture Hiligaynon words; translate the fishing and aquaculture
Hiligaynon words in Filipino and English; and propose procedures for glossary
making. Immersion, field notes, unstructured interview, and audio recording
were used in collecting word entries. The trilingual glossary which contained
475 terms on fishing and aquaculture from preparation, harvesting, and
marketing that are functionally used by fisher folks underwent lexicographic
and translation processes such as data collection, identification of words,
translation, cultural analysis, first draft, evaluation and revision, verification and
validation, and production of trilingual glossary. Findings revealed that
immersion could be used as method in collecting words to be included in
glossary entries for it captures authentic use of the language which is useful in
glossary making especially in defining entry terms. Results further conveyed
that there were Hiligaynon fishing and aquaculture terms that had no specific
equivalent translations in Filipino and English for these were culture bound
words specific to a particular place. Language meaning is likewise situated
varying from different social communities. Then, procedures for glossary
making were proposed which synthesize the researcher’s meaningful
experiences and processes employed in coming up a trilingual glossary.
Keywords: trilingual glossary, immersion, translation, cultural translation, and culture
bound terms
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1. Introduction
The government has invested great amount of money on research for the
development of technologies to strengthen the fishing and other allied industries
in the country. However, the rich and existing technologies gained from those
studies are mostly written in English, which a fisherman hardly understands. The
stagnation or decline of fishery production underscores the importance of
adopting and disseminating information in a language that is comprehensible
and within the use of the fishermen who are the target beneficiaries of those
endeavors.
Considering all these, translation can bridge the gap in utilizing those rich
technologies derived from various researches in order to make it available to
local fishermen. For Bell (1991), translation is the process or result of converting
information from one language or language variety in another with the aim of
reproducing as accurately as possible all grammatical and lexical features of the
original source language by finding equivalents in the target language.
Translation, then, is helpful in obtaining information in many languages. Newmark
(1988), on the other hand, posits that translation means giving the meaning of a
text into another language in the way that the author intended the text.
Moreover, this study generally aimed to produce a trilingual glossary of terms on
fishing and aquaculture. Specifically, this aimed to identify and describe the
linguistic features of fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words in terms of
pronunciation, form, meaning, and discourse category; analyze the cultural
contexts of fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words; translate the fishing and
aquaculture Hiligaynon words in Filipino and English; and propose procedures for
glossary making.
2. Methodology
This study employed a linguistic ethnography type of research. Immersion, field
notes, unstructured interview, and audio recording were utilized in collecting
entry words of the glossary. There were two families who served as host families
during the immersion.
The collected terms on fishing and aquaculture from preparation, harvesting, and
marketing that are used by fisher folks underwent lexicographic and translation
processes such as data collection, identification of words, translation, cultural
analysis, first draft, evaluation and revision, verification and validation, and
production of trilingual glossary. The expertise of five translators were utilized in
translating fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words into Filipino and English. The
translated words were evaluated by five experts. Likewise, verification and
validation by SUCs offering fishery courses and government agencies which take
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care of the fishery and aquatic resources have been done also as part of the
research methodology.
3. Results and Discussion
4. Linguistic features of fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words
4.1 Segmental
The gathered Hiligaynon fishing and aquaculture terms have five vowels - a, e, i,
o, and u. It has 17 consonants. However, only 15 consonant sounds such as /b/,
/d/, /k/, /g/, /h/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /p/, /r/, /s/, /t/, /?/, and /y/ were spotted in the
collected fishing and aquaculture terms. There are five consonant clusters
present in Hiligaynon fishing and aquaculture terms such as sy for dibisyon, dy for
dyeneretor and dyako, pr for kumpra and kumprador, kw for kwadro and
kwadrado, and tr for traplin.
4.2 Suprasegmental
Stress in Hiligaynon is essential because of the difference it makes in the meaning
of a word. It is indicated by an apostrophe (’). For instance, the word gapós in
the glossary entry with stress on the second syllable is used as noun which means
a tying materials, while the word gápos with stress on the first syllable is used as
verb which means to tie something. This shows that articulating the syllable of a
word louder than the others would mean a change in meaning.
4.3 Morphemes
The Hiligaynon word bairan, for example, consists of two morphemes baira (with
the meaning of to sharpen) and –n (which indicates that the entire word functions
as a noun with the meaning an object used in sharpening). The verb baira is a
free morpheme for it can stand as a word itself, while –n is a bound morpheme
for it needs to be attached to another element.
4.4 Roots and Affixes
Affixes are bound morphemes and do not belong to a lexical category. The best
exemplar of this is found in the word kumprador, which consists of the verb root
kumpra which means ‘buying products in bulk’ and the affix –dor, a bound
morpheme that combines with the root and gives the noun kumprador with the
meaning ‘buyer of the products in bulk’.
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4.5 Reduplications
In Hiligaynon for instance, reduplication tends to be limited to roots instead of
affixes. It is usually used to intensify something like the word hubag-hubag or ‘half
dried fish’ which is used to emphasize that the fish is not well dried. Likewise,
reduplication is used by fisher folks in naming things which resemble something
like the word langaw-langaw which means ‘embryo of a king crab’ which the
fisher folks compare to a langaw or ‘fly’ in size and therefore, call it langawlangaw.
4.6 Compounding
Hiligaynon fishing and aquaculture terms have also compounds like the word
tinagong - dagat with the meaning ‘a fish sanctuary in Capiz’, which was formed
through combining the verb tinago with the meaning ‘keep’ and the noun dagat
meaning ‘a body of water’.
4.7 Word Meanings
The researcher did have a keen observation on the way fisher folks define some
of their fishing and aquaculture terms like the word pasulang meaning
‘pagpalangoy sa isda pasugata sa unos sang tubi sa ti-on sang pagsaylo o
pagpahubas’ or ‘allow the fish to swim against the water current during transfer
and harvest’. The term pasulang originated from the word ‘sulang’ which means
to go against. The fishpond harvesters allow the fish to swim against the water
current during harvest to be easily caught. They define it based on their actual
observation.
In this trilingual glossary, there are some English loan words such as trawl and
phytoplankton, and Spanish loan words like bañera and kabayo de lamar which
are used by fisher folks in fishing and aquaculture. These loan words are spelled
retaining their original spelling.
4.8 Synonymy and Antonymy
Hiligaynon fishing and aquaculture terms have synonymous words such as
sagyap and sigin. The two words have the same meaning which is ‘made of
abaca net or nylon screen operated by two persons along the beach or river
banks to catch milkfish and prawns’. Antonymy deals with words having opposite
or dissimilar meaning like the entry words in the glossary, awas with the meaning
‘the overflowing of water’ and hubas with the meaning ‘no water’.
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4.9 On Discourse
The D/discourse theory of Gee (1999) was used in analyzing the discourse level of
the Hiligaynon fishing and aquaculture terms. The following conversation for
instance shows how the term bareta in the glossary which means a ‘block of mud’
is used by fisher folks during the preparation of the fishpond for the next culture.
Bantay (Caretaker): Itambak ta na ang mga bareta sa pilapil.
Mamala naina
ah.
Pwede na ibutang sa pilapil. (Let us now put the block of mud in the dike.
It is
now dry. It can be put now in the dike.)
Mangingisda 1 (Fisher folk 1): (Ginkamlot ang bareta nga lapuk). Huo, mamala
na
pwede na ini itambak sa pilapil. Sa diin unahon ta banda? Dasigon ta
kay daw
anyo maulan. (Touch the block of mud). (Yes, it’s dried already and can
now be
put in the dike.Where are we going to start first? Let us make it fast for it
seems
to rain.)
Bantay (Caretaker): Hangayi ninyo nga indi mawasak ang binareta nga lapuk
para indi na
kita liwat magtagad. Didto kami umpisa malapit sa may gígí dampi sa
likod.
Kayuha ninyo ang pagplasta para indi magtalas ang pilapil kon may buhi
na nga
semilya. (Take Care that the mud of blocks will not be destroyed so that
we will
not dig again. You start first near the canal at the back. Put it properly to
avoid
leakage in the dike when fingerlings are released.)
Mangingisda 2 (Fisher folk 2): Okay ah. Maayo ang pagtagad ta sini kina aga.
Sigurado
ako indi na ini madul-ay. (Okay. We dug it properly this morning. I’m sure
it will
not erode.)

Considering the conversation above, in aquaculture fishpond operators and
owners define bareta as ‘tinagad nga lapuk nga ginakamada para himo-on
pilapil’ or ‘blocks of mud configured to make a dike’. This is how fishpond
operators and owners would give meaning to the word bareta for they associate
it to a block of mud. It is a common activity for fishpond operators to make a dike
to hold water and refrain fish from going out in the fishpond. This activity became
a practice which had been embedded in the fishing culture in operating a
fishpond. However, when used in other Discourse like in grocery stores which Gee
(1999) referred to as sub-culture, bareta would mean a different thing. The term
bareta in grocery stores is used to refer to ‘a bar of soap for washing clothes’.
Considering this, Gee was precise in claiming that meaning in language is
situated depending on the community where the language is used. The fishing
and aquaculture are the sub-cultures referred to by Gee as the upper-case D
that fisher folks belonged to, while the lower-case d signified that meaning is tied
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to fisher folks’ experiences and perceptions relative to fishing and aquaculture
which is the Discourse they are presently using language with.
5. Cultural contexts of fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words
There are some fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words that have historical
roots or viewpoints which had become part of the propagation of the cultural
contexts of some fishing methods and fishing gears of the Panay-anon fisher folks.
5.1 On Preparation
Fisher folks usually do adequate preparations before cultivating fishponds and
doing fishing. They have specific terms used in describing some of their practices
like in the conversation that follows:
Bantay (Caretaker): Madabong na ang tubo sang lablab, Doy. Sa sunod
semana basi pwede na ina kabuhi. (Algae are now growing abundantly,
Doy. Maybe we can release by next week.)
Manong: Lantawon ko anay sa almanaki kon hunas o taob sunod semana. Kon
sabagay
lantawa lanap-lanap na ang tubi sa punong. (I’ll check it on in the almanac
if
it’s low tide or high tide. Actually, the water in the fishpond is ‘lanaplanap’ (water barely covering the pond’s floor).
Researcher: Ano ang bu-ot silingon sang lanap-lanap, Nong? (What do you
mean by
‘lanap-lanap’, Nong?)
Manong: Ang kadalumon bala sang tubi nagasapin-sapin sa salog sang
punong.
Kapareho sini hu ang tubi (Gintudlo ang tubi sa is aka dibisyon sang
punong.) (The
deepness of water covers the fishpond’s floor. The water is like this. (Pointing
to
one compartment of the fishpond.)
Researcher: Ah, daw tupong lang sa idalom sang punong.. (Ah, it seems level
on the
fishpond’s floor.)
Manong: Indi man gid tupong ah basta inang daw ga sapin-sapin lang bala.
(Not really
level, but water covers the fishpond’s floor.)
Bantay (Caretaker): Nagapatima-an ina nga pwede na kapasulod tubi nga
bag-o kag
magbuhi sang semilya. Kaluy-an lang maayo ang tyempo. Okay na ang
semilya ta,
Doy? (It is a sign that we can have the new water and then release of
fingerlings.
Hoping for a good weather. Are the fingerlings ready, Doy?)

5.2 On Harvesting
Bare hands fishing is the beginning of man’s fishing activities from which all other
fishing techniques and gears have developed. The conversation below shows the
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primitive technique of fisher folks in catching crabs which has been embedded
in their culture and language.

Researcher: Gaano kamo Nong? (What are you doing Nong?)
Bantay (Caretaker) 1: Gapamuho para makadakop alimango. (Ginaku-ot
sang
kamot ang buho sa duta.) (‘Gapamuho’ (to catch crab burrowing in
the mud) to catch crab. Burrowing his hand in the mud’s hole.)
Researcher: Ahhh.. pamuho gali ina? May alimango na da sa sulod? Nong,
naman natawag ninyo ina nga pamuho? (Ah, is that called
‘pamuho’?
Is there a crab inside the mud’s hole? Nong, why is it called
‘pamuho’?
Bantay (Caretaker) 1: Naghalin ini sa tinaga nga buho gani gintawag nga
pamuho kay sa buho nadakop ang alimango. (It comes from the
word hole (buho) that’s why it is called ‘pamuho’ because the crab
is caught inside the hole.)
Researcher: To-od ka nong ina gali nga gintawag ina nga pamuho? (Oh,
really
that’s why it is called ‘pamuho’?)
Bantay (Caretaker) 1: Huo amo ina. Dali lang kay daw may sulod ini ang buho.
(Yes, that’s it. Just wait it seems that there’s a crab inside this hole.)
Bantay (Caretaker) 2: Matambok ang alimango nga pinamuhuan sa
punong..
Inang natawag nila nga aligihan bala. (Samtang nagaku-ot man sa
isa pa ka buho.) (Crabs caught by burrowing are fat. They called it
with gonads. While burrowing his hand in the mud.)

In the conversation above, the term pamuho originated from the word ‘buho’
meaning a hole. As the name ‘pamuho’ suggests, it has been embedded in the
fishing culture that fisher folk usually burrows or makes a hole in the mud and
catch the crab inside it. That is why they called it pamuho for that is their
description of catching crab inside the mud hole. The term has no specific
equivalent or translation in Filipino and English for this manner of catching crab is
specific on the culture of fisher folks in the Province of Capiz. That is why it is
considered culture-bound word which belongs to one of Newmark’s (1988)
categorization of cultural words which is social culture that includes work and
leisure. The term pamuho is one of the fisher folks’ terms for capturing crabs
because before any fishing gear was devised they used their bare hands to
capture or collect fish, crabs, shellfish, and other useful organisms in the sea, rivers,
ponds, or lakes.
5.3 On Marketing
Some towns in the Province of Capiz, particularly in Pontevedra, still observe the
primitive way of buying and selling their products which they call pamaylo as
revealed in the following conversation:
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Mangingisda (Fisherman): Abyan, anong ara ta da? (Friend, what do we have
there?)
Tindera (Vendor): Damo ah may ara manok, itlog, atay kag batikolon,
hotdog, may karne man. (Many! There are chicken, egg, liver and
gizzard, hotdog, and
even meat.)
Mangingisda (Fisherman): Pwede ko ni pamaylo akon kalkag kag pasayan.
(Ginpakita ang dala sa bayuyot kag ginhatag sa tindera.) (Can I barter
my ‘kalkag’ (dried small shrimps) and shrimps? (Show what he has inside
the buri bag and give to the vendor.)
Tindera (Vendor): Wala problema ah. Dal-a diri. Pila ini ang bili tanan? Kay
kilohan ko kon pila ang baylo sina. (No, problem. Give it to me. How
much is the price of all these? I will weigh for their corresponding price.)
Mangingisda (Fisherman): Kaw nada bahala mana-mana. (You do the
estimate.)
Tindera (Vendor): Ano ang ibaylo mo? (What do you want for an exchange?)

The word pamaylo came from the word ‘baylo’ meaning exchange or barter.
Every market day people from Pontevedra, Capiz particularly from the coastal
areas come all the way with their goods like fish, crabs, dried fish, or seashells and
exchange or barter (without money involved) them with goods like vegetables,
fruits, chickens, or ducks by those coming from the upland. Pamaylo ‘barter’ then
becomes part of the culture of the people of Pontevedra for it has been
integrated in their way of life which is observed until now during market day by
fisher folks and vendors from the upland.
6. Translation of fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon words in Filipino and English

The fishing and aquaculture terms were defined first and used in sentences
before they were translated into Filipino and English. Words which have no
specific equivalents were translated based on Newmark’s (1988) method of
transference.
Below is an example of translated fishing and aquaculture Hiligaynon terms
found in the glossary:
Hiligaynon:
pakas – ginpihak nga isda nga ginbulad sa init sang adlaw asta magmala
Filipino:
daing - hinating isda na ibinilad sa init ng araw hanggang matuyo
English:
dried fillet fish - fillet fish which was dried under the heat of the sun

7. The Proposed Procedures for Glossary Making
The following are the proposed procedures for glossary making:
Phase 1 – Immersion which includes observing, intermingling with fisher folks and
joining in some of their fishing activities; Phase 2 - Data Gathering which includes:
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a) Gathering of entry terms through immersion considering the discourse or
contextual, cultural, and ethical aspects of the community being immerse in; b)
Writing of field notes; c) Conducting unstructured interview; and d) Audio
recording; Phase 3 – Selection of Word entries which includes: a) Selecting and
making a checklist of terms gathered; b) Arranging the terms alphabetically; c)
Classifying the terms as to what parts of speech they belong and providing a
pronunciation key; d) Giving definitions to the terms using the data obtained from
field notes, interviews, and recordings; e) Counterchecking the definitions with
the help of experts and improving them simultaneously; and f) Using the terms in
sentences; Phase 4 – Translation which includes translating the terms with their
definitions and sentence usage into the target languages or look for their
equivalents observing the concepts and principles of the theories of translation;
Phase 5 – Cultural Analysis which includes: a) Identifying and analyzing culturebound words using appropriate theories for cultural translation; and b) Retaining
the original words and explain their meanings in the target language; Phase 6 –
First draft which includes writing the first draft of the glossary to be given to the
evaluators; Phase 7 - Evaluation & Revision which includes: a) Evaluating the first
draft of the glossary by the experts; b) Rewriting the first draft of the glossary
incorporating the corrections, comments, and suggestions made; c)
Proofreading the second draft by the experts to ensure that corrections are
followed; d) Writing the second draft of the glossary; and e) Polishing the
translations based on the evaluation; Phase 8 – Validation which consists of
validating the second draft of the glossary by concerned agencies or experts for
comments and suggestions; Phase 9 – Second Revision of the glossary which
includes rewriting the second draft of the glossary incorporating the corrections,
comments, and suggestions made by the evaluators; 10 – Testing of the glossary
which includes: a) Distributing the copy of the glossary to target respondents or
users; and b) Asking respondents or target users to answer questions after the
allotted time intended for reading the glossary; and Phase 11 - Production of
Trilingual Glossary.
8. Conclusions
1. Immersion can be used as method in collecting words to be included in
glossary entries for it captures authentic use of the language which is useful in
glossary making especially in defining entry terms.
2. Most of the word entries included in the trilingual glossary are nouns for they are
names of fishing methods, fishing gears, and fish.
3. Some words are used both in fishing and aquaculture practices implying the
same meaning.
4. Some of the entry words in Hiligaynon are culturally bound terms which have
no specific equivalent words in Filipino and English and specific only in the
fishing and aquaculture community in the Province of Capiz.
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5. The use of English and Spanish loan words cannot be evaded because that
was one of the influences of the American and Spanish colonization in the
Philippines.
6. One way of forming Hiligaynon compound words is by reduplication.
7. Similar to other languages, Hiligaynon fishing and aquaculture terms also share
linguistic features.
8. Language meaning varies in different discourse and contexts.
9. New procedures for glossary making are possible.
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Abstract
This study compiled and preserved the Kasiguranin language in Casiguran,
Aurora. It is a qualitative study, ethnographic type that uses the following
research methodology: preparation, data collection and analyses of lexical
entries. One hundred twenty two (122) native speakers of the language, who
are adolescents, young adults, adults, and seniors, were used as the
respondents of the study.
Monroe’s Dictionary Development Program was used as the basis for the word
collection. Eight domains are included in the said dictionary, these include:
physical universe, person, language and thought, social behavior, daily life,
work and occupation, physical actions, and states.
Kasiguranin words which were collected include one thousand nine hundred
sixteen (1916) words. The words were analyzed by providing their meaning in
Filipino and English gloss.
This research recommends that the municipal government of Casiguranin
must spearhead the preservation and development of Kasiguranin language
since no one initiated the said move yet. And since natives from nearby
municipalities could not decipher Kasiguranin language, a compilation must
be published and disseminated to be used as reference. Other researchers
may enhance the herein lexicography by including the morphological
process and derivation of the words and the pronunciation guide.
Keywords: Kasiguranin language, domains, Monroe’s Dictionary Development
Program, lexicography

1. Objectives
This research attempted to provide a Lexicographic Study of the Kasiguranin
Language in the province of Aurora.
Specifically, it explained and discussed the answers to the following:
1. Give the meaning of the Kasiguranin language in terms of its English and
Filipino gloss terms of the following semantic domains:
1.1. Physical Universe
1.2. Person
1.3. Language and Thought
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1.4. Social Behavior
1.5. Daily Life
1.6. Work and Occupation
1.7. Physical Actions
1.8. States
2. Methodology
2.1 Research Design
This is a qualitative study, ethnographic type. An ethnographic study is one that
focuses on human society with the goal of describing and interpreting the culture
of a group. This design exposes the shared beliefs, practices, artifacts, folk
knowledge, and behavior of some group (Le Compre and Preissle, 1993).
2.2 Procedure of the Study
The researcher visited National Statistics Office, and Office the Barangay
Captains in the municipality to seek assistance for the list of respondents of the
study who were the elementary and college students and those who are 50 years
old and above, reared in the municipality and use Kasiguranin as their first
language.
From the design, this study employed the first three phases of a research design
from Rozul (2004) namely preparation, data collection, and analyses of lexical
entries.
Preparation phase includes developing the language questionnaire and
selecting the respondents. In choosing informants, as cited by Ubaldo (2013),
Soberano (1977) used native speakers fifty years old and above, irrespective of
sex and formal education.
In the data collection phase, Newell (1995), recommended several ways of
gathering text for a lexicographic project which is generally divided into two
namely: (a) text gathering by a non-native speaker, and (b) text gathering by a
native speaker. A non-native speaker could opt to use one or both the two
recommended methods, namely: (a) an ethnographic study approach, wherein
the researcher has to immerse himself in the target community for years, and (b)
the word-list elicitation approach where linguistic data are elicited from the set of
word-list prepared by the researcher appropriate for the cultural setting of the
target language.
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3. Results and Discussion
Meaning of the Kasiguranin language in terms of its English and Filipino gloss in
terms of the following semantic domains:
3.1 Physical Universe
Table 1 shows the words classified under the domain of Physical Universe. These
words pertain to the study of the earth‘s surface, physical features, resources,
natural division, its composition, topography, water forms, weather conditions,
state of the atmosphere and celestial bodies. Moreover, the table presents words
pertaining to plants and animals. There are four hundred thirty two (432) words
which are listed under this domain.
Sample words are given below:
Table 1. Kasiguranin Words Classified under Physical Universe
English
air
ant
ape
bat
beans
border
coal
coconut palm
drizzle
long-pepper
mimosa
moon
mountain
ocean
rain forest
river
tortoise
winter

Filipino
hangin
langgam
unggoy
paniki
bins
hangganan
uling
niyog
ambon
siling-haba
makahiya
buwan
bundok
dagat
maulan
ilog
pagong
taglamig

Kasiguranin
par’res
sing’ngat
burog
kulapnet
buk’kel
ontok
uging
inyog
poropor; pernew,taktak
pal’let
saet
bulan
buk’ked
diget
maud’den
bulos
bakokol
saki-dagnen

3.2 Person
Table 2 shows the words classified under the domain of Person. All of these words
pertain to the branch of biology concerned with the study of the structure of a
person and his body parts, body functions, and ailments and injuries. It also
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includes words which are related to gender and life stages. Two hundred one
(201) words are listed under this domain.
Sample words are presented below:
Table 2. Kasiguranin Words Classified under Person

English
adolescence
back
bad breath
calf
coughs
girl
lick
smell

Filipino
pagbibinata; pagdadalaga
likod
mabahong hininga
kalamnan ng binti
ubo
babae
dumila
amoy

Kasiguranin
binistok
ad’deg
mabawa
raw’wed
ik’kur
bab’bi
deldel
ar’rob

3.3 Language and Thought
Table 3 shows the words classified under the domain of language and thought.
There are three hundred (300) words which are listed in this domain. These words
refer to the distinctive attributes or characteristics possessed by someone or
something. These words primarily pertain to the conscious mental reactions (as
anger or fear) subjectively experienced as strong feeling usually directed toward
a specific object and typically accompanied by physiological and behavioral
changes in the body.
Sample words are presented below:
Table 3. Kasiguranin Words Classified under Language and Thought

English
absent-minded
smelly
bright
closeness
compassion
exhausted
pity
zest

Filipino
makakalimutin
mabantot
maliwanag; matalino
pagiging malapit
awa
pagod
awa
sigla

Kasiguranin
malilip’ponen
mabuyot
mademlag
maadene
ab’bi
pagel
agdi; albi
mapigsag

3.4 Social Behavior
Table 4 shows the words classified under the domain of social behavior. There are
one hundred fifty nine (159) words which fall under this domain. All of these words
pertain to family, friends and acquaintances, social activities like sports,
gatherings, holidays, religion and folklore.
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Sample words are presented below:
Table 4. Kasiguranin Words Classified under Social Behavior

English
acquaintance
arrow
athlete
bride
brother
ghoul
Labor Day
sacrifice
Valentine’s Day

Filipino
kakilala
pana; palaso
manlalaro
nobya
kapatid na lalaki
multo
Araw ng Paggawa
Handog; pag-aalay
Araw ng mga Puso

Kasiguranin
katinggian
bat’tik
mag-uusek
katipan na bab’bi
wading lalak’ke
bal’let
Aldew ng Paggamet
at’ted
Aldew ng Pus’so

3.5 Daily Life
Table 5 shows the words classified under the domain of house related parts. Three
hundred fifty one (351) terms fall under this domain. These words pertain to house
related parts, housing, furniture, household devices and appliances, cooking
terms, cooking tools, foodlike fruits, beverages, herbs and spices, and clothing.
Sample words are presented below:
Table 5. Kasiguranin Words Classified under Daily Life

English
aerate
apparel
attire
banana
bind
blanket
bolo
chair
cuisine
ginger
knife
lime
mansion
seeds
water

Filipino
hanginan
damit
bihis
saging
gapos; itali
kumot
itak
upuan
luto; pagkain
luya
kutsilyo
apog; kalamansi
malaking bahay
buto
tubig
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Kasiguranin
par’resan
bad’du
solot
biget
iyegut
ul’lis
sundang
eknodar
mak’kam
laya
kad’dot
sintones
dak’kel na balay
buk’kol
danom

3.6 Work and Occupation
Table 6 shows the words classified under the domain of work and occupation.
There are two hundred twenty nine (229) words which fall under this domain. The
terms refer to jobs and occupation, business trade, legal, political, and structures
and buildings.
Sample words are presented below:
Table 6. Kasiguranin Words Classified under Work and Occupation

English
actress
airport
athlete
liar
rent
revolt
road
steal
stolen

Filipino
artistang babae
paliparan
manlalaro
sinungaling
hiram
alsa
kalsada
kupit; nakaw
kinupit

Kasiguranin
artistang bab’bi
lagpan
mag-uusek
mabul’le
ad’den
mag’gegkat
kamino
al’lot
nineut

3.7 Physical Actions
Table 7 shows the words classified under the domain of physical actions. There
are fofty five (8) words which fall under this domain. The terms refer to posture
and movements.
Table 7. Kasiguranin Words Classified under Physical Actions

English
bend
blink
dig
hands up
reach
sitting
standing

Filipino
yumuko
kurap
hukay
taas ang kamay
abutin
nakaupo
nakatayo

Kasiguranin
dumukog
kis’sap
kutkut
idisono ang lima
gewat
nakaetnod
nakataknag

3.8 States
Table 53 shows the words classified under the domain of states. Two hundred
twenty two (222) terms are listed under this domain. These terms primarily refer to
quantity such as numbers, weights and measurements. Also, it includes terms
pertaining to quality like colors, shapes, negative words and time.
Sample terms are presented below:
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Table 8. Kasiguranin Words Classified under States

English
afternoon
afterwards
black
clumsy
coarse
crescent
feet
mass
one
white

Filipino
hapon
pagkatapos
itim
kahiya-hiya
bastos; bulgar; magaspang
hugis suklay na buwan
taas
bigat/tumpok
isa
puti

Kasiguranin
apon
kat’tapos
mangitet
kasani-sanike
maurag
buan
langkaw
dag’ga
es’sa
mapudew

4. Conclusions
Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions were drawn:
• Kasiguranin language emerged as one of the languages in the
country because of the conglomerations of the different languages
in the country.
• Kasiguranin language is one of the unique languages in the
country.
• Migration of the natives from the nearby municipalities causes the
deterioration of Kasiguranin language.
• Since some of the words are borrowed from other languages,
Kasiguranin language includes numerous words which are
tantamount to the mother language.
5. Recommendations
The following recommendations were formulated based on the significant
findings and conclusions of the study.
•

•

•

In compliance with the Department of Education Order No.31, s. 2012, an
integration of these linguistics findings would be a significant teaching
material to the younger generations to preserve their language.
According to the respondents, no one spearheaded a program that
preserves and collects Kasiguranin words, therefore, they are very thankful
to the respondents for initiating this research. But it is further
recommended that the municipal government must create a program for
the development and preservation of their language.
Other researchers who would later conduct the study should try to
consider the following salient points:
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the phonetics and phonology of the native people’s
accent(since it is also one of the bizarre features of the
language);
§ the morphological process and derivation of the Kasiguranin
words;
§ effect of migration and acculturation to the development of the
Kasiguranin language;
§ pronunciation guide of the Kasiguranin words;
§ photographs and illustrations of the words in the lexicography
which refer to endemic flora, fauna, as well as food and physical
universe
Kasiguranin natives also help the preservation of their language through
the unique set of alphabets that they have, Rendoba (See Appendix D). It
is further recommended for them to disseminate to the younger
generations for the salvation of their language.
§

•
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Abstract
The increasing availability of electronic and online dictionaries makes it
possible to provide an unlimited number of illustrative examples to users. Some
research has been conducted in an attempt to automatically extract good
examples from corpora with the assumption that text features, such as
sentence length and the place of target words in a sentence, determine the
intelligibility for dictionary users (cf. Kilgarriff, Husák, McAdam, Rundell, &
Rychlý, 2008). While this wealth of examples is bliss for advanced users, it is
sometimes difficult for users with limited proficiency to handle so much
information. Thus, it is necessary to propose a valid way of limiting the number
of examples available to the users according to some principles or criteria.
This study aims to analyze and describe how existing dictionaries classify and
present examples according to the target users’ proficiency levels. A set of
printed monolingual learners’ dictionaries for different target users, published
by Oxford, Longman, Cambridge, Macmillan and Collins COBUILD were
compared with each other. In addition, a set of printed bilingual dictionaries
by five major dictionary publishers in Japan were chosen for this study. The
results show that there seem to be some methods in which each dictionary
has attempted to adjust the information to its target user proficiency level.
Some present examples with different tenses (e.g., present perfect versus past
tense), while others present examples with topics familiar to the prospective
users (e.g., Hollywood versus Disneyland). However, overall, it can be said
that there are no consistent criteria for adjusting the levels of illustrative
examples in any objective way. Based on the findings, possible criteria for
selecting examples for users with different proficiency levels and the need for
empirical studies for validating the criteria will be discussed.
Keywords: illustrative examples, proficiency levels, EFL dictionaries, bilingual
dictionaries

1.

Introduction

Illustrative examples are one of the most important components in dictionaries,
especially learner dictionaries. Illustrative examples in learner dictionaries play an
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important role, such as showing the behaviour of the headword in contexts and
illustrating their grammatical patterns (Atkins and Rundell, 2008: 454). Information
provided by illustrative examples is implicit compared to more explicit
grammatical codes or usage information; therefore, dictionary users need to infer
the meaning and functions of illustrative examples in terms of how the words are
used.
The increasing availability of electronic or online dictionaries has been changing
the interface of dictionaries. When using electronic or online dictionaries, users do
not always have to decide which dictionaries to use and which headwords to
look up. Some electronic dictionaries allow users to key in a phrase rather than a
single word (e.g. EIJIRO, Weblio) to search for their meanings or translation
equivalents. Such flexibility is not available with paper dictionaries. Despite their
popularity, online dictionaries can be problematic in displaying examples. For
example, unlike printed dictionaries, online dictionaries allow lexicographers to
present as many examples as they wish because of unlimited space. Online
dictionaries tend to present too many illustrative examples at one time, from
different sources, thus forcing users to select appropriate examples from the long
list. It is most likely that the users browse through the first bits of information and
choose whatever is available at the beginning. To do so, however, the users still
need to evaluate the usefulness of examples they choose against the contexts in
which the search words are used.
To solve this issue, research has been conducted in an attempt to identify the
criteria for “good” examples. For instance, Kilgarriff et al. (2008) investigated the
possibility of filtering examples from large corpora on the assumption that
sentence characteristics such as sentence length and the position of target words
in a sentence will help increase the intelligibility of illustrative examples for users.
Atkins and Rundell (2008: 458) argue that good illustrative examples have the
following criteria: natural and typical, informative, and intelligible. Intelligibility is
thus an important factor and it is necessary to find out what characteristics such
as vocabulary level, sentence length, and grammatical complexity will determine
the intelligibility of illustrative examples for a particular user.
Ishii and Minn (2015) compared grammatical structures used in the examples
found in the “Big Five” with ones used in Japanese high school textbooks. In
addition, Ishii (2011) analysed the level of vocabulary used in definitions. While his
study focuses on defining vocabulary, the same type of analysis can be made
with illustrative examples. In fact, Kilgarriff et al. (2008) set the threshold of word
frequencies to the most common 17,000 as one of the criteria for sentences to be
selected as “good” examples. Notohara (2015) analysed the difficulty of
illustrative sentences provided in the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(4th edition) by using readability formulae. However, those studies focused mainly
on advanced learner dictionaries and did not take into account lower
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proficiency level dictionary users. Whether dictionary users can understand and
interpret examples and find the extracted examples useful largely depends on
their proficiency levels. The fact that illustrative examples can be readily
understood by advanced dictionary users, who have enough grammatical and
vocabulary knowledge, does not necessarily mean that the examples are also
accessible to less proficient learners. In addition, whether dictionary users can
successfully apply illustrative examples to their contexts or not is quite another
issue.
Kawamoto and Tono (2015) showed that advanced learners selected
appropriate illustrative examples from a dictionary and used them in their writing,
but less proficient learners could not. It is not common for dictionary users to use
illustrative examples without any changes when they use dictionaries for
encoding purposes. Rather, they need to figure out which part of the illustrative
sentences they can use and how to make major/minor changes in order to use
the information that they get from the examples. Dictionary users can do so only
when they can understand the sentence structure of given example sentences in
a dictionary. Kawamoto and Tono (2015) demonstrated that proficient learners
could combine their existing vocabulary and grammatical knowledge with the
information which they obtained from the dictionary to retain cohesiveness in
their writing, while less proficient learners used illustrative example sentences
without any changes, resulting in non-cohesive texts.
The present study aims to find some variables which are useful for determining the
levels of examples for different proficiency levels. To this end, we performed a
comparative study of monolingual and bilingual dictionaries targeted at different
proficiency level users and analysed how illustrative examples were provided
according to the target users’ levels.
The following two research questions were examined:
RQ1 Do existing printed dictionaries provide illustrative examples according to
the target users’ proficiency levels?
RQ2 If so, what are determining factors for selecting illustrative examples?

2.

Method

2.1. A collection of illustrative examples
For preparation of this study, eight headwords were chosen randomly from verb
and preposition entries. For each headword, all the illustrative examples were
selected from both monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, and then they were
stored in a database manually. The database consists of the following information:
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(a)
headwords,
(b)
the
English
Vocabulary
Profile
(http://www.englishprofile.org/wordlists) levels of the headwords, (c) actual
example sentences/phrases, (d) translations in the case of bilingual dictionaries,
(e) information about whether the illustrative examples are phrasal examples or
sentence examples, and (f) the length of the illustrative examples (i.e. total
number of words in an example sentence/phrase).
2.2. Selection of Dictionaries
Table 1. Series of monolingual dictionaries used in the present study
Publishers

Level
Advanced

Oxford

Intermediate
Elementary

Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Cambridge Intermediate
Elementary
Collins
Advanced
COBUILD
Intermediate
Advanced
Oxford

Collins
COBUILD

Intermediate
Elementary
Advanced

Macmillan

Longman

Intermediate
Elementary
Advanced
Intermediate
Elementary

Titles
Oxford Advanced American Dictionary for
learners of English
Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English
Oxford Basic American Dictionary for learners of
English
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
Oxford Word Power
Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary
n/a
Collins COBUILD Advanced Dictionary
Collins COBUILD Learner’s Dictionary
Collins COBUILD Advanced Dictionary of
American English
Collins COBUILD Intermediate Dictionary of
American English
Collins COBUILD School’s Dictionary of American
English
Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced
Learners of American English
Macmillan Essential Dictionary for Advanced
Learners of American English
n/a
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
Longman Active Study Dictionary
Longman Study Dictionary of American English

It is not easy to find factors which determine levels of illustrative examples when a
comparison is made randomly between different dictionaries from different
publishers. To have a better picture, we selected a set of the same dictionary
series published from the same publisher for comparison. For instance, a famous
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English-Japanese dictionary series called GENIUS has three different titles: the
GENIUS English-Japanese Dictionary for advanced learners, the Practical GENIUS
English-Japanese Dictionary for intermediate levels, the Basic GENIUS EnglishJapanese Dictionary for lower-intermediate or beginner levels. Many Japanese
dictionary publishers have similar sets of dictionaries. In contrast, monolingual
dictionaries do not always have a clear relationship. Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (OALD) and Oxford Word Power Dictionary are targeted at different
levels of proficiency, but they were compiled independently. Many other
monolingual dictionaries have the same situation. Publishers that do not provide
any comparable sets of dictionaries were removed from the analysis. As a result,
printed monolingual dictionaries, published by four major publishers, and printed
bilingual dictionaries, published by five major publishers, were chosen for the
object of this analysis. Tables 1 and 2 show the lists of monolingual dictionaries and
bilingual dictionaries, respectively.
Table 2. A series of bilingual Dictionaries
Publishers

Level
Advanced
Intermedia
Obunsha
te
Elementary
Advanced
Intermedia
te
Gakken
Intermedia
te
Elementary
Advanced
Intermedia
Shogakukan
te
Elementary
Advanced
Intermedia
Taishukan
te
Elementary
Advanced
Tokyo
Intermedia
Shoseki
te
Elementary

Titles
O-Lex English-Japanese Dictionary
Core-Lex English-Japanese Dictionary
n/a
The Super Anchor English-Japanese Dictionary
The New Victory Anchor English-Japanese
Dictionary
The Access Anchor English-Japanese Dictionary
The Junior Anchor English-Japanese Dictionary
Progressive English-Japanese Dictionary
Youth Progressive English-Japanese Dictionary
Junior Progressive English-Japanese Dictionary
GENIUS English-Japanese Dictionary
Practical GENIUS English-Japanese Dictionary
BASIC GENIUS English-Japanese Dictionary
Advanced Favorite English-Japanese Dictionary
Favorite English-Japanese Dictionary
Alpha Favorite English-Japanese Dictionary
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2.3. Selection of headwords
Eight headwords from prepositions and verbs were selected in this study:
Table 3. Headwords for the study
POS

headwords
at

Prepositions

in
on

Verbs

associate
consider
criticize
exaggerate
make

Meaning (guidewords)
PLACE
ABILITY
AMOUNT
INSIDE
INVOLVED
SURFACE
CONNECTED
TWO THINGS/PEOPLE
THINK CAREFULLY
PRODUCE
DO

Note: Meanings were selected based on the information about guidewords
provided in the English Vocabulary Profile
(http://www.englishprofile.org/wordlists).
2.4.

Operational definitions of variables

The variables in this study were operationalized as follows:
- Proficiency levels:
[elementary/ intermediate/ advanced]
- Types of dictionaries:
[monolingual/ bilingual]
- Criteria of assessing the status of examples:
How many examples are provided in each entry?
[No. of examples]
Are the examples in a full sentence or a phrase?
[sentence vs.
phrase]
How long is each example?
[length of
example/phrase]
To answer Research Question 1, the number of illustrative examples (both
sentences and phrases) were counted for each of the three levels of proficiency
from monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. To answer the second research
question, different criteria such as the number of example sentences and
example phrases together with the length of examples/phrases were compared
across the three levels.
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3.

Results

3.1. RQ1: Examples in dictionaries for users with different proficiency levels
Table 4 shows the summary of the number of examples, including phrasal
examples and sentence examples, used in monolingual dictionaries and bilingual
dictionaries for different levels: elementary, intermediate, and advanced. It also
shows the average number of examples. The table shows that the more
advanced the level of target users of dictionaries, the larger the number of
illustrative examples that are provided. The only exception is the average number
of illustrative examples in monolingual dictionaries for intermediate levels, which
are fewer than the number for elementary levels. From the numerical summary, it
seems that publishers decided not to provide difficult examples, as it seems to be
challenging for less proficient learners to infer how the words are used. It is also
possible that publishers provide advanced users with more examples in addition
to the examples provided for less proficient learners, with the aim of teaching
more advanced usage of the words.
Table 4. The summary of the number of examples/phrases

Number of examples
Monolingual Average number of
examples
Number of examples
Bilingual
Average number of
examples

Elementary Intermediate Advanced
114
211
398
38

35.2

56.6

184

356

429

46

59.3

85.8

3.2. RQ2: Variables involved in determining the characteristics of examples
Table 5 shows how many phrasal and sentence examples are shown at different
levels of monolingual dictionaries. Table 6 shows how the two types of examples
(phrase vs. sentence) occur at different levels of bilingual dictionaries.
In terms of the number of phrasal vs. sentence examples, Table 5 shows that most
of the illustrative examples given in monolingual dictionaries are in a full sentence
format, and only a few of them are phrasal examples. The number of phrasal
examples is expected to have been fewer if the target words of this study had not
included prepositions. On the other hand, in bilingual dictionaries, phrasal
examples are more dominant. The average number of both phrasal examples
and sentence examples given in elementary and intermediate dictionaries are
almost the same, while the number of sentence examples in advanced
dictionaries is much larger than the number of phrasal examples.
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In terms of the average number of words within an example, there is no clear
difference among the three different levels of dictionaries. Elementary learner
dictionaries provide slightly longer illustrative examples than intermediate learner
dictionaries in both monolingual dictionaries and bilingual dictionaries, which can
be said for both phrasal and sentence examples. The length of the sentence
examples provided for advanced learners in both monolingual and bilingual
dictionaries is the longest; however, the difference does not seem significant
enough to conclude that dictionaries provide the users with sentence examples
of the appropriate length for their proficiency levels.
Table 5. The summary of phrase vs. sentence examples across proficiency levels
(monolingual)
Elementary
Intermediate
Advanced
Ave
Ave
Ave
NO.
length NO.
length NO.
length
NO.
NO.
NO.
Phrase
15
3.75
4.7857 33
5.5
4.5938 40
5.7
4.75
Sentence 100
25
7.4343 179
29.8
7.0225 357
51
7.9271
Total
7.1062
6.6524
7.6071
Table 6. The summary of phrase vs. sentence examples across proficiency levels
(bilingual)

NO.
Phrase
Sentence
Total

90
95

Elementary
Ave
length
NO.
15
4.3033
23.75
7.0957
5.5737

Intermediate
Ave
NO.
length
NO.
177
29.5
3.9602
180
30
6.8044
5.3943

NO.
192
238

Advanced
Ave
length
NO.
38.4
4.5706
47.6
7.2194
6.0374

In terms of the phrasal examples given in monolingual and bilingual dictionaries,
the average lengths of examples provided in dictionaries for elementary and
advanced learners are almost the same. The average length of examples
provided in dictionaries for intermediate learners is the shortest, but the difference
is subtle.
In both monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, the average length of phrasal
examples and sentence examples for intermediate levels are the shortest, and
the average lengths of examples for elementary and advanced levels are almost
the same, or the average length for advanced learner dictionaries are marginally
longer. However, because of the subtle differences, it is difficult to conclude that
the two types of dictionaries, monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, adjust levels
by the length of illustrative examples.
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4.

Discussion

The findings show that overall, the number of illustrative examples provided is
controlled according to the level of dictionaries. More illustrative examples are
provided for more advanced dictionaries (RQ1). However, in comparing
dictionaries across different proficiency levels, it is our conclusion that publishers
failed to adjust the levels of illustrative examples through the ratio of phrasal
examples and sentence examples (RQ2). Moreover, it is hard to conclude that
publishers adjust the level of illustrative examples by controlling their length (RQ2).
From the results, there seems to be no clear difference in terms of the policy of
presenting examples between monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. It is more
likely that differences observed are due to publishers rather than types of
dictionaries. The numerical summary shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6 does not seem to
show any specific policies that each publisher adopt as a method of adjusting
the levels of illustrative examples. To illustrate the characteristics of illustrative
examples in different dictionaries, qualitative analyses were made for each of the
illustrative examples. Even after such analyses, however, it is still difficult for us to
claim that existing monolingual and bilingual dictionaries provide illustrative
examples which are systematically adjusted according to the dictionary user’s
proficiency levels. It must be said that most dictionaries seem to have no
systematic ways of changing the levels of examples.
Some dictionaries provide different examples for target users at different
proficiency levels. Others, however, provide exactly the same illustrative
examples throughout the same series although the target user levels are different.
As mentioned, we cannot say that all of the publishers have any systematic
method consistently used in order to adjust the levels of illustrative examples.
However, each dictionary has some characteristics concerning how it adjusts
levels according to the target users. Here let us comment on the following three
aspects: (1) the ratio of phrasal/sentence examples, (2) the removal of modifying
phrases in a sentence, and (3) the use of topics familiar to the target users.
(1) The number of phrasal examples and sentence examples
In monolingual dictionaries, sentence examples occupy a higher proportion of
the total number of illustrative examples; historically speaking, the Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary by OUP contained many phrasal examples, and then
LDOCE1 (1978) adopted the policy of using as many full-sentence examples as
possible. When COBUILD1 was published in 1987, it employed a folk definition style
in defining words and illustrative examples from corpus data. Employing the style
of folk definitions was innovative and clear in presentation back then, but it
inevitably took up more space, resulting in fewer examples compared to other
dictionaries, such as LDOCE.
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Compared to monolingual dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries published by Tokyo
Shoseki and Shogakukan provide more sentence examples than phrasal
examples in dictionaries for elementary learners, approximately the same number
of sentence examples and phrasal examples in dictionaries for intermediate
learners, and more phrasal examples than sentence examples in dictionaries for
advanced learners. Bilingual dictionaries face more serious space limitations due
to the need for a translation equivalent for each example. Therefore, bilingual
dictionaries are more likely to be forced to provide phrasal examples when the
space available is the same. However, lexicographers should never forget the
important role of illustrative examples and cannot dispense with full-sentence
examples simply to save more space. Lexicographers have to make a wise
decision as to whether they should provide full-sentence examples or phrasal
examples by considering the capacity and functions of examples in exemplifying
the usage of the given headword.
(2) Removal of modifying phrases
In some cases, modifiers within sentence examples have been removed, when
they are considered to make the examples unnecessarily complicated. This is
done in order to increase the intelligibility for lower-level users. For example, the
Collins COBUILD Advanced Learners’ Dictionary provides a sentence example:
Alfred offered her a part in his play he was directing. The publisher, on the other
hand, provides intermediate and elementary dictionaries with the corresponding
examples: Alfred offered her a part in his play. The modifying phrase “he was
directing” is removed. A similar method of adjusting levels was seen under the
other headwords, for example, the preposition on in the series of Collins COBUILD.
Macmillan also adjusts levels of examples to target users by removing the
prepositional phrase “in a heap of blankets,” as the following example shows.
[Advanced] Alfred offered her a part in his play he was directing.
[Intermediate]
Alfred offered her a part in his play.
[Elementary]
Alfred offered her a part in his play.
Collins COBUILD
[Advanced] On top of the cupboards are vast straw baskets which Pet uses for
dried flower arrangements.
[Elementary]
On top of the cupboards are vast straw baskets...
Collins COBUILD
[Advanced] Chad was asleep on the floor in a heap of blankets.
[Intermediate]
Chad was asleep on the floor.
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Macmillan

While these adjustments seem reasonable, the problem is their haphazard way of
trimming these modifiers from longer sentences. This decision is up to each
lexicographer and there seems to be no objective guidelines regarding when
and how these adjustments are to be made.
(3) Using topics familiar to the target users
Some dictionaries adjust the levels of illustrative examples in a different way.
Japanese publisher Tokyo Shoseki adjusts the levels of examples by using words
familiar to the users. Advanced users are usually older than novice-elementary
level learners. Moreover, the dictionaries for elementary level learners published
by Tokyo Shoseki are targeted at junior high school students. Therefore, it is
possible that prospective users still do not have a sufficient amount of general
knowledge, as compared with adults. For example, when people hear the name
of (Leonardo) da Vinci, they think of the famous piece of art, the Mona Lisa.
However, it is possible that not all junior high school students possess this general
knowledge. For elementary-level dictionaries, the examples use the relationships
between sea and summer, rather than da Vinci and the Mona Lisa. Even if junior
high school students know that da Vinci drew the piece named the Mona Lisa, it
is still easier for them to imagine the relationship between summer and sea.
Therefore, the examples with familiar topics might help the target users
understand the sentences better.
[Advanced] Many people associate the name of da Vinci with the Mona Lisa.
[Intermediate]
Many people associate the name of da Vinci with the Mona
Lisa.
[Elementary]
I associate the word "sea" with summer.
Tokyo Shoseki
[Advanced] I always associate the smell of baking with my childhood.
[Intermediate]
I always associate the smell of the sea with my childhood.
Oxford
As the examples above show, a similar example is seen in the similar sets of
dictionaries published by Oxford University Press; however, it is not clear whether
we can conclude that the publishers provide examples as a result of considering
the levels of the target users. Some people might even feel that publishers just
substituted the word “baking” for a different phrase “the sea” in order to provide
different examples for different dictionaries. This is the authors’ subjective
conclusion, and other people might see that Tokyo Shoseki provides different
examples without any consideration of the target users. Furthermore, people do
not know whether those examples with familiar words or topics can really help the
target users to easily understand how the word is used.
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5.

Conclusion

Both monolingual dictionaries and bilingual dictionaries make an effort to provide
the appropriate number of illustrative examples, according to the levels of target
users. Each dictionary seems to have some policies for adjusting levels such as: (1)
changing the ratio of phrasal and sentence examples, (2) removing modifying
phrases, and (3) using topics familiar to target users. However, none of the
dictionaries under study seems to have a systematic, coherent method of
adjusting the quantity and quality of illustrative examples to appropriate levels.
Publishers do not seem to share such a system across different levels of dictionaries
within the same family. In sum, it is crucial to establish a clear guideline for
adjusting the levels of examples to meet the needs of learners at different
proficiency levels. How an adjustment of the levels of examples should be made
is an important but difficult task. In order to further examine the nature of example
adjustments, it will be crucial to employ a more rigorous research design to
compare various measures of example characteristics including complexity
measures (e.g. depth of parsed trees within complex nominals) across variables
such as dictionary type and level. We are also aware of the limitations of the
present study such as a relatively small sampling size of headwords and the
subjective nature of qualitative analysis of examples. Further research will shed
more light on the nature of illustrative examples that are truly useful for helping
learners become independent users of the language.
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Abstract
The aims of this paper are to present the principles that guide the design and
implementation of a relational lexical database of Old English as well as to
discuss the application of such a database to dictionary-making. In spite of
the wealth of data on the Old English language collected for, at least, the last
one hundred and fifty years, and represented by the dictionaries cited in the
reference section, the different traditions, the various sources as well as the
divergent readings, have resulted in a vast amount of information that is
sometimes inconsistent and very often hard to interpret. Against this
background,
one
of
the
aims
of
the
Nerthus
Project
(www.nerthusproject.com) is to turn the heterogenous data on Old English
into significant information and to disseminate it on the Internet by means of
the resources and procedures characteristic of Digital Humanities. In the
specific field of lexicography, a relational database, implemented in
database software and consisting not only of data taxonomies but also of the
relations that hold between such taxonomies, allows the researcher to retrieve
significant information that can guide aspects of dictionary-marking like the
headword list, alternative spellings, word-formation, pronunciation and
meaning definition. A relational database consists of six blocks of related
information, including an unlemmatized part, a lemmatized part, a fragment
concordance, a word concordance, a reverse index and an index of
secondary sources. After the presentation of the building blocks of the
database and a discussion of the relations holding between the different
layouts, the conclusion is reached that it is necessary to refine the system used
for relating alternative spellings and inflections to the relevant headword so
that the visibility across the layouts can be maximized.
Keywords: Lexical database, electronic lexicography, Digital Humanities, Old
English.
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1. Aims
The aims of this paper are to present the principles that guide the design and
implementation of a relational lexical database of Old English as well as to discuss
the application of such a database to dictionary-making.
2. Review of previous work
The traditional sources of the lexicology and lexicography of Old English include
dictionaries (Bosworth and Toller, Hall, Sweet), glossaries of specific works, glosses
and vocabularies, grammars and linguistic works in general and linguistic corpora
such as The Helsinki Corpus of English Texts, The York-Toronto-Helsinki Parsed
Corpus of Old English Prose and The York-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English
Poetry. More recently, new lexicographical products like The Dictionary of Old
English and The Dictionary of Old English Corpus offer not only more data but also
web publication and some search functionalities. In spite of the accuracy and
the wealth of data provided by these works, the different traditions, the various
sources as well as the divergent readings, have resulted in a vast amount of
information that is sometimes inconsistent and very often hard to interpret.
3. Relational databases and lexicographical work
This paper holds that an online relational database has a number of advantages
over corpora with limited search options and dictionaries based on hyperlinks. In
the first place, databases are versatile because they can be modified, expanded
or adapted to new research aims as well as applicable to a variety of final
lexicographical products. Secondly, databases are more functional than
hypertext documents because they offer various search options, including the
functionality of searching the hits of a previous query. Thirdly, databases are
compatible with the kind of data visualization sets frequently used in Digital
Humanities. And finally, databases and, more specifically, lexical databases like
WordNet are central to the Semantic Web.
4. Designing and implementing a relational database of Old English
Against this background, one of the aims of the Nerthus Project
(www.nerthusproject.com) is to turn the heterogeneous data on Old English into
significant information and to disseminate it on the Internet by means of the
resources and procedures characteristic of Digital Humanities.
In the specific field of lexicography, a relational database, implemented in
database software and consisting not only of data taxonomies but also of the
relations that hold between such taxonomies, allows the researcher to retrieve
significant information that can guide aspects of dictionary-marking like the
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headword list, alternative spellings, word-formation, pronunciation and meaning
definition.
The relational database The Grid represents a development of the lexical
database Nerthus, with the important difference that Nerthus is a type database
with approximately thirty thousand files whereas The Grid represents a token
database with around three million files. From the qualitative point of view,
Nerthus consists of one block of information whereas The Grid comprises seven
blocks of related information, including an unlemmatized part, a lemmatized
part, a fragment concordance, a word concordance, a reference list of strong
verbs and an index of secondary sources. The components and relations of the
lexical database of Old English The Grid are presented in figure 1.

Figure 1. From data to interpretation in a relational lexical database of
Old English
The Grid relies on previous lexicological and lexicographical work. On the
lexicological side, it draws on various secondary sources for the study of Old
English morphology, syntax, semantics and dialectology, as well as a number of
seminal works in the field of the old Germanic languages. On the lexicographical
side, The Grid is based on the standard dictionaries of Old English. The data for
token analysis have been retrieved from The Dictionary of Old English Corpus
while type analysis relies on the dictionaries cited above.
As can be seen in figure 1, the data have been organized by means of an index
and two concordances, while the interpretation is provided by the morphological
and lexical database Nerthus, the list of strong verbs and the database of
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indexation of secondary sources Freya. The list of strong verbs is a guide to
headword spelling choice, given that lexical derivation is based on strong verbs.
Nerthus and the lemmatizer Norna present the main contributions to the field of
study, while Freya contains a synthesis of previous research by headword. The
arrows in the figure indicate that the main task that is being carried out on The
Grid at the moment is the lemmatization of the verbal lexicon of Old English. At
the end of this undertaking, all the attestations of verbs in The Dictionary of Old
English Corpus will be assigned a lemma. With this aim, the relations between the
different layouts have been defined so that the lemmatizer Norna has access to
the information on each attested form already available from Nerthus or Freya.
5. Conclusions and lookout
Several conclusions can be drawn from this presentation. To begin with, a
relational database of Old English constitutes a relevant contribution to the
Semantic Web that disseminates significant information on the earliest attested
stage of the English language. Secondly, the relational structure of the database
maximizes the links between related data and enhances the retrievability of
information. Moreover, the database can be adapted to new findings or
research aims and allows the researchers to combine previous findings and new
results into an explicit and systematic presentation of a large amount of
heterogeneous data. Finally, it is necessary to refine the system used for relating
alternative spellings and inflections to the relevant headword so that the visibility
across the layouts can be maximized.
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Abstract
Digital publishing has opened up opportunities not available to previous
generations in terms of creating multiple outputs from structured data sources.
SIL has developed tools and standards for lexicography that allow a
progression from collected dataset to digital presentation. Fieldworks
Language Explorer (FLEx) provides the place to collect and manage the
data.
Two XML outputs from FLEx will be presented. Lexical Interchange Format (LIFT)
is an output that is common to FLEx, WeSay, Solid, and LexiquePro. Dictionary
App Builder (DAB) can process LIFT to output the data in an app for Android
phones. XHTML is an export from FLEx and provides the input for Webonary.org
to share the dictionary on the web. This is a formatted output.
Dictionary App Builder is a Windows or Linux program creates Android
dictionary apps. The presentation of the lexicon has long been limited to
cryptic, space-saving forms for printing on paper. With this new medium, more
options are available for presentation. DAB provides both a mini browse and
a full browse view besides the search and multiple indexes, with mini browse
views.
Webonary.org is a platform for presenting a dictionary online. When XHTML is
exported from FLEx, it comes with formatting encapsulated in XHTML mark-up
and a CSS style sheet. Thus Webonary only needs to place data without
additional need for formatting. Web dictionaries are often disappointing
because they can’t be browsed the way a paper dictionary can. The reader
is limited to searching for a word or reversal word. Webonary endeavors to
provide multiple ways of exploring by having not only a search but also a
browse form, an index, and semantic domains.
Keywords: digital publishing, FLEx, Webonary, Dictionary App Builder, XML

1. Digital Publishing
Today I’ll first briefly look at structured data, SIL tools for dictionary creation, and
the XML data outputs from FLEx. Then describes in more detail two publishing
outputs from Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx): Dictionary App Builder and
Webonary.
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1.1 Structured Data Sources
Digital publishing has opened up many opportunities through new output options.
Dictionaries have traditionally been print only, but now there are online
dictionaries, epubs and phone apps. With well-structured data you can quickly
generate a publishing output. You need to use a schema that the tools can
handle.
Data needs to be kept in one place and be marked up for semantics. Structured
data is essential for incremental additions to a dataset by the compiler, often over
a long period of time. This data must be logical so that compiler knows where to
put each piece of data.
1.2 SFM
An early form of mark-up that has persisted a long time in SIL is Standard Format
Marker. This is a simple form of text mark-up that uses a backslash followed by a
letter or two and maybe a number.
A lexeme in a dictionary would be marked-up by: \lx lexeme
The disadvantage with this form of mark-up is that it is not inherently hierarchical.
You can encode hierarchical data in this system, but the hierarchy needs to be
defined outside of the SFM file.
Most compilers use SIL Toolbox program if their data is in the SFM mark up. Toolbox
has a way of defining the hierarchy of the SFM file.
\lx abak
\ps mod
\gl The amount of something (ma-) in a container is |bdecreased, less|r.
\ex |bMabak|r danaw byas ko do lata.
\tr My rice is already |bless|r in the can.
\ps v
\gl The amount of something (om-) in a container |bbecomes less,
decreases|r.
\mo om- |imabak|r, omin-|iminabak|r
\ex |bMinabak|r danayaw inapoyaya do kaldero.
\tr The cooked rice in the pot has already |bbecome less|r.
Figure 1. Sample SFM data
Figure 1. also shows the use of bar codes for inline mark up.
|b starts bolding and |r resets any formatting to normal.
|i starts italic and |r resets the formatting to normal.
1.3 SQL database
Another way that dictionary data has been stored is in an SQL database. In earlier
versions, FLEx used SQL to store the data. Data is stored in tables that are linked
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by keys. With this format, data can be held in a set of tables and represent
hierarchical data. SQL is a very mature data storage system but not inherently
good at storing document-like structures. It requires a complex schema to handle
a dictionary.
1.4 XML
The current way of storing data in FLEx is XML. XML provides a rich way of storing
data in a hierarchy. XML is particularly good at storing documents and rich
metadata. Metadata in the form of XML attributes can easily be added to a
document. Any hierarchy in the document is right there in the markup rather than
being held in an outside metadata source.
XML is also a great data format to publish from. Each element is well defined and
can be selected precisely. Many publishing processes are entirely or partly XML.
Oxford University Press keeps its dictionary data in XML. (Cirulli, 2015)
2. SIL tools for dictionary creation
The SIL software tools I’ll talk about next are free to download and use. Most are
also open source.
Aside from the tools I’ll describe, three others bear a brief mention. Graphite is a
font presentation technology that can define how complex script elements
interact with each other. Graphite makes it easier to define complex relationships
than is possible in Open Type. Grandroid is an implementation of Graphite for
Android with ARM processors. Finally Pathway is a plugin for FLEx, providing a
number of publishing outputs.
2.1 Toolbox
Originally dictionary entries were written by hand on 3x5 inch index cards often
stored in shoe box. Then they were written with text editors on computer. The so
called Shoebox program introduced a plain text database approach. Shoebox
has been replaced by Toolbox since it handles Unicode. We don’t recommend
starting a dictionary with Toolbox. But there is still significant data in SFM format,
some of which is not easy to import into FLEx because of the schema differences.
Toolbox has two methods of outputting XML data. Other outputs are possible but
most methods require script adjustments and are not automated.
2.2 Solid
Solid is a tool that allows you to examine an SFM dataset and check it for hierarchy
and marker consistency before importing to FLEx. It also has the ability to convert
some datasets to LIFT format.
2.3 Lexique Pro
Lexique Pro opens SFM or LIFT data files. The program is no longer developed but
has some good outputs that are still very useful. These include: save as LIFT or RTF,
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creating a read-only dictionary for Windows desktop, or create a dictionary web
app.
2.4 WeSay
WeSay uses a standard XML format so data can be exchanged with linguistic
orientated tools like FLEx. WeSay needs to be set up by a person who understands
lexicography but can be used by non-linguists. The interface is much less
intimidating than FLEx. The underlying format is LIFT.
2.5 Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx)
Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx) consists of software tools that help you
manage linguistic and cultural data (Fieldworks 2016). FLEx is designed to be used
by language workers with a good knowledge of lexicography. The interface is
flexible so that users can tailor it to meet their work goals. However the interface
can be a little overwhelming at first. The current version is 8.2.7.
3. Data Outputs from FLEx
FLEx provides a range of outputs that includes SFM, tab delimited, and XML
outputs. I am only going to discuss two XML outputs.
3.1 XML outputs

Figure 2. LIFT schema example entry
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LIFT schema. SIL has developed Lexical Interchange FormaT (LIFT) that provides a
way to export data from one application to another or to provide a consistent
way to process data for publishing (sillsdev/lift-standard 2011). FLEx can also
import a LIFT file.
To export a LIFT file from FLEx, click File/Export then select Filtered Lexicon LIFT 0.13
XML.
XHTML. XHTML is a HTML file that is XML compliant. That is, it can be processed as
XML by XML-aware tools. The purpose of this output is to provide a presentation
format. XHTML is the format that is used in Webonary. It is also used by the Pathway
publishing tool. As XHTML is a presentation format, spaces in text() nodes are
significant. In the example below I have broken the example lines inside of
elements where the spaces are not significant.

Figure 3. XHTML export from FLEx with manual line breaks added.
To output this file type, configure your dictionary in FLEx, then click File/Export and
choose Configured Dictionary — XML.
4. Two Publishing Outputs from FLEx
4.1 Dictionary App Builder
Dictionary App Builder (DAB) is an easy way to create an Android dictionary app
from FLEx data. It can take as little as five minutes to create an app. It is easy to
use and provides multiple access languages. You can browse or search for words.
DAB is not an app but a computer program that runs on Windows or Linux. Install
DAB, then, install the Java Development Kit (JDK). Now install Android Software
Development Kit (SDK), using the Android SDK Manager download modules for
Android SDK Platform-tools, Android SDK Build-tools, and Android 5.0.1 SDK
Platform.
When you first use DAB you need to confirm that it has found the JDK and Android
SDK. To do this look in the Tools/Settings/Code Libraries and make sure the paths
are found. If not fill in the missing path.
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Figrue 4. Code Libraries settings
The program provides a new dictionary app wizard that has ten form pages. To
set up a dictionary, click the New App button and work through the pages and
fill in the forms.

Figure 5. DAB New App button
Provide the location of the LIFT file
Confirm details of LIFT import
Enter the app name
Enter the package reverse uri
Select which gloss languages to show on index list.
Enable Grandroid, if needed.
Change fonts for each language, if desired
Select the app icon
Add your keystore (or create a new one if needed)
Adjust the project name, if different from app name
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Figure 6. DAB project layout
Once the app project is set up you will see the project structure (Figure 6).
Within each item, there are one or more tabs. Most of these can be modified to
customize the app. For example, the interface language can be customized to
any language you choose.
After customization you can go ahead and build your app by pressing the Build
Android App button. The initial build must be done online and will download even
more software before building the app. Subsequent builds will be faster and need
not be online.

Figure 7. Bantoanon dictionary
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The app (Figure 7) has three languages. The head word language Bantoanon,
the main analysis language English and also Tagalog. Each of these languages
has a tab in the app so that you can look in the index or mini browser to find a
word you want. When you select a language tab, the alphabet list changes to
match that language. The alphabet letters can be swiped to reveal letters near
the end of the alphabet. Pressing the letter advances you to the start of that letter
group in the min browser.
Pressing on a word takes you to the full entry of that word. You can also swipe to
the next word or touch the forward or back arrow. At the top is an arrow to return
you to the mini browse view.
A search is also available that can search for a word in any language. From the
resulting list you can jump to the detailed entry for that word.
This app is easy to share via web site, phone to phone or PlayStore.
4.2 Webonary
The Webonary platform gives the ability to publish bilingual or multilingual
dictionaries or wordlists on the web with a minimum of technical help. Webonary
is a plugin for the popular WordPress open source software platform.

Figure 8. Webonary
Webonary is an open source web app (Webonary 2016) that ingests XHTML,
parses that information, and stores it in a SQL database. The data is accessible via
a search box or by the browse view. The original app did not provide a browse
view so people would also upload the Web pages output via LexiquePro. But this
is now built into the app.
Online dictionaries that only provide a search interface are unsatisfying for the
user. It may be a very good dictionary but unless you can browse the dictionary
like you can with a print version, you can’t get quick sense of how good the
dictionary is.
Webonary also provides navigation to pages that can contain other information
about the language, such as a grammar write up.
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In the current release of FLEx, the method of uploading to Webonary is to export
a configured XHTML from FLEx. Then in the administrative interface of Webonary
under Tools, you import the XHTML into Webonary. A good internet connection is
essential for the upload. If the server is uploading and processing multiple
dictionaries, the upload can take longer. In order to browse via English or other
language you need to upload a reversal index that you can configure in FLEx and
then export. These indexes will point to the main entries. The Webonary
administrative interface allows multiple reversal indexes to be uploaded.
You can control the look of the output of the dictionary entries by configuring the
dictionary within FLEx. So if you are not seeing what you expect in the dictionary
entries, then you will need to go back to FLEx and look again at the configuration
and adjust it. This can be complex to set up. It is recommended that you copy an
existing configuration and then adjust that so that you can always go back to
that base configuration to start again if you find you can’t undo what you have
changed.
In the developmental version of FLEx there is a button to directly upload the XHTML
file to Webonary.

Figure 9. Webonary import dialog
DAB and Webonary are available for all to use. They both provide a fairly straight
forward way of publishing data. DAB is very personal and Webonary is global in
its reach.
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Abstract
There are currently a large number of existing models for extractive text
summarization that takes a text as an input, processed through a system, and
automatically outputs a summarized text. Each summarizer aims to keeps the
original text’s main ideas in a more concise format. Many extractive
summarization models encounter problems with its poor readability level, thus,
this study created a model that aims to improve the problem of summarizers
having poor readability level. The model created is called Abstract Paragraph
Based Text Summarizer, which used keyword extraction and sentence
graphing in constructing a summary. The system takes in published research
articles in the field of Humanities as an input. The system used graph based
construction of summary and keyword similarity scoring to extract sentence in
creating a summary. The study used a graph based construction of summary
in order to create a textually cohesive summary based on sentence
extraction. Paragraph selection through keyword scoring is used in order to
build the context written behind the abstract paragraph. Finding of leading
sentence and supporting sentence through keyword similarity and graph
based construction of summary is used in order to have a cohesive and
readable summary based on sentence similarity. The researchers used LIX
readability measurement and conducted survey to measure the semantic
and syntactic factor of readability in comparison with the readability level of
the previous extractive summarizer model called TextRank. The Abstract
Paragraph Based Text Summarizer model, however did not show an
improvement on the syntactic readability compared against the TextRank
model, yet it was able to have a significant improvement on semantic
readability compared the TextRank model. The created model also showed
a favorable improvement on summary similarity to the original text.
Keywords: automatic text summarization, summarization, summary, text
extraction

1. Introduction
Abundance of researches, articles, and other related works can be easily found
in the internet and other print sources. These documents can be condensed into
a shorter version of the same document called a summary. A summary focuses
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on the main idea of a document followed by important and supporting details. It
is very important since it helps a reader learn the main idea discussed in a
document.
Manual summarization of a document requires skimming and depth reading of
the entire document. Note taking and highlighting of major points are also
necessary to produce an understandable summary with regards to what the
author asserts (Batema, 2014).
The problem with manual summarization is that it is difficult to summarize large
documents manually while getting the necessary information from it. Hence,
automatic text summarization has become an important and timely tool for
assisting and interpreting text information in today’s fast growing age.
Automatic text summarization is the process of reducing a text document with a
computer program in order to create a summary that retains the most important
points of the original text. Its goal is to condense the source text into a shorter
version which preserves its information content while adhering to what the author
wants to convey.
2. Related Studies
Recent studies on text summarization proposed different methodology on finding
essential sentences to be used for extraction. Graph based methods creates
better results in computing feature weights of sentences. The graph methodology
varied from directed or undirected, and it’s traversal. It was concluded by Gupta
(2010) that deciding on what feature weights to use may highly affect the result
of the automatic summary. The keyword extraction proposed by different studies
is dependent on Inverse Document Frequency score and lexical based tagging.
However, graph methodology is also found to be effective in key word extraction.
The different systems proposed resulted satisfactorily, but it was argued by Smith
and Jonsson (2011) and Gupta (2010) that the summary generated may be
fragmented or segmented. Other studies have also pointed out the effect of the
readability of the text. Different studies use different readability measures.
However, it was concluded by Stymne and Smith (2012) that readability is still an
existing problem in automatically generating summary. A study by R. Ferreira
(2013) evaluated scoring techniques and concluded techniques “text-rank”,
“Word Frequency”, “TF/IDF”, “Lexical Similarity”, and “Sentence Length” to be
effective. However, the study also concluded that morphological transformation
and similar semantics to be still an issue of these techniques.
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3. Building the System
3.1.

Objectives, Scope, and Limitations

This study aims to develop a summarizing tool, called Abstract paragraph Based
Text Summarizer (ABTS), for research articles in humanities that would use
keywords, text ranking, and sentence extraction. Furthermore, the proponents of
this study intend to perform the following specific objectives:
a. To be able to determine the readability level of the generated summary
of the ABTS system in comparison with the original text and the summary created
by TextRank.
b. To measure the difference between the ABTS system and TextRank
based on similarity to original text and readability.
The system is limited into the following requirements: (a). The study will only use
research articles from the field of humanities. (b). Non-prose texts (graphs, visuals,
pictures, etc.) are not included in the test data. (c). The research article’s abstract
must be labelled by the word “Abstract” before the paragraph. (d). The text input
data would be in a plain text format.
3.2.

Methodology

In the conceptual framework, the system would parse the input into different
paragraphs and identify which is the abstract paragraph. The keywords are
selected then pre-processed using stop word filtering and lemmatization.
Paragraphs are then selected based on the similarity of keywords between the
abstract sentence and the paragraph. Lead sentence are then found by finding
the similarity of keywords between the abstract sentence and the paragraph
sentence. Supporting sentences are then found by graphing the sentences and
weighing through keyword occurrence and similarities between sentences. The
system would then generate the summary using the extracted lead and
supporting sentences.
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3.3.

Figure 3. Conceptual Framework of the Study
Architecture

Figure 4. System architecture of the study
The System architecture of the study inputs a text research article. The input is
processed by the ABTS system and the TextRank system. Both of the system
outputs a summary. The summaries generated are assessed by the LIX readability
test and by a survey. The survey and the readability test shows the readability of
the study.
The ABTS system is divided into two main components, first is the preprocessing
stage, and the second is the sentence extraction. The preprocessing stage is
composed of parsing, stopword filtering and lemmatization of keywords. The
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sentence extraction is composed of paragraph selection, finding lead sentence
and finding supporting sentence.
The parsing of input is the first process of the system. Each paragraph is
distinguished by a new line and each sentence is distinguished by a sentence
punctuation. The sentences are parsed into words using the Standford Parsing
Tool.
Keywords are selected from the words through stopword filtering. The stopword
list is composed of 283 different strings from the Stanford NLP Tool.
The lemmatization of keywords is done to the set of keywords. The keywords are
transformed into its base form of the word in its lexical context.
The first part of sentence extraction is paragraph selection. The paragraph
selection is done by scoring each abstract sentence to each paragraph. The
highest scoring paragraph for each abstract sentence is selected. The formula to
the score is:
𝐴∩𝑃
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝐴, 𝑃 =
Where A is the set of keywords of abstract sentence.
Where P is the set of keywords of paragraph.
Figure 5. Paragraph Scoring Formula
From the selected paragraphs, each paragraph would have a selected a lead
sentence. The abstract sentence that selected the paragraph would be scored
against the similarity of keywords to all sentences in paragraph. The score is equal
to the number of intersection of keywords from the abstract sentence and the
sentence from the paragraph.
The next is the support sentence finding. A complete undirected graph is
constructed, wherein each sentence is a vertex, and with corresponding edges
that shows connection with other sentence in the paragraph. Each edge will
have a corresponding weight based on the similarity score of two connected
sentences. The score is computed by the following formula:
𝑆+ ∩ 𝑆,
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑆+ , 𝑆, =
𝑆+ ∪ 𝑆,
Where Si is the set of keywords from sentence
Where Sj is the set of keywords from another sentence
Figure 6. Sentence Cohesion Formula
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The extracted sentences are from the traversed graph created. The first vertex
visited is the lead sentence. The connecting vertex is only traversed if the edge
score is more than the threshold value. The vertex would only be visited once.
3.4.

Results of the Conducted Research
Table 1 LIX Readability Average Raw Scores
Input Text
ABTS Model
Text Rank
Summary
Model
Summary
Computation
LIX
LIX
LIX
Readability
Readability
Readability
Average
56.26
59.60
55.67
Standard
6.63
7.91
9.37
Deviation
Smallest
38
36
29
Largest
72
79
97
Range
34
43
68

Based on the table shown above, the TextRank model scored an average of 55.67
when measured with the LIX Readability measure and having a standard
deviation of 6.63 while the Abstract paragraph Based Text Summarizer (ABTS)
model scored 59.6 and having a standard deviation of 7.91.
Table 2 Similarity to Original Text Survey Results
Question
Text Rank
ABTS
Improvement
Summary
Summary
Score
Average
Average
I have found
3.50
3.50
0.00
the same
ideas
presented in
the summary
and the
original text.
The flow of
2.20
3.20
1.00
ideas in the
summary are
parallel with
the flow of
ideas in the
original text.
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I have found
the text to be
able to
provide
necessary
information as
the original
text provided.
Average

2.90

3.70

0.80

2.87

3.47

0.60

It is shown in the table above the results of the first set of questions that were
answered by 3 different experts in the field of Humanities. Both of the generated
summaries coming from TextRank model and ABTS model are tested. The
improvement score shows the difference of the average score of TextRank model
summary and ABTS model summary. It shows that ABTS model has a 0.60
improvement score advantage over TextRank based on the Likert scale.
Therefore ABTS is able to improve over the TextRank model with regards to
similarity with the original text.
Table 3. Readability Survey Results
Question
Text Rank
ABTS
Improvement
Summary
Summary
Score
Average
Average
I have found
2.50
3.50
1.00
that the
summary is
able to
present its
ideas in a
cohesive
(with unity
and
connection)
manner.
I have
2.70
3.20
0.50
understood
the summary
on its own.
I have
2.80
3.30
0.50
understood
the text in a
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single
reading.
Average

2.67

3.33

0.66

The table above shows the scores that TextRank and ABTS received from the
second set of questions on the survey which measures the text readability. Again
the improvement scores shows that ABTS model has a 0.66 improvement score
advantage over the TextRank model which shows how ABTS improvements on
text readability.
3.5.

Analysis and Interpretation of Results

Based on the results in Table 1, the ABTS model shows a higher readability score
than the TextRank model with the score 59.60 and 55.67 respectively, thus the
ABTS model shows on average to produce summaries with harder level of
readability. However, the readability level of ABTS model, TextRank model and
original text is still at the same difficulty level of “Very Difficult”, which scores at 55
and above. Also from the results in Table IV-1, the standard deviation of LIX
readability scores of ABTS output summary is closer to the input text LIX readability
scores than the TextRank model output summary, thus ABTS shows less variation of
results. From the results in Table 2, the TextRank model summary readability was
able to show an improvement of 1.22% against the original text readability.
Meanwhile, the ABTS model shows an improvement of -6.12% which implies a
harder difficulty in syntactic factor of readability. The standard deviation and
range of improvement of proposed model is lower than the improvement of
TextRank model which may show more consistency of result of the ABTS model.
From the results of the survey, which can be seen in Table 3, the similarity of the
generated summary from the original improvement average shows an increase
of 0.60 score from the Likert scale. The ABTS system shows higher similarity of the
generated summary from the original text than the TextRank system. The
readability improvement score, as seen in Table 3, shows an increase of 0.66 in
average. The ABTS system shows more ease of readability in semantic factor than
the text rank system.
4. Summary, conclusions, and recommendations
4.1.

Summary

Through the use of existing extractive text summarization systems, the group was
able to develop an automated text summarizer. The system accepts published
research articles in the field of Humanities as input. It then uses these inputs in order
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to generate two summaries of these given articles. The first summary was created
using TextRank, while the other summary was created using ABTS.
ABTS used keyword extraction through stop word filtering and lemmatization.
Three different scoring occurs. The first is paragraph selection. The second is
finding the lead sentence. And third is selecting the sentences to be extracted.
The extracted sentences are based from these scoring done by the system.
4.2.

Conclusions

After conducting a series of tests, the proponents have concluded that the system
shows no improvement, even scoring lower, when it comes to syntactic
readability. However, ABTS does show improvement with regards to semantic
readability. A factor is how sentences are scored. This affects the overall
readability of the summary. Graph based construction, finding lead sentences,
and finding supporting sentences leads to a more cohesive and readable
summary.
4.3.

Recommendations

The group recommends the following issues at hand in case of a continuation
of the study:
a. To go towards a definite domain of Humanities such as Political Humanities
or Sociological Humanities since Humanities, as a whole, is a broad domain.
b. To develop a text summarizer that could process other inputs especially in
the field of Mathematics and Sciences where non-prose texts are
abundant.
c. To develop a system that can process even non-prose texts.
d. To use theme extraction in order to look into the semantics of the keywords.
e. To use n-grams to help further increase the accuracy of the summarizer.
f. To use a new scoring scheme which takes into consideration sentence
complexity, therefore possibly increasing its readability.
g. To use Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency algorithm for scoring
keywords.
h. To consider the total text length rather than the abstract paragraph length.
i. To consider the keywords which are in the paragraphs but are not in the
abstract paragraph. These could be used in getting key paragraphs.
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Abstract
This paper describes the ongoing development of the Jejueo Talking
Dictionary, a free online multimedia database and Android application.
Jejueo is a critically endangered language spoken by 5,000-10,000 people
throughout Jeju Province, South Korea, and in a diasporic enclave in Osaka,
Japan. Under contact pressure from Standard Korean, Jejueo is undergoing
rapid attrition (Kang 2005, Kang 2007), and most fluent speakers of Jejueo are
now over 75 years old (UNESCO 2010). In recent years, talking dictionaries
have proven to be valuable tools in language revitalization programs
worldwide (Nathan 2006, Harrison & Anderson 2006). As a collaborative team
including linguists from Jeju National University, members of the Jejueo
Preservation Society, Jeju community members and outside linguists, we are
currently building a web-based talking dictionary of Jejueo along with an
application for Android devices. The Jejueo talking dictionary will compile
existing annotated video corpora of Jejueo songs, conversational genres and
regional mythology into a multimedia database, to be supplemented by
original annotated video recordings of natural language use. Lexemes and
definitions will be accompanied by audio files of their pronunciation and
occasional photos, in the case of items native to Jeju. The audio and video
data will be tagged in Jejueo, Korean, Japanese and English so that users
may search or browse the dictionary in any of these languages. Videos
showing a range of discourse types will have interlinear glossing, so that users
may search Jejueo particles as well as lexemes and grammatical topics, and
find the tools to construct original Jejeuo speech. The Jejueo talking
dictionary will serve as a tool for language acquisition in Jejueo immersion
programs in schools, as well as a repository for oral history and ceremonial
speech. The aim of this paper is to discuss how the interests of diverse user
communities may be addressed by the methodology, organization and
scope of talking dictionaries.
Keywords: talking dictionary, language revitalization, endangered language,
Jejueo, Korean.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present the ongoing development of the Jejueo
Talking Dictionary as an example of applying interdisciplinary methodology to
create an enduring, multipurpose record of an endangered language. In this
paper I examine strategies for gathering extensive data to create a multimodal
online platform aimed at a wide variety of uses and user groups. The Jejueo
Talking Dictionary project is tailored to diverse user communities on Jeju Island,
South Korea, where Jejueo, the indigenous language, is critically endangered
and underdocumented, but where the population’s smart phone penetration
rate is 75% (Lee 2014) and semi-speakers are highly proficient users of technology
(Song 2012). The Jejueo Talking Dictionary is also intended for Jejueo speakers of
varying degrees of fluency in Osaka, Japan, where up to 126,511 diasporic
Jejuans reside (Southcott 2013). A third aim of the Jejueo Talking Dictionary is to
create extensive linguistic documentation of Jejeuo that will be available to the
wider scientific community, as the vast majority of existing documentary materials
on Jejueo are published in Korean. The Jejueo Talking Dictionary will serve as an
online open-access repository of over 200 hours of natural and ceremonial
language use, with interlinear glossing in Jejueo, Korean, Japanese and English.
2. Background
2.1 language context
Very closely related to Korean, Jejueo is the indigenous language of Jeju Island,
South Korea. Jejueo has 5,000-10,000 speakers located throughout the islands of
Jeju Province and in a diasporic enclave in Osaka, Japan. With most fluent
speakers over 75 years old, Jejueo was classified as critically endangered by
UNESCO in 2010. The Koreanic language family consists of at least two languages,
Jejueo and Korean. Several regional varieties of Korean are spoken across the
Korean peninsula, divided loosely along provincial lines. Jejueo and Korean are
not mutually intelligible, owing to Jejueo’s distinct lexicon and grammatical
morphemes. Pilot research (Yang 2013) estimates that 20-25% of the lexicons of
Jejueo and Korean overlap, and a recent study (O’Grady 2015) found that Jejueo
is at most 12% intelligible to speakers of Korean on Korea’s mainland. 1 Jejueo
conserves many Middle Korean phonological and lexical features lost to MSK,
including the Middle Korean phoneme /ɔ/ and terms such as pɨzʌp : Jejueo pusʌp
‘charcoal burner’ (Stonham 2011: 97). Extensive lexical and morphological
borrowing from Japanese, Mongolian and Manchurian is evident in Jejueo, owing
1

In a 2015 study O’Grady and Yang found that speakers of Korean from four provinces on the mainland had rates
of 8-12% intelligibility for Jejueo based on a comprehension task of a one-minute recording of Jejueo connected
speech.
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to the Mongolian colonization of Jeju in the 13th and 14th centuries, Japan’s
annexation of Korea and occupation of Jeju between 1910 and 1945, and
centuries of trade with Manchuria and Japan (Martin 1993, Lee & Ramsey 2000).
Several place names in Jeju are arguably Japonic in origin, e.g. Tamna, the first
known name of Jeju Island (Kwen 1994:167, Vovin 2013). Moreover, several
names for indigenous fruits and vegetables on Jeju are borrowed from Japanese,
e.g. mik͈aŋ ‘orange’. Mongolic speakers left the lexical imprint of a robust
inventory of terms describing horses and cows, e.g. mɔl ‘horse’. Jejueo borrowed
grammatical morphemes from the Tungusic language Manchurian, e.g the
dative suffixal particle *de < ti ‘to’ (Kang 2005).
2.2 Current status of Jejueo
The present situation in Jeju is one of language shift, where fewer than 10,000
people out of a population of 600,000 are fluent in Jejueo, and features of
Jejueo’s lexicon, morphosyntax and phonology are rapidly assimilating to Korean
(Kang 2005, Saltzman 2014). Recent surveys on language ideologies of Jejueo
speakers (Kim 2011, Kim 2013) show that a roughly diglossic situation is maintained
by present day language ideologies. In a series of qualitative interviews on
language ideologies, Kim (2013:33) finds common themes suggesting that Korean
is used as a means of showing respect to unfamiliar interlocutors, as Korean “...is
perceived as the language of distance and rationality”. Likewise Jejueo is
considered appropriate to use whenever interpersonal boundaries, such as
distinctions within social hierarchies are perceived less salient than the intimacy
and mutual trust two or more people share. (Kim 2013).
Yang’s (2013) pilot survey on language attitudes finds that while community
members recognize Jejueo as a marker of Jeju identity worth transmitting to future
generations, few speakers feel empowered to reverse the pattern of language
shift to Korean. There are no longer monolingual speakers of Jejueo on Jeju or in
Osaka. The examples below are samples of the same declarative construction
produced by a fluent Jejueo speaker in (1), a typical younger Jejueo semispeaker in (2), and the Korean translation (3). Jejueo morphemes in (2) are in
boldface.
(1)
harmang
-jʌŋ sontɕi
-jʌŋ mik͈aŋ -ɯl tʰa -m
-su -ta
grandmother-CONJ grandchild-CONJ orange-ACC pick-PRS[PROG]-FO-DECL
“The grandmother and grandchild are picking oranges.”

(2)
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harmang

-koa

grandmother-CONJ

sontɕa

-oa

kjul

-ɯl

t͈a

-ko

i

-su-ta

grandchild-CONJ orange-ACC pick-PROG-EXIST[PRS]- FO.DECL

“The grandmother and grandchild are picking oranges.”
(3)
harmʌni

-oa

sontɕa

-oa

kjul

-ɯl

t͈a

-ko

is͈

-ʌjo

grandmother-CONJ grandchild-CONJ orange-ACC pick-PROG EXIST[PRS]-FO.DECL

“The grandmother and grandchild are picking oranges.”

While examples (1) and (3) have several cognate forms, the majority of
grammatical particles are genetically unrelated. The accusative particle -ɯl is
shared by Korean and Jejueo, although in Jejueo the nominative and accusative
markers are most commonly dropped. In example (2) the construction the Jejueo
morphemes have been replaced by Korean morphemes, save ‘grandmother’
and the verbal ending, a pattern typical of non-fluent speakers of Jejueo
(Saltzman 2014).
3. Jejueo lexicography and sustainability
Because most Korean linguists view Jejueo as a conservative dialect of Korean
(Sohn 1999, Song 2012), lexical documentation of Jejueo has not been a scientific
priority. The few Jejueo lexicographic projects have been carried out in the last
30 years by linguists native to Jeju Island and are all bilingual in Korean and Jejueo.
Two large-scale Jejueo-Korean print dictionaries were published (Song 2007, Kang
1995), though Kang’s oft-cited dictionary was given a small distribution to local
community centers and libraries, and was not made commercially available. In
2011 Kang and Hyeong published an abridged Korean-Jejueo version of the
dictionary. The remaining lexicographic studies of Jejueo are a handful of
dictionaries tailored to individual semantic domains, such as 재주어 속담 사전
[Jejueo Idiom Dictionary] (Ko 2002), 무가본풀이 사전 [Jeju Dictionary of Shamanic
Terms] (Jin 1991), and 문학 속의 제주 방언 [Jeju Dialect in Literature] (Kang, et al.
2010), an alphabetized introduction to the Jejueo lexicon through Jeju folk
literature. No major reference materials on Jejueo’s lexicon or other linguistic
features provide English glossing, although an English sketch grammar of Jejeuo
is currently in development (Yang, in preparation).
It is well established that lexicographic materials can contribute significant
symbolic support to a given language variety (Corris et al. 2004, Crowley 1999,
Hansford 1991), particularly for unwritten non-prestige codes. Bartholomew and
Schoenhals (1983) note that publication of lexicographic materials may even
help indigenous languages be perceived as ‘real languages’ in the sociolinguistic
marketplace. The lexicographic materials alone, however, do not engender
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sufficient motivation for a speech community to maintain the use of their heritage
language. Fishman (1991) warns against dictionary projects that become
‘monuments’ to a language rather than stimulating language use and
intergenerational transmission.
A recent study by O’Grady (2015) found that the level of Jejueo transmission
between generations shows a drastic decline. Given the task of answering
content questions based on a one-minute recording of Jejueo connected
speech, heritage speakers in the 50-60 age bracket demonstrated a
comprehension level of 89%, while heritage speakers between 20 and 29 showed
just 12% comprehension, equal to that of citizens of Seoul. In my previous field
work in Jeju I found fluent Jejueo speakers and most semi-speakers unmotivated
to access available Jejueo lexicographic materials. While these lexicographic
works provide extensive data for the scholarly community, they arguably
contribute to a growing body of Jejueo documentation and revitalization
projects which are discrete, temporary and organized from the ‘top-down’
without community collaboration.
Sun Duk Mun, a Jejueo linguist with the Jeju Development Institute (JDI), reasons
that Jeju parents must take pride in Jejueo and use it in the home, as Jeju teachers
should allow Jejueo in classrooms, in order to expand Jejueo’s declining domains
of use (Southcott 2015). However, in a highly competitive society where the
majority of classroom hours are allocated to the Seoul-based national standard
language (Song 2012), and even entertainment media reflects the nation’s
emphasis on ‘correct’ usage of Korean, status planning for Jejueo revitalization is
crucial. Beyond Kim’s (2013) and Kim’s (2011) studies on Jejueo language
ideologies, no sociolinguistic research on Jejueo has been conducted, leaving
issues like bilingualism, domains of use and the socio-historical factors for
language shift speculative at most in the literature. A successful campaign for
the reversal of Jejueo language endangerment will hinge on the development of
tools for documentation and language learning which reflect the socio-historical
background and desires of the speech communities involved. To initiate such a
campaign, ideological clarification and collaboration between the Jeju
provincial government, Jejueo scholars, native speakers and educators is needed.
The aim of the Jejueo Talking Dictionary is to match the diverse desires of Jeju
users with collaborative methodology for data collection, as we will see in the
next section.
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4. Methodology
4.1 community-based data collection
A primary goal of the Jejueo Talking Dictionary project is to train language
activists in field linguistics to create a sustainable infrastructure for data collection,
analysis, publication and archiving. In this way, Jeju community members will
drive the scope of the Jejueo Talking Dictionary, in terms of adding the types of
linguistic data that are found most useful to Jejueo-speaking communities in Jeju
and Osaka. By training community members in linguistic documentation, Jejueo
speakers and semi-speakers will have a foundation in field linguistics from which
to build collaborative networks for crowdsourcing and status planning with Jejueo
scholars, the provincial government, educators and elderly fluent speakers. At
present, the team of foreign and local linguists developing the Jejueo Talking
Dictionary is training local college students and activists at Jeju Global Inner
Peace. Members of the team record elderly fluent speakers of Jejueo, annotate
the recordings, and upload files into an open-access working corpus of data
using Lingsync, a free online program for sharable audio and video files of
annotated linguistic data. Linguists from Jeju National University, Jejueo specialists
from the Jejueo Preservation Society, and I analyze the Jejueo data and check
its accuracy with native speakers, ensuring the quality of the corpus. In
September, 2016 we will develop the corpus into a free online program and an
Android application for smartphones.
4.2 Building an interdisciplinary network
A second goal of the Jejueo Talking Dictionary project is to build an
interdisciplinary network for data collection. Our team of linguists from Jeju and
abroad, language preservationists, activists and community elders have recruited
ethnomusicologists, historians, experts in the indigenous religion and
anthropologists to lend their expertise to the collection of lexemes and texts of
various genres. In this way we aim to create a methodology of interdisciplinary
data collection that builds a multidimensional record of Jejueo, to serve a wide
range of uses and user groups. At present we have incorporated approximately
200 hours of previously unpublished annotated video data including Jeju oral
history, shamanic rituals, indigenous music and cuisine preparation. Our team
aims to enlist the support of ethnobotanists and ethnozoologists who can assist
the team in collecting data on the indigenous flora and fauna of Jeju Island. In
the future, data collection can be connected to language revitalization
programs, such as master-apprentice programs (see Hinton 1997), where semi-
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speakers join speakers of Jejueo in their usual activities farming, foraging for roots,
herbs and vegetables in the mountains, picking seasonal fruit, and diving for
seafood near Jeju’s shores.
5. Contents of Jejueo Talking Dictionary
The Jejueo Talking Dictionary is intended to serve as a tool for both cultural
education and language acquisition. With this in mind, we give equal attention
to the collection of archaic and ceremonial speech, and the most frequently
used lexemes and expressions. The Jejueo Talking Dictionary will compile existing
annotated video corpora of Jejueo songs, conversational genres and regional
mythology into a multimedia database, supplemented by original annotated
video recordings of natural language use. Lexemes and definitions will be
accompanied by audio files of their pronunciation, listings of frequent
collocations, and occasional photos, for items native to Jeju. The audio and
video data will be tagged in Jejueo, Korean, Japanese and English, allowing users
to search or browse the dictionary in any of these languages. Like Korean, Jejueo
features complex agglutination of case, TMA and discourse register particles on
verbs and nouns (Sohn 1999). Videos showing a range of discourse types will have
interlinear glossing, so that users may search Jejueo particles as well as lexemes
and grammatical topics, and find the tools to construct original Jejeuo speech.
At the time of writing, we have recorded and annotated approximately 500
audio files of individual lexemes and 300 hours of video data. Below I itemize
genres of Jejueo speech we have collected.
Table 1. Jejueo Talking Dictionary corpus
Audio recordings
anatomy
common expressions
cuisine
cardinal directions
flora
fauna

Video recordings
conversations focusing on discourse
markers
game playing
oral histories of 4.3 Massacre,
Japanese occupation, marriage
rituals, farming, fishing
preparation of native cuisine
preparation of rituals (Buddhist,
shamanic)
shamanic rituals: major public rituals
for lunar year, family rituals
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geography
grammatical suffixes
high
frequency
nouns,
verbs,
adjectives
ideophones
idioms
kinship terminology
mythological
and
shamanic
terminology
weather
terminology
(polysemic
terms for wind, rain)

stories of indigenous mythology
(regional varieties)
work songs, chants (regional varieties)

6. Challenges
6.1 data collection and language loss
Jejueo is closely related with Korean, and intensive contact with Korean has
motivated Jejueo’s rapid assimilation to Korean at the grammatical,
phonological and lexical levels. Language loss poses a problem for collecting
data on natural language use, when, for example, a portion of Jejueo’s lexicon
has already been replaced by Korean. When addressing outsiders, Jejueo
speakers regularly code-switch to Korean. As such, accommodation effects are
apparent in the data when elicitation is conducted by interviewers who are
Korean or English L1 speakers. To avoid accommodation effects, in-group
interviewers primarily conduct the unstructured and semi-structured recordings of
natural language use. However, phonetic, morphological and semantic contact
effects from Korean are still apparent in the data, particularly for cognate forms.
These contact effects may be unavoidable in natural language use, and are
included and noted the interlinear glossing in some video recordings.

6.2 inclusiveness versus usability
As the Jejueo Talking Dictionary is intended to serve a variety of uses, creating a
cultural and linguistic repository of Jejueo stands somewhat at odds with
developing a user-friendly dictionary for language education. We have found
one solution to be to develop separate modules for the dictionary (see Vamarasi
2013), so that it may be viewed according to individual purposes. In addition to
viewing the dictionary page translated in Jejueo, Korean, Japanese and English,
users can access separate modules from the main page. At present, these
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include modules for language lessons, browsing cultural topics, browsing photos,
and browsing conversational genres and grammatical features. In the language
education module, users access Jejueo lessons based around the most frequently
used lexemes in the language, illustrated with photos. For this module we are also
developing language-learning games and a ‘word of the day’ feature. All of the
lexical entries in the dictionary and lexical items used in the narrative videos are
tagged, so that searching a Jejueo word from any of the modules brings up a
textual sample of the lexeme in a grammatical construction, and videos featuring
the lexeme in natural language use, where that data is available. Transcripts of
all of the videos may be downloaded and printed, and users may select a
transcript with interlinear glossing, the Jejueo transcription only, or a translation in
Korean, Japanese or English.
6.3 language standardization
It is important to note that the standardization of Jejueo orthography is still
ongoing, and among the several regional varieties of Jejueo, none has been
designated as the standard. For the Jejueo Talking Dictionary project we adopt
the orthographic preferences of the most recent Jejueo lexicographic materials
(Kang & Hyeon 2011, Kang 2007), and list headwords and regional variants in the
order assigned in those materials.
7. Conclusion
An open-ended lexicographic resource such as an online talking dictionary lends
itself well to incorporating a variety of data designed to serve diverse uses and
user groups. The Jejueo Talking Dictionary can be continuously and costeffectively modified as we obtain more data and gain feedback on the usability
of the dictionary. We aim for the Jejueo Talking Dictionary to be an accessible
multipurpose repository of the Jejueo language, where the content and the
collection of linguistic data are both driven by the Jeju community. With Jejueo
in a state of critical endangerment, incorporating community members in the
development and dissemination of language-learning materials is key.
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Abstract
The transition from a bilingual to a trilingual dictionary in trilingual situations
seems to create certain problems in the definition of synonyms. The various
trilingual dictionaries discussed here use various ad hoc devices, such as
inserting synonyms in curly brackets or colons. The use of three columns in six
possible linear orderings, while not permitting the explicit definitions of
synonyms, allows their implicit definition by the process of the repetition of
lemmata in the left-most column for each given variant, as demonstrated in
the sample from our Sorbian-German-English dictionary. The entire problem
does not exist in online dictionaries because linearity is not an issue there.
Keywords: trilingualism, synonyms, trilingual dictionaries

1. The sociolinguistic basis of trilingualism
It is probably fair to say that trilingualism presupposes a stage of bilingualism:
probably the most common development is that a bilingual community has
faced integration into a larger political unit with a dominating language. We shall
briefly investigate here four such situations:
1) Comanche - Spanish - English
2) Yakan - Filipino (Spanish)1 - English
3) Inuktitut - English/French2
2) Sorbian3 - German - English
1.1. Comanche - Spanish - English
Comanche is an Uto-Aztecan language spoken by less than 100 persons (with the
Before English (American) acquired its present-day role in the Philippines, there was
probably a stage of Yakan - Filipino-Spanish trilingualism since the Spanish government had
established
a
fort
on
Basilan’s
northwest
coast
(joshuaproject.net/people_groups/15956/RP).
2 While there are still many monolingual Inuit, there were numerous bilingual Inuktitut - English
or Inuktitut - French speakers even before the creation of Nunavut as a self-governing region
in Canada. There are in fact numerous areas in the “South” (from Alberta to Québec) with
Inuit speakers demanding their share of the Canadian process of reconciliation with the First
Peoples.
3 Whatever is said here about Upper Sorbian also applies to Lower Sorbian (the smaller of
the two Sorbian languages, now virtually extinct and taught as a second language).
1
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number of speakers decreasing) - the ethnic population res territoryiding in
Western Oklahoma is 8,500; the language status is “moribund” (Ethnologue 2016);
courses in Comanche are offered at the University of Oklahoma. The age of
speakers is 50 and older. Spanish was the second language prior to the
establishment of the Kiowa-Comanche-Apache Reservation in 1867.
1.2. Yakan - Filipino - English
Yakan (also spelled Yacan) is spoken by some 106,000 people in the Southern
Philippines including 86,000 people in Basilan Province (Ethnologue 2016). It is
classified as belonging to the Austronesian language family and is taught in
primary schools in Basilan. There are no monolingual speakers with L2 consisting of
English, Filipino, Chavacano and Tausug.
1.3. Inuktitut - English - French
In April 1999, a new territory was carved out in the Canadian Eastern Arctic region
to be known as Nunavut (composed of the noun nuna “land” and the
postpositive possessive vut “our”). The language of Inuktitut is spoken by roughly
85% of the 25, 000 inhabitants of the self-governing territory covering two million
square kilometres (about one fifth of Canada’s land mass). The Inuit (a plural word
with the singular being Inuk) are part of what is known as the Eskimo-Aleut
language family, and apart from Canada, they reside in Greenland, Alaska, and
Russia. At the moment, the two official languages of Nunavut are Inuktitut and
English but it has become clear that since Canada is officially bilingual (EnglishFrench) for officials in Iqaluit (the capital of Nunavut) to communicate with
officials in Ottawa, they will require a knowledge of French. There are plans, at
least in Iqaluit, to open a school for teaching French as a third language. At the
moment there is a great need for comprehensive bilingual and trilingual
dictionaries.
1.4. Sorbian - German - English
Long before German colonization of the Eastern region began in the 12th century,
there were several groups of Slavic speakers inhabiting these areas. The only
surviving group of Slavic speakers today are the Sorbs, and according to all
indications, they are moribund, with only a relatively small enclave of mainly
Catholic speakers showing vigorous language use. Up until the creation of the
European Union and the unification of the two Germanys, the Sorbs were bilingual
Sorbian-German speakers, although many of them also spoke the language of
their eastern neighbour, Polish, or their southern neighbour, Czech. As English is
the lingua franca of the EU, and has also managed to replace much of the
administrative-scientific life of Germany, it has now become virtually a third
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language of the Sorbs. Our Sorbian - German - English dictionary thus fills a great
need.
2. The case for trilingual dictionaries.
In a paper submitted for the Second International Congress of Asialex at Yonsei
University, Seoul, Korea, August 8-10, 2001 (and published in Schaarschmidt 2001),
we made a case for trilingual dictionaries in trilingual situations not covered by
bilingual dictionaries. The clearest case for the need of a trilingual dictionary is
probably one in which reference needs to be made to a third language in a
bilingual dictionary in order to define more precisely what a given lemma means
in one or both of the two languages covered. This can be seen, for example in
an English-Sorbian dictionary where the unambiguous definition of concepts in
English has to be given via the third language, i.e., German (see Strauch 1995;
Schaarschmidt 2001:42).
What was not clear at the time was the format of such dictionaries concerning
the directionality of listing lemmata from three languages. It seems that the basic
format for trilingual editions of dictionaries was that followed in the EnglishSpanish-Comanche Vocabulary where synonymy was defined by using
parenthetical inclusions of lemmata from the third language in curly brackets, for
example, in their English-Spanish-Comanche Vocabulary: “thigh – {muslo} –
puicap” (Rejón & Gelo 1865:47). It should be noted here that Rejón & Gelo may
have anticipated the third necessary column as introduced by Solomon Sara
(see below). In their Yakan-Pilipino-English dictionary, Pack & Behrens 1978: 15)
basically followed this procedure except that the definition of synonyms was
indicated by parenthetical insertions in colons: “sanglag : binusá : roast”. The
section English-Spanish-Comanche was then supplemented by a separate
Comanche-English vocabulary. This, to say the least, proved to be very
cumbersome. Both procedures apparently aimed at the conflation of
information in a single entry. However, both methods are in actual fact pseudoinflations. The breakthrough seems to belong to Solomon Sara with his EmberáSpanish-English trilingual dictionary (2001)4. Sara proceeded from the fact that to
arrange three languages in a dictionary format there are potentially six
possibilities of listing the languages but he chose merely three possibilities. We
have adopted the same format for our Sorbian-German-English trilingual
dictionary (in preparation). In such a format there is no problem with the pseudoconflation of lexical items, and synonymy relations can be easily incorporated by
multiple entries. Presumably the whole problem disappears in the composition of
an online dictionary as linearity is not a problem here.

4

Emberá is spoken in several variants in Panama and Colombia
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3. Conclusion.
Perhaps the present paper should have been given the title “On the History of
Compiling Trilingual Dictionaries”, restricting, furthermore, the corpus to “hardcopy dictionaries”. Many of the problems and devices in the dictionaries
discussed above are due to the linearity factor. However, along with online
dictionaries, there still seems to be a need for hard-copy dictionaries, including
those of the tri- or multilingual variety, in our days.
NOTES:
1) Word groups are only listed if one of the three languages has a
compound formation.
1) The reflexive so/sich is only given for verbs that are “absolute reflexives”.
2) Some individual forms that cannot be easily predicted from a base form
are listed in the dictionary, such as pój “komm!/come!” (infinitive póńć) or
dźi “geh!go!” (infinitive hić).
1) For Sorbian verbs, there are forms with different prefixes/suffixes that
denote aspectual relations, such as the completion (C), duration (D),
repetition (R), and instanteneity (I) of an action. All such verb forms are
listed separately in this dictionary but are marked with the appropriate
abbreviation, i.e., C, D, R, or I (these are omitted from the sample
dictionary below).
2) Adverbs in Sorbian are derived from adjectives by the suffix –je. Therefore
only irregular adverbs are given in the dictionary. Similarly, the comparitive
degree uses the suffix –išo, and only irregular derivations are listed.
6) Other abbreviations: A = adverb, ADJ = adjective, D = diminutive, V=
verb,
INT = interrogative; REL = relative (these are omitted from the sample).
7) The listing of synonymous items has been a problem in a multilingual
dictionaries. This problem is resolved here by restricting each column to
single-word or single-group expressions and listing synonymous words or
word-groups as separate lemmata.
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APPENDIX
Sample of “TRILINGUAL UPPER SORBIAN - GERMAN – ENGLISH DICTIONARY”
THE THREE VARIANTS (SAMPLE):
I.
Upper Sorbiani
*charakterizować

English
characterize

German
charakterisieren

*charterowy/šarter
owy

charter

Charter-

*chemija

chemistry

Chemie

*chemikalije

chemicals

Chemikalien

*chemikar

chemist

Chemiker

*chemiski

chemical

chemisch

*chětro

quite

ziemlich

*chěža

house

Haus

*chěžka

cottage

Häuschen

*chiba

except

außer

*chipsy

chips

Chips

*chlěw

stable

Stall

*chodźenje

walking

Gehen

*chorhoj

flag

Fahne

*chorhojčka

pennant

Wimpel

*chorobny

pathological

krankhaft

*chorosć
*chort
*chory
*Choćebuz

illness
greyhound
ill
Cottbus

Krankheit
Windhund
krank
Cottbus

*chować

keep

preserve

*chować so
*chódnik

hide
sidewalk

sich verstecken
Gehweg

*chójna

pine

Kiefer
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*chór

choir

Chor

*chrěn

horseradish

Meerrettich

*chrobły

brave

mutig

*Chryst
*Chrystus

Christ
Christ

Christus
Christus

II.
English

German

Upper Sorbian

brave

mutig

*chrobły

characterize

charakterisieren

*charakterizować

charter

Charter-

*charterowy/šarter
owy

chemical

chemisch

*chemiski

chemicals

Chemikalien

*chemikalije

chemist

Chemiker

*chemikar

chemistry

Chemie

*chemija

chips
choir
Christ
Christ

Chips
Chor
Christus
Christus

*chipsy
*chór
*Chryst
*Chrystus

cottage

Häuschen

*chěžka

Cottbus

Cottbus

*Choćebuz

except

außer

*chiba

flag

Fahne

*chorhoj

greyhound
hide

Windhund
sich verstecken

*chort
*chować so

horseradish

Meerrettich

*chrěn

house
ill
illness

Haus
krank
Krankheit

*chěža
*chory
*chorosć

keep

preserve

*chować

pathological

krankhaft

*chorobny
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pennant

Wimpel

*chorhojčka

pine

Kiefer

*chójna

quite

ziemlich

*chětro

sidewalk

Gehweg

*chódnik

stable

Stall

*chlěw

walking

Gehen

*chodźenje

III.
German

Upper Sorbian

English

außer

*chiba

except

charakterisieren

*charakterizować

characterize

Charter-

*charterowy/šarter
owy

charter

Chemie

*chemija

chemistry

Chemikalien

*chemikalije

chemicals

Chemiker

*chemikar

chemist

chemisch

*chemiski

chemical

Chips
Chor
Christus
Christus
Cottbus

*chipsy
*chór
*Chryst
*Chrystus
*Choćebuz

chips
choir
Christ
Christ
Cottbus

Fahne

*chorhoj

flag

Gehen

*chodźenje

walking

Gehweg
Haus

*chódnik
*chěža

sidewalk
house

Häuschen

*chěžka

cottage

Kiefer

*chójna

pine

krank

*chory

ill

krankhaft

*chorobny

pathological

Krankheit

*chorosć

illness
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Meerrettich

*chrěn

horseradish

mutig

*chrobły

brave

preserve

*chować

keep

sich verstecken

*chować so

hide

Stall

*chlěw

stable

Wimpel
Windhund

*chorhojčka
*chort

pennant
greyhound

ziemlich

*chětro

quite

i The Upper Sorbian examples have been marked with an asterisk (*) as they require a different
program for sorting them alphabetically.
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Usage notes in a didactically oriented bilingual decoding dictionary
Marjeta VRBINC
University of Ljubljana
marjeta.vrbinc@ff.uni-lj.si
Abstract
Originating in monolingual learner’s dictionaries, usage notes are also found
in dictionaries intended for native speakers and are becoming an increasingly
important dictionary component in bilingual dictionaries. This contribution
analyses usage notes included in an English-Slovene dictionary with a strong
didactic component. Although this is primarily a decoding dictionary, the
usage notes increase its usability, since they contain information necessary for
encoding purposes. The dictionary contains 333 usage notes, which represent
the material for this analysis. The material was arranged according to four
criteria: alphabetical arrangement of the lemmata equipped with usage
notes; part of speech of the lemma equipped with a usage note; content of
usage notes; usage notes dealing with contrastive topics and those discussing
non-contrastive topics. The analysis focuses on the language and structure of
usage notes and reports on the results concerning the number of lemmata
and usage notes per letter. The central part of the analysis concentrates on
usage notes by the parts of speech of each lemmata and by content. The
results show that nominal lemmata are most frequently accompanied by
usage notes (292 lemmata), followed by verbal lemmata (35 lemmata) and
other parts of speech (pronoun – 3 lemmata; article, adverb, preposition – 1
lemma each). The majority of usage notes deal with contrastive problems,
while some usage notes discuss the characteristics of the source language
(i.e., English). The system of discussing contrastive differences between the
source and the target languages of any bilingual dictionary should be based
on the same premises, which means that the findings reported on in this
contribution are not limited to one language pair only, but can be used
universally, regardless of the languages in question, with certain adaptations
and modifications resulting from peculiarities of the particular language pair
treated in a dictionary.
Keywords: usage notes, bilingual
differences, didactic orientation

dictionary,

decoding,

contrastive

1. Introduction
Usage notes are an entry component typically found in monolingual dictionaries
for both native speakers and learners. They are of particular significance in
learner’s dictionaries, where they address numerous topics and generally give
advice to language learners as to what is correct or preferred in a foreign
language. Bilingual dictionaries may also include usage notes, but this greatly
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depends on the level of lexicographic development of the country where the
given dictionary is published. Bilingual dictionaries treating certain language pairs
lack usage notes completely; others, in contrast, have introduced usage notes
only recently.
In bilingual dictionaries, usage notes guide the user by contrasting related words,
focusing on crucial differences and avoiding incorrect use (Gouws, Prinsloo 2010:
506, 507); they also concentrate on a comparison of items in both languages in
terms of meaning, syntax, style, register, collocational patterns, etc. (Atkins 1996:
528). They are therefore based on a precise contrastive analysis of both
languages, which gives lexicographers relevant material to be discussed in the
usage notes included in bilingual dictionaries. This is in line with Whitcut (1985: 78),
who says that non-native speakers are faced with many “difficulties that arise
from ‘interference error’, the drawing of mistaken analogies from the learner’s
own mother tongue”.
The study whose findings are presented in this article is based on a bilingual
English-Slovene dictionary (hereafter referred to as ESD) which is in its final stages
of completion. This dictionary will contain many innovative features that are
untypical of existing English-Slovene dictionaries. One of the innovations is the
inclusion of usage notes, which are analysed and discussed in this article. As the
contrastive differences between the source and the target languages of the
dictionary are often addressed in usage notes, the aim was to find out whether
contrastive differences between English and Slovene (i.e., grammatical and/or
semantic characteristics of English lemmata that differ from the characteristics of
their Slovene equivalents) are discussed in the usage notes and whether
peculiarities of English without any parallel to Slovene (i.e., non-contrastive usage
notes) are also touched upon.
2. Methodology
The ESD investigated in this research contains 53,233 lemmata and 16,274
secondary lemmata (i.e., phraseological units included in the idioms section and
multi-word verbs included in the phrasal verbs section) and belongs to the group
of more comprehensive bilingual English-Slovene dictionaries; at the same time,
it is the only pedagogically- and didactically-oriented bilingual dictionary
compiled so far in Slovenia.
Macrostructurally, the ESD is comparable to monolingual learner’s dictionaries
(the Big Six), which is also evident from the distribution of the lemmata per letter
(cf. section 3). Since the study focused on usage notes, the entire dictionary was
taken as a base for extracting the usage notes. Altogether, 333 usage notes were
found.
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The usage notes were copied into a separate file together with the lemmata they
accompany. The material was arranged according to the following four criteria:
1. Part of speech of the lemma equipped with a usage note (cf. 3.3);
2. Content of usage notes (cf. 3.3);
3. Considering the content, the usage notes were further divided into usage notes
dealing with contrastive topics and those discussing non-contrastive topics (cf.
3.3).
These four arrangements of the material represented the basis for the analysis.
3. Analysis of usage notes in ESD
3.1 Language and structure
Since the ESD is primarily intended for native speakers of Slovene, the
metalanguage used to provide different types of information, including usage
notes, is Slovene. The native language of the primary target users seems to be the
only sensible choice for the metalanguage (cf. Atkins, Rundell 2008: 234),
especially as the dictionary is pedagogically-oriented. As for the complexity of
the language in the usage notes, it is intentionally very simple. The usage notes
are as short as possible, precise and to the point, which is appropriate, considering
that the dictionary is didactic in purpose and intended for a general dictionary
user rather than a professional linguist. The linguistic terminology used is very basic,
and it can be presumed that the intended audience will understand it.
All usage notes begin with a theoretical explanation of a certain characteristic of
the lemma or one of its senses, which is followed by an example illustrating this
characteristic in a full sentence. The part of the sentence illustrating one particular
characteristic is typographically marked, so that the user notices it immediately.
If a usage note concentrates on a contrastive topic, the example is translated
into Slovene, and the characteristic explained is typographically marked in the
source language example as well as in the target language translation. For
example:
news ... RABA1 Samostalnik news je nešteven, kar pomeni, da množina ne obstaja.
Če ga želimo napraviti števnega (tako kot v slovenščini), moramo uporabiti zvezo
USAGE NOTE: The noun news is uncountable, which means that the plural form does not
exist. If we want to make the noun countable (as in Slovene), the expression a bit/piece
of or an item of should be used, as it can be pluralized, i.e., three pieces/bits/items of
news tri novice. It is used only with the verb in the singular, e.g., The news is never very
good nowadays. Dandanes novice niso nikoli preveč dobre.
1
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a bit/piece of ali an item of, ki jo lahko postavimo tudi v množino, in sicer three
pieces/bits/items of news tri novice. Uporablja se samo z glagolom v ednini, npr.
The news is never very good nowadays. Dandanes novice niso nikoli preveč
dobre.
3.2 Lemmata and usage notes per letter
As has been established, the macrostructure of the dictionary which is the object
of our study closely resembles that of monolingual learner’s dictionaries.
Consequently, the letters S, P and C are the letters with the highest number of
lemmata (S – 6,917, i.e., 13.00%; P – 4,597, i.e., 8.64%; C – 4,501, i.e., 8.46%), followed
by B (3,169, i.e., 5.95%) and T (3,163, i.e., 5.94%). Among the letters with the lowest
number of lemmata, the letters with fewer than 1,000 lemmata should be
mentioned: V (814, i.e., 1.53%), J (469, i.e., 0.88%), K (397, i.e., 0.75%), Q (279, i.e.,
0.52%), Y (218, i.e., 0.41%), Z (100, i.e., 0.19%) and X (19, i.e., 0.04%). For more
detailed information on the number of lemmata per letter, see Table 1.
As for the number of usage notes, the greatest number are included in the letters
C (50, i.e., 15.02%), S (45, i.e., 13.51%) and P (30, i.e., 9.01%), which are also the
letters with the largest number of lemmata. The only letter with a high number of
lemmata is the letter T, which has a relatively small number of usage notes (12,
i.e., 3.60%). The letters including fewer than 10 usage notes are: E (8, i.e., 2.40%),
D, I and O (7, i.e., 2.10%), N and U (6, i.e., 1.80%), J (4, i.e., 1.20%), V and Y (3, i.e.,
0.90%). No usage notes can be found in four of the letters (K, Q, X and Z), which
are also among the letters with the smallest number of lemmata. For more
information on the number of usage notes in individual letters, see Table 1.
3.3 Usage notes by parts of speech of lemmata and by content
The analysis of the part of speech of the lemma that the usage notes accompany
shows that the majority of these can be found in the entries for nominal lemmata:
292 out of 333 usage notes explain peculiarities of English nouns or contrastive
differences between the noun in English and its equivalent in Slovene. Nominal
lemmata are followed by verbal lemmata, with far fewer usage notes compared
to the notes accompanying nominal lemmata, since verbal lemmata are
equipped with 35 usage notes. Six usage notes accompany lemmata belonging
to other parts of speech: three pronouns, one article, one adverb and one
preposition. For the sake of clarity, the classification of usage notes is made by
parts of speech, and at the same time, the content of individual usage notes is
described in more detail. The usage notes included in the ESD address a range of
issues causing problems to the primary target audience of the dictionary, i.e.,
native speakers of Slovene, as well as to the secondary target audience, i.e.,
native speakers of English (for further explanation, cf. section 4). The topics
discussed within the framework of the usage notes highlight several aspects of
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contrastive differences between the source and the target languages of the
dictionary in terms of the grammatical and semantic characteristics of the English
lemmata and/or one of their senses and their Slovene equivalents. Besides
contrastive differences, other aspects of English lemmata are also touched upon,
for instance regular vs. irregular plural forms in some nouns or in certain senses of
a noun and regular vs. irregular forms for the past tense and past participle in
some verbs or in certain senses of a verb. More specific information on the topics
of the usage notes is presented below, in the analysis of parts of speech.
3.3.4 Nouns
The analysis of nominal lemmata accompanied by usage notes shows that the
dictionary under investigation contains as many as 298 usage notes. We identified
11 topics from the content analysis of the usage notes in the nominal entries. The
majority of usage notes (as many as seven types of usage notes, provide the
dictionary user with the information on the use of different types of nouns in English
as opposed to their equivalents in Slovene, which means they deal with
contrastive topics. Only four usage notes, explain features typical of English nouns
only, without drawing any parallels between the two languages.
3.3.5 Verbs
Verbal lemmata accompanied by usage notes are not as numerous as nominal
lemmata, since the usage notes found in verbal lemmata amount to 35 usage
notes in total. As can be seen from all three types of usage notes, the problems
discussed do not refer to contrastive problems but rather explain the formation
and use of long and short forms, the formation of negative and interrogative forms
and the specific pronunciations for different senses.
3.3.6 Pronoun, preposition, adverb, article
The number of usage notes found outside nominal and verbal lemmata is
negligible. The usage notes are found in three pronominal lemmata (few, little,
less), one prepositional lemma (among), one adverbial lemma (absolutely) and
one article (a). Two usage notes accompanying the pronominal lemmata few
and little are binary in structure. The usage notes that can be found in the abovementioned entries primarily address peculiarities of the English lemmata rather
than focus on contrastive problems. Only the usage note under 3 above
concentrates on a contrastive issue.
4. Discussion
The ESD whose usage notes are the object of research presented in this
contribution is basically a decoding dictionary, since the primary target audience
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of the dictionary is native speakers of Slovene who are learning English as a
second or foreign language. Apart from this user group, native speakers of English
can also benefit from this dictionary, since several dictionary components also
make it an encoding dictionary. A very important characteristic of this dictionary,
which also distinguishes it from all other decoding English-Slovene dictionaries
currently available on the market, is that it is didactically and pedagogically
oriented. The didactic component is based on a thorough contrastive analysis of
English and Slovene using long-time teaching experience at all levels of teaching
English (from A1 to C2 levels) to native speakers of Slovene as well as on the study
of problems faced by professional translators. It is for these reasons that usage
notes play an important role not only in decoding but even more so in encoding
activities, which means that the dictionary can also be used by native speakers
of Slovene when encoding. This can be considered an added value for both user
groups mentioned above: native speakers of Slovene not only find the
equivalents in Slovene (decoding) but also learn about the features of English
vocabulary items and their use, as opposed to the features of their equivalents in
Slovene, which may be a potential pitfall of errors when encoding; native
speakers of English, on the other hand, are warned about the contrastive
differences between the two languages, a piece of information essential for the
correct active use of the language – in this case Slovene.
A careful study of the content of these usage notes reveals that most discuss
contrastive differences, an area where learners of any foreign language are likely
to make mistakes even at a more advanced level of learning the language. It is
knowledge of one’s mother tongue that greatly influences the use of a foreign
language, which is why the entire language-learning and -teaching process
should pay meticulous attention to contrastive differences. It should, however, be
stressed that in a bilingual dictionary, many contrastive issues are resolved by
appropriate dictionary equivalents or illustrative examples, without any further
need to additionally explain the differences. If this is not the case, the differences
have to be explained and exemplified, and this is where usage notes can be
employed. The discussion of the usage notes that follows is aimed at
acknowledging the need for explication of the contrastive differences between
languages regardless of the language pair, but drawing on the differences
between English and Slovene as the language pair treated in the ESD.
Apart from usage notes discussing contrastive topics, a few usage notes
concentrate on features typical of English only, without drawing parallels
between English and Slovene. In this context, usage notes should be mentioned
specifying the differences in the use of regular and irregular forms in different
senses of polysemous lemmata found in either nominal or verbal entries. The
policy of the dictionary regarding the inclusion of inflected forms is to list all the
forms, regardless of whether they are regular or irregular, at the beginning of the
entry, or, more precisely, right after the information on pronunciation.
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Nevertheless, it is sometimes necessary to give more detailed information on the
use of regular or irregular forms, depending on the semantic meaning. Usage
notes are by far the most user-friendly way of explaining whether the regular, the
irregular or both forms of a noun or verb can be used in one particular sense.
Only three usage notes deal with the issue of distinct pronunciation being typical
of one particular sense of a polysemous lemma but differing from the
pronunciation of the lemma in other senses. Similar to the regular and irregular
forms mentioned before, peculiarities of pronunciation discussed within the
framework of a usage note can be considered a user-friendly method of
explaining that one particular sense of the lemma should be pronounced in a
specific way.
Other usage notes offering information on certain aspects of English (e.g., the use
of the indefinite article, contracted forms of certain verbs or pronouns followed
by either countable or uncountable nouns) can be regarded as a direct way of
including grammatical information and thus giving a more complete picture of
the correct use of the lemma. They are particularly useful for encoding purposes.
5. Conclusion
Usage notes, a feature typical of monolingual dictionaries and abundantly used
in monolingual learner’s dictionaries in particular, can also be considered an
important feature in bilingual dictionaries. Lexicographically, they provide a
medium used by lexicographers to discuss topics relevant to the intended
dictionary users, topics that they cannot address without the aid of usage notes.
In usage notes, lexicographers explain what they consider necessary in relation
to the target users, which is in line with Atkins and Rundell (2008: 233). In bilingual
dictionaries, these topics mostly refer to contrastive differences between the
source and the target languages or to the characteristics of the source language
of which a non-native speaker must be aware when speaking a foreign language
or creating a text in a foreign language. Nowadays, the future of all dictionaries,
regardless of the type, lies in electronic dictionaries where space is no longer an
issue; consequently, lexicographers can provide more information and discuss
any aspect they deem necessary in order to give their dictionary users as much
information as possible about the language(s) in question. Usage notes are by no
means an essential information category in a bilingual dictionary, but doubtlessly,
they are a useful component that enables lexicographers to include information
that does not fit any other information category.
The study whose results are presented in this article is based on the analysis of
usage notes included in the ESD, i.e., a dictionary whose source language is
English and target language is Slovene. Consequently, the usage notes dealing
with the contrastive differences focus on the differences between the languages
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treated in this particular dictionary. The system of discussing contrastive
differences between the source and the target languages of any bilingual
dictionary should be based on the same premises, which means that the findings
reported on in this contribution are not limited to one language pair only but can
be used universally, regardless of the languages in question, with certain
adaptations and modifications resulting from peculiarities of the language pair
treated in a dictionary.
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Abstract
Many world's innovative and influential speakers are talking at TED and TED
Global conferences. (TED stands for Technology, Entertainment and Design.)
220 TED talk transcripts are collected to make a TED corpus, POS-tagged by
the UCREL CLAWS7, and analyzed by the WordSmith Tools 6. Examined in this
paper are what and how TED presenters are talking, and what ESL/ EFL
learners can learn from the TED talks.

Keywords: TED, POS-tagged, CLAWS7.
1. Introduction
TED and TED Global conferences are attracting many enthusiastic audience
because many world's innovative and influential speakers are talking, and their
talks are “showcasing important ideas from any discipline, and exploring how
they all connect” (www.ted.com/about/conferences). Their TED talks are
available at its official website (www.ted.com/). 220 TED talks of various topics
presented in English were examined to investigate what and how they are talking,
and what ESL/ EFL learners can learn from the TED talks.
2. Methodology
Starting from December 1, 2015, transcripts of the TED talks (www.ted.com/talks
& www.ted.com/watch/tedx-talks) were accumulated for about two months to
make a corpus of TED talks (thereafter, TED corpus). The TED corpus is composed
of 220 text files that consist of tokens (432,860) and types (19,011). All these TED
talk texts were POS-tagged by the UCREL CLAWS7 (ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/). The
POS-tagged texts were named as the POS-TED corpus1 in this paper. A frequency
wordlist was compiled from the TED corpus, and major grammatical patterns of
the POS-TED corpus were examined by using the WordSmith Tools 6
(www.lexically.net/wordsmith/, thereafter, WST6).
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3. Results
A BNC-based spoken English wordlist (ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/bncfreq/flists.html) was
used as a stop list for WST6 to get the frequent words which are unique to the TED
corpus. WST6 excluded 348,845 tokens and 3,886 types, and 111 types in the TED
corpus were found more than 44 times, which is almost equivalent to 100 times
when the corpus size is recalculated per million. A close examination of the
frequent types revealed two noun categories, namely those which suggest
certain fields of study (List 1 below), and those which are general or miscellaneous,
and hard to identify any specific fields (List 2 below).
List 1
Nouns which Suggest Certain Fields of Study
AI/ IT Techonology-related Words :
algorithm, device, digital, Google, innovation, intelligence, internet, online,
robot, program, TED (=Technology, Entertainment, Design), website
Biological Science/ Medicine (Neurology)-related Words:
antibiotic, autism, behavior, cure, Ebola, emotion, lab, microbe, PMS
(=premenstrual syndrome), neuron, symptom, vaccine, virus
Space Science/ Geoscience-related Words:
comet, coral, Mars, ocean, planet, quantum, solar, telescope
Global Politics-related Words:
refugee, terrorist, gender
List 2
General or Miscellaneous Nouns Hard to Identify with any Related Fields
bee, bit, Brazil, center, chimpanzee, color, decade, dollar, experiment,
flag, focus, lot, math, meter, movie, neighborhood, scientist, tool, TV
All verbs ranked within the top 100 of the BNC spoken wordlist were also found
within the top 100 of the TED frequency list, excluding got (35/131), did (53/130),
said (69/118), say (83/134), and want (95/105). Figures in parentheses are BNC
and TED frequency-based rank order, respectively.2
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From the frequency list of the TED corpus, the top ten most frequent lexical verbs
were extracted, and their raw frequencies of occurrence in terms of the POStaggers were listed in Table 1.

Table 1
Top 10 Frequent Lexical Verbs in the POS-TED Corpus
VV0

VVI

Verb

VVZ

VVD

3rd prsn

VVN

VVG

past

present

total

base

infinitive

sg

past

part.

part.

see

403

659

26

179

161

91

1519

get

298

526

93

262

176

162

1517

go*

240

427

92

277

69

337

1442

know

636

425

41

141

77

43

1363

think

641

268

11

205

28

147

1300

make

150

478

136

184

149

147

1244

say

158

265

98

479

37

124

1161

take

201

303

92

192

101

84

973

look

256

214

116

82

30

205

903

want

471

132

43
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12

10

875

* Going in the combination of be-verb + going + to (going_VVGK, 653 times) is
not included.

Although two lexical verbs (see and get and their variants) were almost equal in
terms of the frequency of occurrence in the POS-TED corpus, get and its lexically
related forms (got/getting) were more frequently found in various clause
structures. Below were actual examples taken from the POS-TED corpus: eg.
(Present Tense: get, gets; have/’ve+got)
He_PPHS1 gets_VVZ ready_JJ ,_,
I_PPIS1 've_VH0 got_VVN my_APPGE sheet_NN1
you_PPY 've_VH0 got_VVN to_TO be_VBI creative_JJ
(Past Tense: got; had/’d+ got)
I_PPIS1 got_VVD to_TO know_VVI cutting-edge_JJ technologies_NN2
we_PPIS2 'd_VHD got_VVN to_II the_AT Pole_NN1 ,_,
(Infinitive get+present participle, Preposition+getting)
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we_PPIS2 need_VV0 to_TO get_VVI going_VVG
... prevent_VVI the_AT insect_NN1 from_II getting_VVG inside_II the_AT
plants_NN2 ._.
Adding to the above grammatical structures, get and got in the passive
construction3 were also found in the POS-TED corpus: eg.
we_PPIS2 were_VBDR just_RR getting_VVG started_VVN ._.
I_PPIS1 seldom_RR get_VV0 bitten_VVN by_II mosquitos_NN2
I_PPIS1 get_VV0 stuck_JJ
if_CS I_PPIS1 get_VV0 killed_JJ
to_TO get_VVI rid_VVN of_IO him_PPHO1
Basing on the Brown family of corpora (Brown corpus vs. Frown corpus; LOB vs. FLOB), Leech, Hundt, Mair & Smith (2009: 156) found although “the get-passive is
an extremely rare option (the be-passive is about 400 times as frequent as the getpassive)”, “the get-passive is being used slightly more frequently in the 1990s than
in the 1960s - clearly in AmE, and probably in BrE.” They attributed the rarity of getpassive to its “adversative semantics”, and concluded that “the non-neutral
semantics of the get-passive is one of the reasons why it is not likely to replace the
be-passive in the near future” (p.157), and “the get-passive is still a colloquial
variant that is largely restricted to informal face-to-face conversations (p.158).
Huddleston & Pullum (2002: 1443) dealt with another get-structure which was
found “in the complex construction where there is an intervening NP” like “I get
my hair cut”, and “I got myself exempted from guard duties.” They regarded
these as an alternative to get-passive with agentive subject interpretation. In the
POS-TED corpus there were five examples of get+ pronoun (object form) + past
participle of lexical verbs: eg.
get_VVI *_PPIO1 *_VVN
get me started
to_TO get_VVI *_PPIO1*_VVN
to get me engaged
get_VVI *_PPH1 *_VVN
get it figured
to_TO get_VVI *_PPHO1 *_VVN
to get her fired
get_VVI *_PPX1*_VVN
get himself baptized.
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The TED talk presenters seem to possess an extensive repertoire when it comes to
the use of the lexical verb get and its grammatical structures. In fact, they had a
command of the less frequent get-passive. The examples extracted from the POSTED corpus indicate that they are capable of speaking with various get-structures,
which correspond to most of the get-related criterial features4 listed on
Englishprofile (see Table 2 ).
Table 2
Get in EnglishProfile
Combination

CEFR

example

get caught/killed/...

B1

... got killed in the war.

get married

A2

They got married in April.

get rid of sb

C1

get rid of sth

B1

... got rid of those books.

get rid of sth

B2

... got rid of this headache.

B1

You’ll get used to Ted eventually.

get sb/sth to do sth

B2

I can't get my computer to work.

get to do sth

B2

I never got to meet her.

get to know sb/sth

B1

get to sb

C2

have got to

B2

I wonder where my glasses have got to.

have (got) to do sth

A2

You've got to type in your name ...

C2

There's got to be a better way...

get used to
sb/sth/doing sth

have (got) to do/be
sth
have/'ve got

A1

have/'ve got

A2

... had to get rid of her. (=to make sb
leave)

I'll need a few weeks to get to know
the system.
... let him get to know. (=to make sb
feel upset)

He's got a degree.

(=to own or

possess)
I've got a cold.

(=to be ill)

(source) http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/staticfiles/about.html
Biber & Conrad (2009: 256) suggested oral (conversational) English registers have
large positive “Dimension I scores” in comparison with literate registers: Co-
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occurring linguistic positive features and register patterns on Dimension 1 are
mental verbs, present tense verbs, possibility modals, first person pronouns,
second person pronouns, it, demonstrative pronouns, emphatics, hedges,
discourse particles, causative subordination, wh-clauses, that-clauses without the
conjunction that, wh-questions, contractions.
Both in the TED corpus and the BNC spoken corpus, personal pronouns appeared
frequently. However, in the TED corpus the third personal pronouns were not as
frequent as the first and the second pronouns (see Table 3). This is mainly because
the TED corpus is made out of the talks given to the TED talk audience.
Table 3
Personal Pronouns in the Frequency-based Rank Order
Pronoun

TED

BNC

I
we
you
he
she
it
they

9
10
11
54
112
13
216

2
13
3
22
43
5
16

Three-word combination which starts with personal pronouns and is used more
than 50 times in the TED corpus were listed in Table 4. Most of the triple words were
uttered to express the TED talk presenters’ desire or necessity, or to attract
attention of their audience. The numbers of Text in Table 4 suggest that these
triplets were heard in many TED talk presentations.
Table 4
Pronoun-based Three-word Combination
Three Words
I
we
you
we

want
have
have
need

to
to
to
to
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Text

Freq

93
66
59
64

150
126
108
118

we
I
you
I
it
I

want
had
can
don't
was
was

to
to
see
know
a
a

45
38
61
41
59
43

72
59
121
61
85
55

Although personal pronouns were also found in some four-word combination,
the frequency of occurrence of the quartet words was low, and their distribution
in the TED talks was limited. This means the quartets were seldom heard in the
TED talks (see Table 5).
Table 5
Pronoun-based Four-word Combination
Four words
when
if
I
I

it
you
don't
would

comes
want
know
like

to
to
if
to

Text

Freq

25
18
11
10

34
26
13
13

Conclusion
Using corpus-based approaches, 220 TED talks were analyzed. Frequent nouns
unique to the TED talks reveal that many TED talk presenters’ favorite topics are
on AI/IT technologies, biological/medical sciences, space/earth sciences, and
global politics.
Analyses of POS-tagged texts indicate that the TED talk presenters are good
communicators who have a masterly command of get-structures, which are one
of the most frequently found lexical verbs in the TED corpus, and that while ten
very frequent triplets are widely distributed in the TED corpus, only four frequent
quartet words are found in limited number in the TED talks.
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Notes
1.

CLAWS7 is successfully POS-tagged an irregular past participle, swam, in
And_CC I_PPIS1 got_VVD total_JJ popsicle_NN1 head_NN1 ,_, if_CS anyone_PN1
's_VBZ ever_RR swam_VVN in_II the_AT Bay_NN1 ,_, and_CC I_PPIS1 'm_VBM
trying_VVG to_TO just_RR thaw_VVI my_APPGE face_NN1 out_RP ,_, and_CC
I_PPIS1 'm_VBM watching_VVG people_NN finish_VV0 ._.
(POS_S_Dinsmore.txt, underline mine)
However, it is not 100-% accurate. When searching for *_VVN in the POS-TED corpus,

several miss-tagged sentences were found , eg.
And_CC they_PPHS2 did_VDD something_PN1 which_DDQ I_PPIS1 think_VV0
is_VBZ important_JJ ,_, which_DDQ is_VBZ they_PPHS2 took_VVN the_AT
analogy_NN1 of_IO scuba_NN1 diving_NN1 ._. (POS_A_Eustace.txt, underline
mine.)
2.

After applying the BNC spoken wordlist as a WST6 stop list, verbs appeared more

than 100 times per million were searched in the TED corpus. The following 11 verbs were
found:

breathe, communicate, connect, engage, explore, generate, grind, inspire,

launch, marry, unite.
3.

Leech, Hundt, Mair & Smith (2009) excluded adjectival get-constructions when used
without a by-phrase like get-married, and other idiomatic patterns like get used to,
get rid of, get fed up with or get started from the get-passive.

4.

Criterial features are “properties of learner English that are characteristic and

indicative of L2 proficiency at each of the levels” (Hawkins & Filipović, 2012, p. 11).
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